#deminiatbaik
together, we’ll get there faster

sustainability report 2019

This is our life
Our future
Our dreams to realize
We strive to achieve the best
Though at times our best efforts are faced with hurdles
Now is the time we overcome all
So it is not just a dream
Let’s begin to make it real
For us who believe there is always a way
For us who is ready to take a step farther
For us who yearn to realize the future
BTPN Syariah, together realizing good intention faster

realizing good intention faster

There is a common spirit when the funding customers, financing
customers and bankers who empower are asked “what are the
difference after joining with BTPN Syariah?”. And the common
spirit was that “the good intention is realized faster”. Tepat is the
abbreviation of Terwujud Niat Baik Lebih Cepat (To Realize Good
Intention Faster), that has become the Brand of every product of
BTPN Syariah.

to serve with istiqamah (integrity) #deminiatbaik
As of today, BTPN Syariah is the only bank
in Indonesia where almost 100% of both its
financing customers and field employees
are women. The Bank raises funds from
the middle-income family segment and
channels these entirely to the productive
underprivileged families in Indonesia
according to sharia principles, according to
public corporate governance standards, all
the while being conducted ethically.
Today, BTPN Syariah stands ready to help
our productive, underprivileged customers
achieve their dreams. This is done by offering
efficient and well-targeted training programs
and opening new markets for their businesses
so that their good dreams can be achieved
sooner. This is part of the Bank’s support to
fulfil the Sustainable Development Goals.
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It all began with a willingness to provide an
opportunity to thrive for all communities,
including those in remote areas in Indonesia,
we conducted research into the
underprivileged families in Indonesia, usually
called the “unbankable segment” requiring a
“financial inclusion” approach as they have
neither financial records, legal documents,
nor collateral. Like others, they aspire to
send their children to obtain higher levels
of education and to improve their family’s
living standards. The main obstacles against
achieving these aspirations are the lack of
capital and skills to start a business. From
data is only 12% of people in this segment
have access to loans from friends, family, or
non-formal financial institutions. This fact is
an opportunity as well as a calling for BTPN
Syariah to strategically focus and massively
serve this segment.
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and development

mission, vision, corporate values and
single identity

mission

vision

Together, we create
opportunities for growth and a
more meaningful life.

To be the best Sharia Commercial
Bank, for financial inclusion, making
a difference in the lives of millions of
Indonesians.

corporate values [GRI 102-16]

socialization of mission,
vision, corporate values
and single identity

BTPN Syariah’s values are PRISMA (Professionalism,
Integrity, Mutual Respect and Teamwork).

The measures taken are, among
others to:

Profesional (Professional)
BTPN Syariah employees are expected to always be

BTPN Syariah continually

honest, responsible, smart, and communicative in
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conduct Induction Programs

exercising their profession.

for Executive Officers and
Integritas (Integrity)
BTPN Syariah employees must uphold justice, truth and
commitment in working based on the Company’s Code of
Conduct

consists of disseminating
GCG principles, Vision,
Mission, Corporate Values

Saling Menghargai (Mutual Respect)

and Single Identity.

BTPN Syariah employees must respect each other,
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New Hires. The program

appreciate the opinions and contributions of all other

Dissemination is also

employees, regardless their tasks, responsibilities and

performed through

competencies.

send email blasts to all
employees.

Kerjasama (Teamwork)
BTPN Syariah employees must always strive to develop
a favorable working environment to deliver the best
outcomes.

#bankirpemberdaya: single identity
The greater a company, the more often it faces
hard challenges, including being more and more
segmented. So to unify the will of all BTPN Syariah
employees in carrying out our Vision-oriented
Mission, a single identity is created, namely
#bankirpemberdaya.

This means:
“Those who work at BTPN Syariah are all bankers.
Yet, they are differentiated, as they collect funds
from the more privileged and channel these to
empower underprivileged families. This is due to the
call to be helpful to people.”

brand tepat
It is a platform for BTPN Syariah stakeholders and their
families to together realize good intention faster. It is a
significant step for our life, our future, our dreams as a
time for us to overcome impediments by working hard
to achieve the best and make dreams come true. With
goodwill, the appropriate tepat knowledge and character,
over 5 million underprivileged women in Indonesia have
started their businesses with BTPN Syariah, for the
better future.

being involved and involving
All stakeholders have the same intention to do and realize all dreams and goodness faster.
Then believe, that all well wishes can become real faster if done together.
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Taking part and involving more subjects in various empowerment program is the Tepat
brand’s way to be better humans. Tepat; realizing good intention faster.

active and progressive
Just like an arrow, Tepat tends to move towards a goal in realizing the dreams of all
stakeholders in a timely and proper manner but at the same time is dynamic and relevant
in every innovation or change.

Tepat, always opens for opportunities to grow and have a more meaningful life for all
stakeholders.
The growth of each stakeholder means opening up opportunities for others around him/her to
grow. This is the essence of being human; to be useful for others.

share wholeheartedly, be an inspiration
Tepat represents sharing. For every shareholder from any generation has the opportunity to
realize their good intentions, and Tepat accommodates them.
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grow then growing

overview of sustainability performance

non financial aspects
BTPN Syariah consciously chooses to focus on serving the unbankable segment,
those customers in need of financial inclusion. At the end of 2019, the Bank had
served 5 million underprivileged, independent, and active customers throughout
Indonesia.
The service has even been done before the underprivileged segment was officially
a target of BTPN Syariah, the Bank had played a role in providing financial literacy
education. Education is provided through training on financing information, savings,
and financial management.
Below are some forms of trainings introduced to customers and the public:
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Projection Meeting (PM)

Member Basic Training (PDK)

process socialization the Bank’s

further information on features, provisions,

products to the mass market

basic financial knowledge, and benefits of

community.

the Tepat Pembiayaan Syariah (previously
PMD) to potential customers. This training
is to ensure that the potential customers are
ready to receive financing from the Bank.

Program DAYA
training provided at no cost, for customers/their families on health topics and
PT Bank BTPN Syariah Tbk Sustainability Report 2019

entrepreneurial knowledge and skills. The materials developed for these are modules and
brief tips. For example are the Practical Financial Module and educational modules on
savings (Menggapai Mimpiku, Mewujudkan Mimpiku, Tabungan Mimpiku, dan Pentingnya
Menabung). Brief tips, on the other hand, are concise information packets on topics for
example Tips for Using Smart Phones, Tips on the Dangers of Diabetes, Tips on Waste
Management, Tips on Taxes, Tips on Emergency Funds, and Tips on Savings.

Sharing with Customers and Communities
The Bank and its stakeholders launched the Sharing with Customers and
Communities for the greater good. It is aimed to provide customers and
communities with the opportunity to continue growing and leading more meaningful
lives. This program is not part of the Bank’s CSR but is integrated in its sustainable
empowerment program.

four programs of ‘Berbagi ke Nasabah’ (Sharing with Customers) in 2019

Tepat Peduli Bencana
Umroh Pilgrimage Program
in November 2019. The Bank flew
about 380 pilgrims, consisting of
Financing Customers, Funding
Customers, BTPN Syariah agents
and select employees to perform
the Umrah together on one flight.

in Lombok and the Sunda Strait.
The BTPN Syariah continues to
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provide services and assist in
post-traumatic stress self-healing
for customer BTPN Syariah has
also helped to rebuild classrooms
and elementary school hall in a
customer’s community in Lombok
and donated a boat to communities

Tepat Peduli Komunitas
is assistance for health, education,
Roadshow Brand “Tepat”
in December 2019. This is the
program that introduces the
‘Tepat’ brand in more than 12 cities
through activities such as affordable
staple food, health advocacy,
blood donation, litter prevention
campaigns for customers and local
communities.

environment, and social
infrastructures. This consists of
building community infrastructure
(such as toilets, waste banks,
and learning spaces) where
needed, in collaboration with
eight community institutions. This
program is still under development.

PT BankPT
BTPN
BankSyariah
BTPN Syariah
Tbk Sustainability
Tbk Sustainability
Report 2019
Report 2019

in Serang.

economy aspect (as of 31 December 2019)
BTPN Syariah achieved a significant
economic performance

Economic Value Distributed increased
by 26.5% to Rp2.85 trillion

Rp

15.38 trilion

Asset
growth
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Rp

1.40 trilion

Net Profit
growth
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27.8%

45.0%

Rp

9.00 trilion

Financing
growth

23.7%

human capital management aspect
(as of 31 December 2019)

524 classes

127,968 hours

12.27 hours

Number of conducted
training programs

Total of training hours

Average of training
hours per employee

product responsibility aspect
BTPN Syariah provides free call center service 1-500-300
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important events in sustainability

January 7th
100% Digital for #bankirpemberdaya

February 14th

Field Work Tool

Annual General Meeting of Shareholders

100% deployment of mProspera
application for operational activities by
#bankirpemberdaya (bankers who empower).
The automation system allows acceleration
and efficiency of business activities which
were conducted manually in the past. This
automation also enables data processing
to be more effective and accurate and thus
resulted in an improved service quality.
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(AGMS)
The approval of Shareholders for the Annual Report,
Ratification of Annual Financial Statement, the
Appropriation of Net Profit, the Appointment of
Public Accountant and Public Accounting Firm for
the accounting year ended 31 December 2019, the
Determination of Salary and Allowances/Honorarium
for the members of the Board of Directors, the Board
of Commissioners and the Sharia Supervisory Board;
and the Accountability Report of Realization of Funds
from the Initial Public Offering (IPO) of BTPN Syariah.

September 2nd
Extraordinary General Meeting of Shareholders (EGMS) and Annual Public
Expose
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The Approval of Shareholders for the Changes of the Composition Members of the Board of
Commissioners of BTPN Syariah and the Approval of the Buy Back Shares of BTPN Syariah
in order variable remuneration for the member of the Board of Directors pursuant to POJK
No.59/POJK.03/2017. This was held in parallel with the Public Expose Presentation of the
Financial Performance as of 30 June 2019.

October 23th
The Implementation of BTPN
Syariah Stock Buyback
Following up the EGM’s resolution
on 2 September 2019, BTPN Syariah
repurchased 2,500,000 (two million
five hundred thousands) shares on 23
October 2019.

November 24th
Umroh Pilgrimage Program
The Bank organized the depart of about 380 people,
consisting of Financing Customers, Funding Customers,
and #bankirpemberdaya for a pilgrimage as a part of the
acknowledgment of the 5 years of BTPN Syariah serving the
productive underprivileged families.

May 9th
Agreement Signing with Dukcapil
Signing the Agreement with the
Indonesian Department of Population
and Civil Registration (Dukcapil), between
BTPN Syariah and the Directorate General
of Population and Civil Registration
concerning the use of Population
Registration in banking services.

July 22nd
“Tepat” Brand Launch
Launch of Tepat, a branding initiative to
introduce the Bank’s products and services
that epitomize the spirit of actualizing
good intentions faster.

August 5th-December 12th
Roadshow Brand “Tepat” in 12 Cities
Introducing Tepat, a rebranding initiative for
all of BTPN Syariah products and services.
“Tepat” Roadshow was held in Padang,
Medan, Palembang, Karawang, Bogor, Garut,
Semarang, Purwokerto, Sleman, Pacitan,
Kudus, Sumenep.
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November 10th
The Implementation of the Tepat Peduli Komunitas

November 12th
Inauguration of “Tepat Peduli Bencana” School
The “Tepat Peduli Bencana” school inauguration in
Lombok, a synergy between BTPN Syariah and Aisiyah
NTB to improve the welfare of women in Indonesia
where children must have good education. BTPN Syariah
renovated and built the function hall of the Kindergarten
and Elementary School of Aisiyah Foundation located in
Banjar village, Ampenan sub-district, Mataram City. The
school was one of the buildings that had been devastated
due to severe earthquake in Lombok.
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The implementation of the first Tepat Peduli Komunitas,
where BTPN Syariah collaborated with the selected
partners and local communities to build infrastructure
including religious, sanitation, health, environment and
other infrastructure in 1,000 points of the Bank operational
location throughout Indonesia.

awards

Jakarta, November 28th, 2019

The Best Bank in Supporting
SMEs for BOOK 1 & 2 category
Bank Indonesia Award
Bank Indonesia

National Awards
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February 22nd, 2019

July 4th, 2019

GOLD Rank – 3 category Bank
asset > 5T
Indonesia Corporate SecretaryCommunication Award IV
ECONOMIC REVIEW

1. Best In Effective Financing Assets > 20T
2. Best in Growth Sharia Bank Assets > 20T
3. Best in Profitability & Efficiency Assets > 20T

April 30th, 2019
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Syariah Financial Top Leader
2019
Indonesia Financial Top
Leader Award
WARTA EKONOMI

Karim Award
KARIM CONSULTING INDONESIA
August 22th, 2019

May 16th, 2019

Best Sharia Bank 2019 – Sharia
Bank with Asset less than Rp20T
category
Best Syariah
MAJALAH INVESTOR

Best Human Capital for Sharia
Bank - Public Company

August 29th, 2019

Indonesia Human Capital Award
ECONOMIC REVIEW

Bank with Excellent Predicate in
Financial Performance 2018
Infobank Awards
MAJALAH INFOBANK

May 16th, 2019

1. Rank I - Bank Umum Syariah
2. Rank II – Tabungan Bank Umum
Syariah
Infobank Digital Brand Award
INFOBANK

October 25th, 2019

The Best Performance Sharia Bank
2019
Infobank Sharia Awards
MAJALAH INFOBANK

June 20nd, 2019

1. Rank 1 - The Best In Finance for Islamic Bank Companies in Indonesia
2. Winner in Finance Category – The Best of The Best in Finance for Sharia Bank Company
3. The Best of Finance Director
Indonesia Finance Award
ECONOMIC REVIEW

November 15th, 2019

November 27th, 2019

Bank with “Healthy” predicate
in Sharia Bank BUKU 2 & 3
category

1. The Best in Retail Banking
Services Sharia Bank
2. The Best Financial
Performance Sharia Bank

Indonesia Best Bank Award
WARTA EKONOMI

Tempo Financial Award
TEMPO

November 19th, 2019

December 5th, 2019

1. Best Sharia Bank in BUKU 2
category
2. Sharia Bank for Women
Empowerment in BUKU 2
category

Millenial’s Admirable Brand
Awareness & Brand Image
BUKU 2
RRI Financial Award
RRI & ICONOMICS

Anugerah Syariah Republika
REPUBLIKA

INTERNATIONAL AWARDS
South Korea, October 17th 2019

Silver Award - World’s Best
Annual Reports
ARC Awards International
ARC AWARDS
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Jakarta, March 14th, 2019

1. 	Financial Inclusion Award
2. Customer Care Award
Global Good Governance Award (3G Award)
CAMBRIDGE

gratitude for all the forms of
support by all stakeholders, including
the Financial Services Authority
(OJK) and Bank Indonesia (BI)
as well as the Indonesian Ulema
Council (MUI) – the National Sharia
Capetown, September 16th 2019

Best Islamic Bank for
SME Banking
Global Islamic Finance Award EBiz

Board, all BTPN Syariah investors,
customers, employees, named
#bankirpemberdaya.
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BTPN Syariah would like to express

PT Bank Tabungan
BTPN Syariah
Pensiunan
Tbk Sustainability
Nasional Syariah
ReportTbk
2019
Sustainability Report 2019
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01
management report
BTPN Syariah responded positively to the issue of global climate
change by demonstrating a strong commitment to pioneering active
participation of the entire lines to be able to come together with
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other citizens of the world, to give a real contribution to environment
quality improvement. At the same time the BTPN Syariah is fully
well-being of underprivileged customers, which is also in line with our
achievements of sustainability development goals (SDGs)
on social aspect.

PT Bank Tabungan
BTPN Syariah
Pensiunan
Tbk Sustainability
Nasional Syariah
ReportTbk
2019
Sustainability Report 2019

committed to continue its progress in helping to ameliorate the

PT Bank BTPN Syariah Tbk Sustainability Report 2019
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the remarks of president commissioners
[GRI 102-14]

“We believe in and are fully committed to a higher contribution to
the achievement of sustainable development goals in the social and
environment aspects, through by the competence of Bank BTPN

17

Syariah in supporting productive underprivileged people to increase
their prosperity and realize their dreams with Tepat Pembiayaan
Syariah so that to grow, develop and have more diverse skills.”
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Kemal Azis Stamboel
President Commissioner /Independent

In the name of God, the Most Gracious, the Most Merciful
May God’s peace, mercy and blessings be upon you

Dear Stakeholders,

2019 marks the fifth year that the Bank

for the new Directors. In the midst of the

has changed to a commercial sharia bank,

Covid-19 pandemic, the Board of Commissioners

positioning BTPN Syariah as the only Indonesian

continues to closely monitor the strategic

financial institution which focuses on serving

policies adopted by Management in ensuring

the productive underprivileged families. This

the safety and security of employees and

change is the result of a long process that

customers. We appreciate the steps taken by the

reveals a significant need to be accompanied

new Management to ensure that there are no

with empowerment, skills improvement and

workforce reductions and to pursue operational

opening opportunities so that people can grow

activities as recommended by the Government.

and become an inspiration for others. We believe
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this process will continue along with changes in

Additionally, BTPN Syariah has meticulously

business conditions.

managed the bank and carried out numerous
activities which support sustainability efforts

As an implementation of good corporate

related to carbon emissions, including reducing

governance in fulfilling obligations to the

business travel by having more online training,

shareholders, on April 16, 2020 BTPN Syariah

including, holding virtual corporate and

held an Annual General Meeting of Shareholders

coordination meetings by utilizing information

(AGMS) with the agenda of the Amendment

technology advancements. More detailed

to the Articles of Association for a change in

information about the activities undertaken

the name of the bank from PT Bank Tabungan

by the Management related to Covid-19 will be

Pensiunan Nasional Syariah Tbk to PT Bank

covered in the 2020 Annual Report and the 2020

BTPN Syariah Tbk, and the other agenda is

Sustainability Report.
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Appointment of the Management of BTPN
Syariah due to the ending of the terms of

BTPN Syariah is also facing the climate change

Members of the Board of Commissioners,

issue, which is aligned with the issue of the

Members of Directors and Members of the

degrading environmental and social issues that

Sharia Board Supervisor at the end of the AGMS.

are global issues and to be addressed together.

On behalf of the other members of the Board

The Sustainability Report 2019 is the first ever

of Commissioners, I would like to express my

Sustainability Report of BTPN Syariah as a part

highest appreciation to the previous members

of facing the global issue. This report was made

of the Board of Directors for their contribution

earlier than the arranged time by the regulator

and good cooperation so far and best of luck

due to its significance and urgency.

BTPN Syariah’s response to the
sustainability goals

to adapt with BTPN Syariah’s new status as a

A large negative economic impact of climate

responsive in responding to the transformative

change on a global scale affecting the welfare

social and environmental conditions on both the

of the people in all regions has made all the

national and global levels.

public company, but also changes to be more

components of the global community state
their commitment to work together to repair

With regard to the above, the Board of

the social and environmental conditions in their

Commissioners appreciate the effort to publish

respective regions in one formulation of common

its first ever sustainability report 1 (one) earlier

purpose, the Sustainable Development Goals

than deadline set by the regulator for Buku 2

(SDGs).

Banks. It was a committed step taken by BTPN
Syariah in initiating the program of supporting

Certainly this development requires adjustments

the achievement of sustainability goals and as a

and good preparation, bearing in mind that

form of compliance with Company information

providing main bank services to customers

disclosure to all stakeholders. As proof of the

who are productive underprivileged customers

commitment, BTPN Syariah refers to the latest

requires a specific approach; thus, BTPN Syariah

Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) - Standards as

must overcome challenges. In addition to the

a version, to report the initiatives it has run and

constraints of regions, BTPN Syariah must

the results that BTPN Syariah can contribute to

also overcome the impediment of inadequate

the achievement of sustainability goals.

infrastructure in order to provide the services as
well as best guidance to these productive underprivileged customers.
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commitment in achieving sustainability
goals

Nevertheless, BTPN Syariah has responded

its support for the initiative of all global

positively to global issues by showing strong

communities in promoting the SDGs and has

commitment to initiating an active participation

taken various initiatives to formulate its own

all staff in order to join hands with other citizens

goals, including drawing up the National Action

of the world, to give a significant contribution

Plan of Greenhouse Gas Emission Reduction and

to the improvement of the quality of the

through applying the Financial Services Authority

environment. At the same time BTPN Syariah

(OJK) Regulation Number 51/POJK.03/2017

is fully committed to increasing its operations

on the Application of Sustainable Finance to

to support the improvement of welfare of

Financial Services Institutions, Issuers, and Public

our customers; this is also in line with the

Companies.

achievement of SDGs on social matters.
BTPN Syariah is fully committed to supporting
The Board of Commissioners views that efforts

government policy and, as a sharia bank, to

responding to global issues are a sign that

improve the quality of financial sector services

lines within BTPN Syariah must also start

in line with sharia principles and prevailing

changing their mindsets. Not only the changes

legislation.
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The Indonesian government has stated

With the entire financing portfolio of BTPN

increase the management quality of BTPN

Syariah aimed for productive underprivileged

Syariah’s operational activities. We recommend

customers, BTPN Syariah sees clearly that

the intensification of the use of the up to

there is a strong relationship between social

date service technology-based applications.

issues and issues arise from limited economic

In addition to results of higher efficiency,

empowerment. To provide energy for basic

optimization is intended to give positive impacts

needs, the productive underprivileged families

on the quality of the environment, including

still rely on charcoals or firewood which can be

reducing emissions and wastage.

easily found in their surroundings for energy
resources. Moreover, most of them do not

At the same time, we suggest that the BTPN

have access to adequate sanitary facilities for

Syariah increase delivery of training modules

toilet, urinal, sink, or bath. Those conditions

to increase awareness of the importance

contributes to degrading environmental quality

of preserving the environment, with further

and social issues due to low health quality in the

modules on healthy living to complement

surrounding communities.

modules on entrepreneurial tips as part of the
major training module.

After being customers of BTPN Syariah and
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passes some financing cycles, the welfare of

We believe that with such an approach, BTPN

customers in this segment increased so that

Syariah will be able to provide optimum

the habits of meeting the basic needs gradually

contribution for the achievement of SDGs in

changed. The sources of the energy used are no

the field of the environment and to contribute

longer charcoal let alone firewood, but switched

optimally in the social field by learning from

to kerosene and LPG. They also improved

the success of the productive underprivileged

sanitation by switching to using toilet to urinate

family in improving their lives through the

or defecate.

entrepreneurship financing programs already
undertaken.
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Such developments clearly give positive impacts
on the quality of the surrounding environment,

We believe that the Management and

also on the quality of the environmental health

employees will be able to optimize BTPN

of the family and the surrounding community.

Syariah contributions and focus not only for

All those positive impacts are aligned with the

economic but also social and environment.

achievement of the corresponding SDGs, in the

Thus BTPN Syariah will actively participant

economic, social and environmental aspects.

in delivering a large community ecosystem of
the underprivileged entrepreneur which has

Observing that progress, we, members of

balanced performance between economic, social

the Board of Commissioners, advise that

and environment.

the Board of Directors and their colleagues

We hope the management and related division

Management and employees to work harder and

success in preparing strategic initiative

smarter to uphold integrity and professionalism,

on the sustainability financial action plan

and in so doing provide direction to customers to

2020- 2029 which include preparing its first

quickly and precisely realize the good intentions.

time sustainability report as responses to the

Subsequently, on one hand, the productive under-

enactment of POJK No. 51/POJK.03/2017 are

privileged customers will be able to increase

the beginning of the realization of optimum

their welfare and realize their dreams and on

contribution as well as demonstration of BTPN

the other hand, BTPN Syariah can perform

Syariah’s high commitment to supporting the

more optimally with balanced performance in

achievement sustainable development goals.

economic, social and environment matters.

We also believe that BTPN Syariah’s commitment

We believe a harmonious cooperation with

in implementing the principles of sustainability

all stakeholders can continue to improve;

will be fully supported by all stakeholders.

consequently BTPN Syariah can continue to
provide optimal contribution to the whole

As we embark 2020 which gives more hope of

community regarding the improvement of the

improvement of fundamental business conditions,

environment and the development of the country

the Board of Commissioners invites the

and the people of Indonesia.
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Kemal Aziz Stamboel
President Commissioner/Independent
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the remark of president director’s [GRI 102-14]
“The surfacing environmental issues at the national and global levels
raise the question “what can BTPN Syariah contribute?”. There
is a clear thread between the success of financing programs for
productive underprivileged customers and the improvement of the
quality of the environment, starting from the smallest of scopes,
that is the rural family, rural community, and marginal community.
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This close relationship is described in this first edition Sustainability
Report. Through this report, we also want to convey our
determination to intensify the socialization of our brand - TEPAT which stands for Terwujud Niat Baik Lebih Cepat, meaning “Realize
Good Intention Faster”. With this determination, we want to solidify
the BTPN Syariah’s contribution to supporting the betterment of
environmental quality through improved operational management
underprivileged customers.”
Hadi Wibowo
President Director
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and intensified empowerment programs for the productive

In the Name of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful
May the peace, mercy and blessings of God be with you

Dear Esteemed Stakeholders,
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To bear a responsibility in taking BTPN Syariah
a step forward to make a better life for
customers and miliions of Indonesian people
is a mandate of trust given to us as the new
Board of Directors. This is the first time BTPN
Syariah release a sustainability report. This
report contain sustainable performance of
BTPN Syariah in 2019 accomplished by previous
management period which deserve a credit for
their achievement so far in shaping and making
BTPN Syariah into a widely acknowledged Bank.
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This first ever Sustainability Report marks the 10
years #bankirpemberdaya involvement to serve
underprivileged families segment in Indonesia.
Since its beginning as a part of Unit Usaha
Syariah in BTPN until transformed into BTPN
Syariah, all our employees commonly known as
#bankirpemberdaya are consistent in sharing
strategic, focus and massive ideas in serving the
segment.
Through intensity and quite long interaction with
underprivileged families, we clearly saw that
there was a positive correlation between the
improvement of the welfare of the productive
underprivileged customers with the improvement
of the quality of the environment around their
dwelling places, as well as in the wider scope,
their village environment.

This positive correlation is the story that we
convey in this Sustainability Report. In addition,
due to this positive impact on environmental
quality in line with the enhancement welfare,
we along with all the management and
employees of BTPN Syariah are committed to
improve of the Bank’s performance in building
and empowering productive underprivileged
customers quickly and effectively.
This Sustainability Report is the first edition
that we have compiled and submitted one year
earlier than the terms of OJK Regulation POJK
No. 51/POJK.03/2017 related to Buku 2 Banks. In
this report we want to share our understanding
and common commitment with the majority of
the world, namely the need for all world citizens
to support together the achievement of the
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).
Besides publishing this Sustainability Report,
we have also prepared our roadmap in the
Sustainable Financial Action Plan (RAKB) 20202024. We are fully committed to the realization
of various strategic initiatives starting in
2020, and will deliver the results in the next
Sustainability Report.
In this first Sustainability Report we present a
number of issues and challenges in implementing
Sustainable Finance, and also the strategy and
efforts that we have taken then to solve such

We aware that Covid-19 affects every kind of
industry either domestic or international is
inevitable. As our responsibility in supporting
the Government to reduce the transmission
of Covid-19, we have formulated policies and
efforts which we deemed the most suitable
for the condition of the company to guarantee
the safety and security of our customers and
employees. We put a maximum effort in avoiding
workforce reduction, and proceeding operational
activities as encouraged by the Government
by focusing on physical distancing as well the
healthy protocol.
As our commitment for the Sustainability
governance, we continue to abide sustainability
governance principles by organizing activities
in such a way to support sustainability efforts,
by taking the importance of social restrictions
into consideration due to Covid-19 pandemic.
BTPN Syariah continue to implement policies
in saving and reducing carbon emissions,
including reducing official travel, by increasing
online training, holding Corporate Meetings
of Directors and Board of Commissioners and
Committees virtually combined with physical
attendance at headquarters. This policy also
indeed consider the implementation of Good
Corporate Governance.
Every measure in mitigation, management and
policy taken by BTPN Syariah that supports the
implementation of the principles of sustainable
corporate governance, as well as the best efforts
in managing and handling Covid-19 at BTPN
Syariah, will be covered in the 2020 Annual
Report and the 2020 Sustainability Report.

encountered challenge
There are some main challenges we have to
overcome in realizing the strategic initiatives
delivered in the RAKB:
• Limited understanding by internal parties and
stakeholders of the concept of sustainability.
• Limited understanding of the basis and
mitigation of environmental risks.
• Lack of standard operations and policies
that integrate management of social and
environmental risk with banking operations
governance.

strategies of achieving sustainability
Business Conditions and Opportunities
Starting with three pilot locations in 2010, and a
massive roll out between 2011 until 2012, we have
launched 100 Service Teams by recruiting about
4,000 new employees, high school graduates
in each regions. They trained them so that they
would be able to proactively approach potential
customers and serve underprivileged women,
stretching from Aceh to East Nusa Tenggara
with three main behaviors in delivering service,
namely honest, polite, and disciplined. Bank
Community Officers, Melati Putih Bangsa (our
frontline officer), passionately accompanying
and nurturing customers until they could show
four types of behaviors: Courage To Do Business,
Discipline, Hard Work and Solidarity (abbreviated
as BDKS). These are the values that ultimately
enabled them to overcome the obstacle of low
income.
In 2014, Bank BTPN Syariah was established with
the acquisition of and performed a conversion
of Bank Sahabat Purbadanarta into Bank BTPN
Syariah and integration of BPTN UUS portfolios
into that Bank. In 2018, Bank BTPN Syariah took
the step to go public, strengthening its status
of being a company qualified with the public
company standards.
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issues. We also include various performance
gains on economic, social and environmental
aspects as the BTPN Syariah does its part to
achieve sustainable development of the nation.

The number of families the Bank has served
reached more than 5 million customers, which
means we have touched more than 20 million
inhabitants of Indonesia.
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Our funding is derived mainly from prosperous
families/groups in major cities, as we put
forth the security of funds, excellent service,
competitive yield and certainly, participating
in the empowerment of the productive underprivileged people in Indonesia. During the ten
years in fully adhering to our sharia principles
(istiqomah), we consistently and strictly focused
on building unique products and services that
can effectively serve the productive underprivileged people, to break the myth that they
are ‘unbankable’. BTPN Syariah inspired the
industry to collectively serve a segment that
comprises 40 million people, creating a new
breed of bankers, the productive poor bankers,
and significantly contributing to the creation
of dynamism and productive industry in this
segment.
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As a sharia bank that since its inception has
intensively interacted with the productive underprivileged customers, we understand that the
opportunity for BTPN Syariah to develop is still
huge. As a country with population of around 267
million, according to Bappenas, Indonesia is still
categorized as lower-medium income country;
and as most of the people are Moslems, we
believe the sharia-based banking services that
we offer are advantages one of our compeitive.
Supported by 23 branch offices, 2 sub branch
offices, and 41 Functional Offices, along with
roughly 8,500 community officers, Melati Putih
Bangsa in the field, we recorded the fastest
portfolio and asset growth compared to other
sharia banks, and conventional banks. We
continue to improve the operational aspects of
BTPN Syariah as a precautionary measure for
the business scale growth in the future.

sustainability strategy
As a sharia bank whose financing portfolios are
fully directed towards productive underprivileged
customers, we observed and found that changes
in the level of prosperity give many social and
environmental benefits and were directly
proportional with the success of our Daya
Program and the support of entrepreneurial
financing that we run.
The majority of our productive underprivileged
customers are continue moving away from
the poverty line according to international
standards. Along with the rising prosperity level,
the numbers of school children of our customers
dropping out of school was declining. Our
customers’ health also became better and the
use of raw wood and charcoal briquettes as a
source of household energy dropped.
All the social and environmental benefits above
are in line with the corresponding sustainability
development goals.
Therefore, responding to OJK Regulation POJK
No. 51/POJK.03/2017, we have established four
strategic initiatives to improve competencies in
order to optimize the social and environmental
benefits of our activities in empowering
productive underprivileged customers. The four
strategic initiatives are:
1. Build Operational Excellence
2. Increase bank assets
3. Explore fee-based income
4. Strengthen organizational capability.
Subsequently we set 9 activity programs which
are grouped into three main programs as
our roadmap stated in Bank BTPN Syariah’s
Sustainable Finance Action Plan 2020-2024.
The three main programs are:
1. Improvement of sustainable financing
portfolio.
2. Development of internal capacity.
3. Adjustment of the organization, risk
management governance, and standard
operating procedures.

sustainability performance
performance and contribution in economy
our financing outstanding reached Rp9.00
trillion, grew 23.7% from Rp7.28 trillion in 2018.
BTPN Syariah assets rose 27.8% to Rp15.38
trillion from Rp12.04 trillion in the previous year.
With that increase, we recorded the growth of
income of fund management and net revenue
sharing as Mudharib and other operational
revenues totaling Rp3.96 trillion, grew 28.1%
compared to 2018 which amounted to Rp3.09
trillion. Our net profit after tax increasedly of
45.0% to Rp1,400 billion from Rp965.31 billion in
2018. While the amount of comprehensive profit
in 2019 is Rp1,408 billion, up 40.3% from Rp1,004
billion in 2018.
This performance was derived from our
capability to increase the distribution amount of
generated economic value to the stakeholders,
namely: the owners of leased property, employee
salary and vehicle lease service providers, fees for
the IT system and other operational costs, with
a total of Rp556.50 billion from Rp503.82 billion
in 2018.
We centralized directly to the state revenue
through tax payments and other levies totaling
Rp562.72 billion, an increase from Rp368.99
billion in the previous year, and realized funds for

social responsibility activities of Rp2.85 trillion.
We also distributed economic value generated
to third-party depositors in the form of syirkah
profit-sharing amounting to Rp523.59 billion, up
from Rp367.67 billion in the previous year.
Furthermore, we provided a major contribution
manifested in providing access to branchless
banking services to support the development
of productive underprivileged business players
through community officers and Laku Pandai
agents. Up to end 2019, there are about 8,500
community officers registered operating in
over 250 cities and 23 provinces in all regions of
Indonesia.

real social impacts
We continously take surveys of the
underprivileged customers who took the
financing programs at every cycle. The
chosen methods and measurement tools
are internationally standard and practical
measurement tools, namely Poverty Probability
Index (PPI) from Innovative for Poverty Action
(IPA).
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The results of the surveys show that the
underprivileged customers who have completed
the third cycle have a better life as their
probability of to return to poverty line has been
reduced from 26.7% to 22.0%. Customers’
children who were not attending school
decreased from 16.8% to 10.8%. The use of
firewood went down from 9.2% to 4.9%.
Third party funds from the underprivileged
families also reached Rp1.87 trillion in 2019, up
23.16% year on year. We are very happy with this
progress, although we are aware of many other
facts that are related to this matter. Yet all this
shows the existence of real positive changes with
our clients.
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The three main programs along with 9 (nine)
subprograms are then translated into specific
activities that we will run and evaluate
periodically. We will report the results in the next
year’s RAKB and Sustainability Report. This
main purpose of this report is to ensure that
we, as #bankirpemberdaya can maximize our
competencies to support the achievement of
targeted sustainable development goals that we
have optimally identified.

social community performance
BTPN Syariah run special and specific programs
in improving the lives of the social community,
which became BTPN Syariah’s unique value
proposition, namely DAYA. DAYA has become our
platform in implementing our vision and mission
of improving the life quality of millions of families
of the BTPN Syariah customers.

While in the second approach, we are fully
committed to implementing the concept of
Green Office, including by applying a paperless
policy, the implementation of smart building
concept to save energy consumption and provide
independent water sources to reduce plastic
bottle packaging waste.

improvement of the work environment
We undertake various programs through
Daya, starting from business development
consultation, financial literacy, health
consultation, other daily life problems and the
productive-underprivileged financing products
market opening consultation.
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Apart from those, we also realized various social
programs including development aid of primary
school building for victims of the earthquake
in Lombok. We also organized programs to
strengthen ties among customers and enrich
the knowledge of productive underprivileged
customers, including with realizing the Umroh
Pilgrimage Program. Through Daya we show
BTPN Syariah full commitment to the efforts
of the government in creating employment
opportunities, alleviating poverty, increasing
prosperity and reducing the income gap.
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environmental preservation performance
Our operational activities ideally create minimal
direct impacts to the environment. Therefore, we
take two approaches in supporting the efforts to
preserve the environment, namely: Improving the
awareness in sustainable environment, improving
healthy life among customers and implementing
environmentally friendly operational policy.
In first approach, we have prepared and
delivered empowerment materials on sustainable
environment and healthy lifestyles during the
implementation of routine empowerment
programs with customers.

We show our commitment to the creation of a
engaging working environment by applying the
policy of equal opportunities in human capital
management, concretely by always involving the
role of the BTPN Syariah’s Worker Union as a
constructive discussion partner in determining
various strategic policies related to human
resources management.
In 2019, we held 524 training and development
sessions where 10,433 employees participated,
making the average number of training hours
12.27 hours per employee. The Bank invested
Rp22.5 billion to realize this development
program.
We perform periodic performance appraisals
of employees based on Key Performance
Indicators that have been agreed with, and
award promotions to employees with excellent
performance. In 2019, we promoted 261
employees.
We also provide equal and fair remuneration
packages, solely based on the performance and
contribution of the respective employee.

improving governance quality
We believe in the fulfillment of stakeholders’
expectations and the achievement of
sustainability development goals to run more
efficiently whereas BTPN Syariah can gain
full trust. For that, we demonstrate our full
commitment through good-quality company
management and through in the application of
good corporate governance principles.

closing
We believe that all the efforts that we have
taken throughout 2019 give a clear picture to
stakeholders about the strong commitment
of all staff in supporting the achievement of
sustainability goals. The efforts are also a
demonstration of our commitment to always
meet stakeholder expectations through the
optimization of available resources effectively
and efficiently.
On behalf of the Board of Directors, I wish
to convey my appreciation and gratitude
to all employees and stakeholders for the
achievements of BTPN Syariah in 2019.
Thank you for the dedication, innovation and
hard work of all employees and management as
well as support from all stakeholders, we have
successfully overcome challenges along the way,

recorded a substantial growth in business scale,
and strengthened our foundation to increase
BTPN Syariah contribution to the achievement of
sustainability goals with other current and future
global corporate citizenship.
Furthermore, I’d like to invite all staff of BTPN
Syariah together to help realize the goodwill of
productive underprivileged people to achieve
their dreams, to improve their lives by providing
appropriate banking services, to convey
empowerment materials suitable for them
so that they can overcome various problems
and challenges in developing their scale of
entrepreneurship quickly and effectively, so
that finally we are able to provide significant
contribution to the development of the
Indonesian economy and realize the goals of
sustainability.
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President Director
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the remarks of the sharia supervisory board
[GRI 102-14]

We on behalf of the Sharia Supervisory Board have an obligation to
support what BTPN Syariah has performed and continue to monitor
how the Bank through the operational activities, their offered
products and services provided to the client are in accordance with
the law and the terms of the sharia fatwa modeled on the National
Sharia Council of Indonesian Ulema Council (DSN MUI).
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H. Ikhwan Abidin, MA
Sharia Supervisory Board

May God’s peace, mercy and blessings be upon you
Peace be to us all.
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BTPN Syariah’s choice to serve the productive

Nonetheless, BTPN Syariah remains obligated

underprivileged society with a whole-heartedly

to provide education for the productive under-

is a real contribution to helping, defending and

privileged customers. Not only in financial

empowering those who should be protected

literacy but also literacy in sharia principles;

the most. The mission of BTPN Syariah is not

which emphasize not only willingness (akad),

merely providing financial services but improving

but also integrity and the sense of togetherness

the welfare of productive underprivileged

and belonging. In addition, the monitoring and

customers to a condition of proper healthfulness

evaluation systems need to be improved given

(halalan thoyyiban) and in accordance with

the different conditions of productive under-

sharia principles. We on behalf of the Sharia

privileged customers in the field.

Supervisory Board have an obligation to support
what BTPN Syariah has performed and continue

In 2019, BTPN Syariah launched the slogan

to monitor how the Bank, through its operational

‘Tepat’ for all names of its products and services.

activities, products, and services is in accordance

This confirms the commitment to realizing the

with the law and the terms of the sharia

customers’ dreams that once declared and in

fatwa from the National Sharia Council of the

the spirit of the #bankirpemberdaya, join in the

Indonesian Ulema Council (DSN MUI).

same goal of realizing goodwill more quickly and
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effectively. This context in line with maqashid
The basic sharia principles center on humanity

(goals) of sharia is formulated in five (5) core

values, which are not only fair from a legal

values, namely protecting religion, protecting the

perspective but embody social justice. This is in

soul, protecting reason, protecting the lineage,

line with the principles of sustainability. BTPN

and protecting wealth. In this regard, we see

Syariah’s role in helping the community of under-

that BTPN Syariah’s methods of transforming

privileged people gain access to professional

productive underprivileged people into having

banking services, upholds moral values and

a better position, even developing into a

honesty and should be appreciated. Therefore,

prosperous society, has been appropriate.

according to our observations, the activities
and operations of BTPN Syariah so far are in
accordance with Sharia principle and guidance.

We believe that with its strategy and initiatives,

improve the quality of the its environment and

BTPN Syariah will be able to maintain and

receive abundant blessings and fortune, not only

deepen its commitment to better protection and

physically but also spiritually.

empowerment of a higher number of productive
underprivileged society in remote areas. This can

Having such great determination both BTPN

be done with a wider scope, meaning that the

Syariah’s strategy and approach must become

impacts produced will be greater and tangible.

more informative and communicative, with the

We understand that this is not easy. It takes

Bank also needing to firmly grasp its conscience

determination and hard work and the courage

which emphasizes the humanitarian aspects, so

to take risks. If God be willing, we will continue

that it can see more opportunity and realize the

to control and encourage while ensuring that

goodwill more quickly for many more people in

compliance with sharia rules and principles

the future.

remains a priority.
May we always be under the protection of God
The achievements that BTPN Syariah has

and may His blessings always be upon our efforts

made so far, in recognition from various parties

so that we can continue playing our roles to

locally and internationally, are evidence that the

give benefits for all people. Amen, O Lord of the

Bank has well realized its vision. We hope that

Worlds

BTPN Syariah will continue on the path of its
commitment and responsibility to help and give

God willing, BTPN Syariah will make all goodwill

benefit to more parties, especially the productive

come true more effectively and efficiently.
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And may God’s peace, mercy and blessings be upon you

Jakarta, July 2020

H. Ikhwan Abidin, MA
Chairman of DPS
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underprivileged people in Indonesia, also to
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02
sustainability strategy framework
The Bank believe that its business activities are aligned with
national development goals and can offer the best benefits in
social, economic and environmental matters.
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BTPN Syariah is fully commited to improve their competence and
performance as apart of the attempt in fulfilling the targets of
global sustainable development formulated in the Sustainable
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Developments Goals (SDGs).

objectives of global sustainable development goals
Since the beginning of 2016 until the end of 2030 all

The SDGs are the successor to the Millennium

countries in the world have agreed to start applying

Development Goals (MDGs), the previous global

the concept of global scale sustainable development

development goals.

as formulated in Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs), or also called Global Goals.

The framework encompasses the basic aspects of
sustainability principles outlined into 17 goals:

No Poverty

Clean Water and Sanitation

End poverty in all its forms

Ensure availability and

everywhere.

sustainable management of
water and sanitation for all.
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Zero Hunger

Affordable and Clean Energy

End hunger, achieve food

Ensure access to affordable,

security and improved

reliable, sustainable and

nutrition, and promote

modern energy for all.

sustainable agriculture.

Good Health and Wellbeing

Decent Work and Economic

Ensure healthy lives and

Growth

promote well-being for all at

Promote sustained, inclusive

all ages.

and sustainable economic
growth, full and productive
employment, and decent work
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for all.
Quality Education
Ensure inclusive and equitable
quality education and

Industry, Innovation, and

promote lifelong learning

Infrastructure

opportunities for all.

Build resilient infrastructure,
promote inclusive and
sustainable industrialization,

Gender Equality
Achieve gender equality and
empower all women and girls.

and foster innovation.

Reduce Inequalities

Peace, Justice, and Strong

Reduce income inequality

Institutions

within and among countries.

Promote peaceful and inclusive
societies for sustainable
development, provide access to
justice for all, and build effective,

Sustainable Cities and
Communities

accountable and inclusive
institutions at all levels.

Make cities and human
settlements inclusive, safe,
resilient, and sustainable.

Partnerships for the Goals
Strengthen the means of
implementation and revitalize

Responsible Consumption and
Production

the global partnership for
sustainable development.

Ensure sustainable
consumption and production
patterns.
Climate Action
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Take urgent action to
combat climate change and
its impacts by regulating
developments in renewable
energy.
Life Below Water
Conserve and sustainably use
the oceans, seas and marine
resources for sustainable
development.

Indonesia, a rapidly developing equatorial
nation with vast forested land, is one of many
countries that has declared its commitment
alongside other countries, in promoting the
effort to achieve various formulations of
Sustainable Development Goals in a global
scale within the SDGs.
On the other hand, as a national shariacompliant bank where its financing activities

Life on Land

are aimed at productive underprivileged

Protect, restore and promote

families working to improve their wellbeing,

sustainable use of terrestrial
ecosystems, sustainably
manage forests, combat
desertification, halt and
reverse land degradation, and
halt biodiversity loss.

believe that the conducted programs conform
to diverse formulations of SDGs, particularly
the objectives in the field of society.
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emissions and promoting

achieving global goals using sustainable finance
The Financial Services Authority, on behalf of the Indonesian Government, has issued OJK Regulation
No. 51/POJK.03.2017 on Implementation of Sustainable Finance for Financial Institutions, Issuers, and
Listed Companies. Stipulates the implementation deadline for all financial institutions, and companies
listed in Indonesia capital market, Indonesia Stock Exchange (IDX).

There are 5 primary objectives of POJK 51

1

Create a proenvironment and
pro-community
financial and nonfinancial business
within the capital
and financial
markets.

4
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5

2

Support to creation
sustainable
economic growth.

3

Promote the
adoption of the 3P
principles (Profit,
Planet, People) by
capital/financial
market players.

Promote decision making processes based on economic, environmental, and social
aspects considerations.

Encourage businesses in the capital/
financial markets to issue and publish
Sustainability Reports.

• Reducing inequalities, mitigating and
preventing environmental damage,
conservation, and promoting energy
efficiency and natural resource utilization;

Provisions POJK No. 51/POJK.03/2017
specifies that the goals of Sustainable
Finance are:
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• Providing  necessary and sufficient

and
• Developing financial products and/or
services based on the Sustainable Finance
Principles.

financing to achieve Sustainable
Development Goals and climate action.
• Improving the resilience and
competitiveness of financial service
institutions, issuers, and listed
companies by improving how social and
environmental risks are managed. This
is done by developing financial products
and/or services based on the Sustainable
Finance Principles that can help to
maintain the stability of the financial
system.

The entire objectives of the application
of sustainable finance are naturally
aligned with various formulations
in SDGs and in line with the
accomplishment of sustainable goals.
Therefore, BTPN Syariah is ready to
support and implement the regulations.
This includes adjusting its management
system of operations and compilation
of reports.

harmonizing operations with the
sustainable development goals

management, reduce social inequalities, reduce

The six goal formulation are:
• Goal 1 – No Poverty
• Goal 4 – Quality Education
• Goal 5 – Gender Equality
• Goal 8 – Decent work and economic growth  
• Goal 10 – Reduce Inequalities

and prevent environmental damage, promote

• Goal 13 – Climate Action

To improve the durability and competitiveness
through better social and environmental risk

efficient use of energy and natural resources
which implement the principles of sustainable
finance. The focus on inclusive finance has been
part of BTPN Syariah’s business since it started
operations as a sharia business unit in 2010.
Since its spin off and incorporation as an
independent entity, BTPN Syariah has made a
commitment to be more proactive in achieving
various sustainable development goals. BTPN
Syariah aligned its business to 6 out of 17
Sustainable Development Goals and is fully
committed to achieving them.

initiatives in developing sustainable
business [fs1, fs4]
As a wide-reaching provider of inclusive banking
services for the specific segment of underprivileged
productive women working to improve their
wellbeing, BTPN Syariah believes that its business
helps to achieve the SDG’s objectives in social
affairs. The Bank is committed to achieving the
Sustainable Development Goals.
To support the cause, BTPN Syariah has prepared
sustainable finance goals that are aligned with its
business:
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Tujuan
The Goal
Pelaksanaan
in the Implementation
Keuangan Berkelanjutan
of Sustainable
BTPN
Finance
Syariah
of BTPN Syariah
1. Portofolio
Portofolio

4. Literasi
Keuangan
Financial
Literacy

Menyediakan
produk dan
paketby
jasa
	Helping
to eradicate
poverty
providing

Menyelenggarakan
metodeevents
pembelajaran
	Holding
financial literacy
that are

sederhana
namun
amanand
untuk
mendukung
inclusive, solid,
simple,
safe.
pengentasan kemiskinan.

2. Accessible

2. Aksesibilitas

Providing financial products and services

Menyediakan produk layanan jasa keuangan

that can be accessed easily, be readily

literasi
keuangan
spesifik,and
mudah
suitable,
easy to yang
understand,
are

dipahami,
berdaya
guna
sebagailiteracy
wujud
practical in
achieving
financial

dukungan terciptanya inklusi keuangan yang

across Indonesia.

merata di seluruh wilayah Indonesia.

5. Learning and Growth

5. Pembelajaran dan Pertumbuhan

Building the Bank’s capacity and capabilities

yang mudah diakses, tersedia setiap

Mengembangkan kapasitas dan kapabilitas

saat, dan didukung penerapan teknologi

bank, baik internal maupun melalui kemitraan,

informasi terkini.

untuk melaksanakan dan meningkatkan

available, and supported by cutting edge
technology.

3. Proses
Business
Process
3.
Bisnis

Offering financial services
where
Menyelenggarakan
layanan keuangan

using in-house efforts and partnerships.

The goal is to achieve and to improve the
sustainable finance quality that is based

kualitas keuangan berkelanjutan sesuai

on customer
needs,
business
direction, and
dengan
kebutuhan
para
nasabah,
sustainable
development
in social
arah
pengembangan
usahagoals
dan tujuan

socialmengintegrasikan
and governance risiko
risks are
yang
sosial dan

affairs.
keberlanjutan
khususnya di bidang sosial

integrated
in its products,
services,
tata
kelola dalam
produk, jasa
dan dalam

kemasyarakatan.

pengambilan
serta its
and businesskeputusan
decisions. bisnis
In addition,
menjalankan
operasi
perbankan
yang
banking activities
are
conducted
as
semakin
ramah lingkungan.
environmentally
friendly as possible.
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keuangan
yang inklusif,
financial products
and kompak,
services that are

To promote the sustainable development goals and to implement sustainable finance, BTPN Syariah
adopted a comprehensive business development strategy.
BTPN Syariah has prepared initiatives both for today and for the future. These are prepared and
undertaken according to the Bank’s current business activities as well as the sustainable development
goals it wishes to achieve. Initiatives that the Bank has launched are, among others:
1. Productive Financing for underprivileged families, especially for women.
2. Finding alternative financing methods for underprivileged families, such as financing through BTPN
Syariah Agent, pico-financing, agriculture financing, education financing, and other sustainable
financing services.
3. Training programs for financing customers and locals in health, environment, social affairs, and
entrepreneurship.
4. Banking agent training.
5. Infrastructure development for customer communities in education, environment, and
entrepreneurship.
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03
about the sustainability report
“With this first ever Sustainability Report, BTPN Syariah shows its
commitment to support the welfare improvement of productive
underprivileged families. As we empower them, income inequality
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can be reduced. Concurrently we support national economic
growth by providing reliable Islamic banking services in accordance
with the efforts to ameliorate social hardship as well as preserve
the environment that are in line with several formulations of the

PT Bank BTPN Syariah Tbk Sustainability Report 2019

sustainable development goals.”

Welcome to the first PT Bank BTPN Syariah

in this report, an internal verification stage and

Tbk Sustainability Report, the report compiled

In-Accordance-Check process by an independent

to describe the efforts made by the Bank to

party have been conducted on all contents and

support the achievement of various sustainable

data. BTPN Syariah referred certification is

development goals (SDGs). In this report, BTPN

included in this Report. [GRI 102-56]

Syariah provides an overview of the challenges
developmental sustainability, while meeting

scope (boundary) and limitations
report [GRI 102-45]

stakeholders’ expectations as part of achieving

Data reported in 2019 only includes information

the sustainability goals.

on BTPN Syariah without any findings related

faced in developing its business, and ensuring

guidelines, standards & assurance of
reports
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to its subsidiary. While the financial data
refers to Audit Financial Reports prepared
using the Indonesian Financial Accounting

This report has been prepared in accordance with

Standards Statement (“PSAK”) provisions. As

the GRI Standards - Core option, including the

for sustainability data, BTPN Syariah applies

Financial Services Sector Disclosure of GRI. In

internationally accepted data measurement

addition, this report also refers to the Financial

techniques. The quantitative data in this report

Services Authority (OJK) Regulation Number

is stated based on the principle of comparability

51/POJK.03/2017 concerning the Application

in two years within the previously specified

of Sustainable Finance for Financial Services

boundary.

Institutions, Issuers, and Public Companies. [GRI
102-48, GRI 102-49, GRI 102-54]

period and cycle report

PT Bank BTPN Syariah Tbk Sustainability Report 2019

[GRI 102-50, GRI 102-51, GRI 102-52]

Considering this Report is the first edition, there is

This report describes various programs and

no significant change in data comparison. Neither

activities carried out by BTPN Syariah in its

is there restatement as a result of the change

operations as a sharia bank fully committed to

in the PSAK provisions, significant change in the

improving the marginal families’ welfare through

organizational structure, business activity nor

the provision of sharia-based banking services

managerial structure in the reporting year. BTPN

and products appropriate to their conditions.

Syariah applies material principle in determining

Following welfare improvement, various social

which issues that are important to stakeholders

and environmental problems have also been

and in conducting business activities, where the

solved. This is in line with efforts to achieve

corresponding GRI Standard disclosure numbers

sustainable development goals as stated in the

are indicated in a colored index on every relevant

17 formulations of the Sustainable Development

page and are summarized in the GRI Standard -

Goals (SDGs).

Core Index List on page 146. [GRI 102-10,
GRI 102-55]

The reporting of results from program
implementation came with data that related

In drafting this sustainability report 2019,

are with material topic selected over the last

BTPN Syariah did not hire a guarantor

two years, in period from 1 January 2019 to 31

(assurance). However, to ensure writing accuracy,

December 2019 and the comparison to that of

credibility and quality of information contained

2018. BTPN Syariah is planning to publish of a
Report annually.

defining report content and boundary

[GRI 102-46 ]

BTPN Syariah determines the Report contents by applying 4 (four) steps according to GRI Standards:

Identification of material aspects and
defining the boundary.

1

2

Identification of the sustainability context
based on relevance to the characteristics

Setting the priorities of
those aspects that were
previously identified (Priority

of the banking industry, and its impacts

step).

on stakeholders.

This report refers to material
aspects and issues in the two
consecutive periods reports,
considering that the aspects
and issues in 2018 are still
relevant to the condition in

3
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2019.

Validation of material
aspects.
The completeness
of all material
aspects is validated
by the Corporate
to ensure the priority
of the information that

4

Reviewing the Report after its
publication in order to improve the
quality of the report of following year

will be conveyed in this

(Review step).

report.

The review of this report will be
conducted by considering input
from stakeholders, both internal
and external as part of stakeholder
inclusiveness.

In defining the content of the Report, the following principles required by GRI Standards have been observed:
Stakeholders inclusiveness, materiality, sustainability context (or sustainability aspects referring to number 1),
and completeness. This is illustrated in the scheme below.
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Communication Group,

Flow of Report Content Determination

Topic

Disclosure of Management’s Approach + Indicator

Aspect

Step I Identification

Step II Priority

Step III Validation

Sustainability Context

Materiality

Completeness

Shareholder Engagement

Step IV Review
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Sustainability Context

materiality topic [GRI 102-47]
To determine the topics reported, BTPN Syariah
conducted a study on material impacts by forming
an intensive internal discussion group to discuss
operational impacts on key stakeholders, as
PT Bank BTPN Syariah Tbk Sustainability Report 2019

well as considering input from external parties
through meetings with investors and interaction
with surrounding communities. In the review,
the relevance between topics and sustainability
issues in GRI Standards is also taken into account,
especially issues regarding sustainable finance.

Stakeholder Engagement

From the discussion, BTPN Syariah performs
materiality review on several topics should be
presented in the Report. BTPN Syariah then sets
a list of material topics and the corresponding
disclosure index as well as the reporting boundary.
This is illustrated in the matrix and materiality
table.

High

materiality matrix diagram

[GRI 102-47]

Banking Access
Facility

Rights of
Employees

Banking Transaction
Security

Banking Facilities for
Communities in Remote
Areas

Medium

Reducing
Greenhouse Gas
Emission

Diversity and Respects
towards Human Rights

Clear Information
on Banking
Products

Remuneration
and Rewards

Environment
Preservation Program
Employees Training
and Development

Energy Efficiency of
Electricity and Fuel

Financing for
Renewable Energy
Sector
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Empowering
Society/Customers

Low

important to stakeholders

Banking Facilities for
Disabled People

Medium

High

important to company

18 material topic groups meet the criteria of having the most material impact on BTPN Syariah’s
sustainability performance. Consequently, BTPN Syariah set 38 disclosures as an index of such material
topics, as follows.
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Low

list of material topics and boundary
Material Aspects

Reasons for Materiality

[GRI 102-47]

[GRI 103-1]

Disclosure
Number

ECONOMY
Financial / Economic
Performance

having significant impact on stakeholders

201-1

Market Presence

Having significant impact on stakeholders

202-1

Indirect economic
impact

Having significant impact on stakeholders

203-1

Anti Corruption

Having significant impact on the development
and on the reputation of the Company

205-2, 205-3

Energy

Having significant impact on stakeholders

302-1

Emissions

Having significant impact on stakeholders

305-1, 305-2,
305-3

Environmental
Compliance

Having significant impact on stakeholders and
the Company's reputation

307-1

Employment

Having significant impact on stakeholders and
on business continuity

401-1

Training and
Education

Having significant impact on stakeholders and
on business continuity

404-1, 404-3

Diversity and Equal
Opportunity

Having significant impact on stakeholders

405-1

Non-Discrimination

Having significant impact on stakeholders

406-1

Freedom of
Association and
Collective Labor
Agreement

Having significant impact on stakeholders and
the Company's reputation

407-1

Local Communities

Having significant impact on stakeholders and
the Company’s reputation

413-1, FS13,
FS14

Marketing and
Product Labels

Having significant impact on stakeholders and
the Company's reputation

417-2, 417-3

Customer Privacy

Having significant impact on stakeholders

418-1

Compliance
with Social &
Environmental
Regulations

Having significant impact on stakeholders and
the Company’s reputation

419-1

ENVIRONMENT
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SOCIAL

FINANCIAL SERVICE SECTOR
Green Funding/
Lending

Having significant impact on stakeholders and
the Company’s reputation

FS1, FS2, FS6,
FS9, FS15, FS16

Boundary
Within
BTPN
Syariah

Outside of
BTPN
Syariah

validation and review

These validation and review processes are for assur-

BTPN Syariah will validate and review this Report by

ing that the Report contains content in a balanced

taking into consideration the input of stakeholders,

way, namely presenting not only positive perfor-

both internal and external, as submitted through

mance, but also what is negative. Improving the

the Suggestion Sheet attached to this Report. In

quality of the report in the years to come, the Com-

addition to considering the stakeholders’ responses,

pany would also appreciate stakeholder suggestions

particularly those conveyed during activities involv-

and concerns.

ing stakeholders, the Bank also takes into account
responses in the General Meetings of Shareholders,
analyst meetings, media gatherings, and so on.

contact

[GRI 102-53]
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If you need further information or questions regarding this
Report, please contact:

DAYA & Communication Division
PT Bank BTPN Syariah Tbk
Menara BTPN 12th Floor, CBD Mega Kuningan
Jl. Dr. Ide Anak Agung Gde Agung, Kav 5.5-5.6
Tel.

: (62-21) 292 72 096

Fax.

: (62-21) 292 72 096

Website

: www.btpnsyariah.com

Email

: corsec@btpnsyariah.com
corporatecommunications@btpnsyariah.com

Facebook : @btpnsyariah.id
(https://facebook.com/btpnsyariah.id)
Twitter

: @btpnsyariah

Instagram : @btpnsyariah
(https:///www.instagram.com/btpnsyariah/)
Youtube

: BTPN Syariah
(https://www.youtube.com/c/BTPNSyariah)
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South Jakarta - 12950 - Indonesia
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04
about Btpn Syariah
“BTPN Syariah is more prepared to support millions of
underprivileged people in the country for realizing a better
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future for all.”

brief profile
Company Name [GRI 102-1] PT Bank BTPN Syariah Tbk
Line of Business [GRI 102-2] Banking services based on sharia principles
Business Segment Mass-market Sharia Bank Business
Head Office [GRI 102-3] Menara BTPN, 12th Floor, CBD Mega Kuningan Jl. Dr. Ide Anak Agung
Gde Agung, Kav 5.5-5.6 Jakarta Selatan 12950, Indonesia
Telp. (62 21) 300 26 400
Faximile (62 21) 292 72 096
Website www.btpnsyariah.com
Email corsec@btpnsyariah.com,
corporatecommunications@btpnsyariah.com
Social Media Instagram : @btpnsyariah
https:///www.instagram.com/btpnsyariah/
Facebook : @btpnsyariah.id
https://facebook.com/btpnsyariah.id
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Youtube : BTPN Syariah
https://www.youtube.com/c/BTPNSyariah
Linkedin : BTPN Syariah
https://www.linkedin.com/company/btpnsyariah
Branches and Service Network 23 Branch Offices, 2 sub branch offices, and 41 Operational Functional
[GRI 102-4] Offices located across Indonesia
Market Coverage/ Area of Low-income family financing in the entire Indonesian territory
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Operation [GRI 102-6]
Legal Basis of Establishment •
[GRI 102-5

Articles of Incorporation Number 10 dated March 7, 1991,
subsequently amended by Deed of Amendment to Articles of
Association Number 39 dated 25 May 1992 and Deed of Amendment
to Articles of Association Number 25 dated 11 July 1992 made before
Notary H. Abu Jusuf, S.H.;

•

Deed of Statement of Resolutions of Meeting Number 5 dated 27
August 2007 made before Notary Winarti Lukman Widjaja, S.H.,
on adjustments according to Law Number 40 of 2007 on Limited
Liability Companies and approved by the Minister of Law and
Human Rights of the Republic of Indonesia dated 18 January 2008
Number AHU-02507.AH.01.02. year 2008, published on Official
Gazette of the Republic of Indonesia dated 14 March 2008 Number
22, Supplement Number 3032;

•

Deed of Statement of Resolutions of Extraordinary General
Meeting of Shareholders No. 01 dated 1 April 2009 made before
Notary Winarti Lukman Widjaja, S.H., on the change of name from
PT Bank Purba Danarta to PT Bank Sahabat Purba Danarta and
approved by the Minister of Law and Human Rights of the Republic
of Indonesia dated 22 July 2009 Number AHU-34303.AH.01.02.
year 2009;

•

Deed of Amendment to Articles of Association Number 25 dated 27
August 2013 in conjunction with Notarial Deed Number 30 dated
25 September 2013 made before Notary Hadijah S.H., M.KN on the
change of name from PT Bank Sahabat Purba Danarta (BSPD) to
PT Bank Tabungan Pensiunan Nasional Syariah (BTPN Syariah) and
approved by the Ministry of Law and Human Rights pursuant to
Decree No. AHU-50529.AH.01.02. year 2013 dated 1 October 2013
and published on Official Gazette Number 94, Supplement No.
124084 dated 22 November 2013;

•

Deed of Statement of Shareholders’ Resolutions Number 15 dated
31 October 2013 made before Notary Indah Indriani, S.H., M.Kn., on
the change of the Company’s domicile from Semarang to South
Jakarta and registered at the Ministry of Law and Human Rights
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of the Republic of Indonesia pursuant to decision and Approval
for Amendment to the Company’s Articles of Association Number
AHU-60408.AH.01.02. year 2013 dated 21 November 2013 and
Receipt of Notification of Amendment to the Company’s Articles of
Association Number AHU.AH.01.10-47895 dated 12 November 2013;
Deed of Statement of Resolutions of Meeting (Capital Increase
and Amendment to Articles of Association) Number 27 dated 30
January 2014 made before Hadijah, S.H., M.Kn. on the spin-out
of Unit Usaha Syariah PT Bank Tabungan Pensiunan Nasional
Tbk (“UUS BTPN”) from PT Bank Tabungan Pensiunan Nasional
Tbk (“BTPN”) and having obtained Notification of Amendment to
Articles of Association of PT Bank Tabungan Pensiunan Nasional
Syariah Number AHU-AH.01.10-04338 dated 12 February 2014;
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•

•

Deed of Statement of Shareholders’ Resolutions on the Amendment
to Articles of Association Number 57 dated 16 November 2017 made
before Notary Jose Dima Satria, S.H., M.Kn on the change of status
to public company and approved by the Minister of Law and Human
Rights of the Republic of Indonesia by virtue of his Decree dated 16
November 2017 Number AHU-0024076.AH.01.02. year 2017, and
of which notification of amendment to Articles of Association has
been received and recorded by the Minister of Law and Human
Rights of the Republic of Indonesia pursuant to his letter dated 16
November 2017 Number AHU-AH.01.03-0191730;

•

Deed of Statement of Shareholders’ Resolutions on the Amendment
to Articles of Association Number 8 dated 5 April 2018 made before
Notary Jose Dima Satria, S.H., M.Kn. on the amendment to Articles
of Association of BTPN Syariah and approved by the Minister of
Law and Human Rights of the Republic of Indonesia by virtue of his
Decree dated 10 April 2018 Number AHU-0007953.AH.01.02. year
2018;

•

Deed of Statement of Shareholders’ Resolutions on the Amendment
to Articles of Association Number 178 dated 31 May 2018 made
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before Notary Jose Dima Satria, S.H., M.Kn. on the amendment
to Articles of Association (capital) of BTPN Syariah and having
obtained notification that its amendment to Articles of Association
has been received and recorded by the Minister of Law and Human
Rights of the Republic of Indonesia pursuant to dated 21 June 2018
Number AHU-AH.01.03-0215425;
•

Deed of Statement of Resolutions of Extraordinary General
Meeting of BTPN Syariah Number 02 dated 2, 2 September
2019 made before Notary Ashoya Ratam, S.H., M.Kn. on the
Compositions of Board of Commissioners, Board of Directors,
and Sharia Supervisory Board and having obtained notification of
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changes to the Company Data dated 17 September 2019 Number
AHU-AH.01.03-0332927.
Established July 14th 2014
Authorized Capital Rp2,750,000,000,000 (two trillion seven hundred and fifty billion
Rupiah)
Issued and Paid-Up Capital Rp770,370,000,000 (Seven hundred seventy billion three hundred and
seventy million Rupiah)

Ownership [GRI 102-5] •

PT Bank BTPN Tbk (70.0%)

•

Public (29.97%)

•

Treasury Shares (0.03 %)

Business Entity [GRI 102-45] BTPN Syariah does not own any business entity which is consolidated
into the Financial Statements.
Stock Exchange Indonesian Stock Exchange
•

Declaration of Registration from Capital Market Supervisory
Financial Services Authority on April 25th 2018

•

Enlisted in Indonesian Stock Exchange on May 3rd 2019

•

Initial Public Offering and Trading on May 8th 2018

Stock Code BTPS
ISIN Code ID1000142805
Taxpayer Identification Number PT Bank BTPN Syariah Tbk
01.551.806.1-511-000
Business Registration Number PT Bank BTPN Syariah Tbk
(NIB) 9120209291387 on February 18th 2019
The third amendment on April 5th 2019
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Share Registrar Shiddharta Widjaja & Rekan
(an Indonesian partnership and member firm of the KPMG network
of independent member firm affiliated with KPMG International
Cooperative)
Wisma GKBI lantai 32, Jl. Jend. Sudirman no. 28, Jakarta 10210,
Indonesia
Telephone : (62 21) 574 2333
Facsimile

: (62 21) 574 1777

Jakarta 10120
Telephone

: (62 21) 350 8077 (Hunting)

Facsimile

: (62 21) 350 8078

Securities Rating Company PT Fitch Ratings Indonesia
DBS Bank Tower, Lt 24, Suite 2403
Jl. Prof. Dr. Satrio Kav. 3-5
Jakarta 12940
Telephone : (62 21) 2988 6800
Facsimile

: (62 21) 2988 6822
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Credit Rating Agency PT Datindo Entrycom
Jl. Hayam Wuruk No. 28

Corporate Secretary Arief Ismail
Menara BTPN 12th Floor,
CBD Mega Kuningan
Jl. DR. Ide Anak Agung Gde Agung Kav. 5.5-5.6, Jakarta Selatan 12950
Telephone : (62 21) 300 26 400
Facsimile

: (62 21) 292 72 096

Email

: corsec@btpnsyariah.com

Company Rating AA+ (idn) Stable Outlook– Fitch Rating Long term
Products [GRI 102-2] •

Sharia-based funding product

•
Products/Services [GRI 102-2] •
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•

Membership in Associations •
[GRI 102-13] •

Sharia-based financing product
Funding
•

Tepat Tabungan

•

Tepat Tabungan Platinum

•

Tepat Deposito

•

Tepat Tabungan Rencana

•

Tepat Giro

•

Tepat Tabungan Syariah

•

Rekening Tabungan Jamaah Haji

•

Tepat Tabungan Syariah Agen

Financing
•

Tepat Pembiayaan Syariah Group

•

Tepat Pembiayaan for Financing Companies

Member of Indonesian Association of Issuer Companies (AEI)
Member of Indonesian Association of Sharia Banks (ASBISINDO)

•

Member of National Banking Association (Perbanas)

•

Member of The Indonesian Central Securities Depository (KSEI)

•

Member of Indonesia Corporate Secretary Association (ICSA)

•

Member of the Communication Forum of Bank Compliance Directors
(FKDKP)
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•

Member of National Sharia Council of the Indonesian Ulema Council
(DSN – MUI)

•

Member of The Communication Forum of Financial Services
Industry (FK-IJK)

•

Members of Indonesian Bankers Association (IBI)
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BTPN Syariah at a glance
BTPN Syariah was established as PT Bank

After the spinoff of UUS BTPN was accepted

Purba Danarta based on Deed of Establishment

in the Extraordinary General Meeting of

No.10 dated 7 March 1991 which, following

Shareholders of BTPN on 20 January 2014 as

several changes in the Articles of Association,

mentioned earlier, BTPN thereupon acquired

was modified into PT Bank Sahabat Purba

70% (seventy percent) of shares of the Company

Danarta in 2009 adjustment to PT Bank

following approval by Bank Indonesia which was

Tabungan Pensiunan Nasional Syariah as stated

based on Bank Indonesia Letter No. 15/10/DPB1/

in the Deed of Amendment to the Articles of

PB1-5/Confidential dated 19 July 2013 under the

Association No.25 dated 27 August 2013 made

condition that the business of PT Bank Sahabat

by notary Hadijah, S.H., M.Kn., in Jakarta with

Purba Danarta (now Perseroan), originally a

the approval of Ministry of Justice and Human

conventional bank, was remodeled into sharia

Rights based on Decree No. AHU-50529.AH.01.02

commercial bank.

in 2013 dated 1 October 2013.
Accordingly, PT Bank Sahabat Purba Danarta
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BTPN Syariah, formerly based in Semarang, has

(now Perseroan) gained approval by the

been relocated to South Jakarta based on the

Financial Services Authority (OJK) to have

Statements of Shareholder Decision No.15

its business converted from conventional

dated 31 October 2013 made by notary Indah

commercial banking into sharia commercial

Indriani, S.H., M.Kn.., in Jakarta, had been listed

banking based on Financial Services Authority

at the Ministry of Justice and Human Rights in

Letter No. S-67/PB.131/2014 dated 23 May

accordance with the decision and Approval of

2014 concerning Decision of Approval of

Amendment Company’s Articles of Association

Business of Conventional Commercial Banking

Number AHU-60408. AH.01.02. year 2013 dated

into Sharia Commercial Banking which was

21 November 2013 and Receipt of Notification

issued by Director of Research, Development,

of Amendment to the Company’s Articles of

Administration, and Permit of Sharia Banking.

Association Number AHU.AH.01.10-47895 on 12

The Company then gained approval of the

November 2013.

spinoff plan of UUS BTPN to the said Company
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based of Financial Services Authority Letter No.
On 20 January 2014, the Extraordinary General

S-17/PB.1/2014 dated 23 June 2014 concerning

Meeting of Shareholders of BTPN ratified

Spinoff Approval Request of UUS BTPN which

the separation of the Sharia Business Unit

was issued by Deputy Commissioner of Banking

(then called “UUS”) of PT Bank Tabungan

Supervision I of Financial Services Authority.

Pensiunan Nasional (now PT Bank BTPN,
abbreviated “BTPN”), which was stated in the

In addition to changing its status from a

Separation Deed of BTPN Sharia Business

Closed Corporation to a General Corporation,

Unit by Transfering Rights and Obligation to

the Company, which previously known as the

the Company No.8 dated 4 July 2014 made by

National Sharia National Pension Savings Bank,

notary Hadijah, S.H., M.Kn., in Central Jakarta.

was renamed as PT Sharia National Pension

In compliance with Bank Indonesia Regulation,

Savings Bank Tbk, as based on the Statements

BTPN decided to separate UUS BTPN by

of Shareholders Decision number 57 dated 16

transfering all rights and obligations of UUS

November 2017 made by Jose Dima Satria,

BTPN to the existing sharia business entity.

S.H., M.Kn., Notary in Jakarta and registered

at the Ministry of Law and Human Rights of

provide opportunity for high school graduates

the Republic of Indonesia in accordance with

and trained them to become BTPN Syariah’s

the decision and Approval of Amendment to

Community Officer to serve the customer.

the Limited Liability Company Regulation
Number AHU-0024076. AH.01.02. IN 2017 dated

At the moment around 20,000 affluent

November 16, 2017, Receipt of Notification of

customers who put savings in BTPN Syariah are

Amendment to Articles of Association Number

handled by professional personal banker with

AHU.AH.01.03 0191730 dated November 16,

almost 100% of their funds are channeled to 3.7

2017 and Receipt of Notification of Changes to

million productive underprivileged customers

Company Data Number AHU.AH.01.03-0191731

(with total recipients of financing since 2010

dated November 16 2017.

reached more than 5 million with accumulated
disbursements of Rp53.6 trillion), employment

BTPN Syariah shares were officially traded in the

opportunities approximately ±12,000

Indonesia Stock Exchange on 8 May 2018.

#bankirpemberdaya.

BTPN Syariah’s business model has focused on

In principle, BTPN Syariah offers Tepat Financing

100% empowering the unbankables, taking into

Syariah which consist four packages offers

account absence of legal financial records and

Tepat Financing Syariah which consist namely

documents since 2010 in UUS BTPN. Based on

financial, Daya program, membership system,

the Central Bureau of Statistics, a bulk of Rp36

and accompaniment. The packages was

million with Rp40 trillion potential financing,

served to nurture the four key behaviors of the

prospective customers despite the fact that

customers : courage to do business, discipline,

none of either conventional or sharia banks has

Hardwork and Solidarity (BDKS).
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served this sector. For BTPN Syariah, this is an
opportunity and a calling.

The customers’ social impact is measured
every year including probability of returning to

Reinforced by 23 branch offices, 2 sub branch

a condition below the poverty line, percentage

offices and 41 operational functional Offices,

of children in school, increase in installment

and more than +12,000 employees who reach

payment capability, and savings as a proxy for

about 70% of total subdistricts in the country,

improvement family income.

program for products productive families in the

Believing in “Do Good Do Well” (which means

centres of customers by nurturing the four key

performing good actions that benefit others)

behaviors: Courage to do business, discipline,

makes way for #bankirpemberdaya, a single

Hardwork and Solidarity. BTPN Syariah

identity among the people of BTPN Syariah.
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BTPN Syariah rolled out an empowerment

milestones

2008
BPTN establishes Sharia Business Unit

2010
Piloting project Tunas Usaha Rakyat (TUR) that focused to serve the productive
underprivileged segment, starting with 3 communities in Banten and
Pandeglang area

2011
60

Area expansion to serve the more productive underprivileged segment in Jakarta, Banten,
West Java, Central Java, East Java, Sumatera and East Nusa Tenggara (NTT)

2014
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On 14 July, BTPN Syariah was officially registered as the 12th Sharia
Commercial Bank in Indonesia

2018
On 8 May, BTPN Syariah was officiated as a public listed company by the code BTPS

2019
5 years as a Sharia Commercial Bank, and 10

years of empowering the

productive underprivileged segment, becoming the only bank focusing on serving
the underprivileged families in Indonesia

products and services
funding

Excellent
Service

Tepat Tabungan
Saving account that can be opened without minimum initial
deposit based on akad wadiah yad dhamanah. Customers
are eased with facilities to do banking transactions in all
BTPN Syariah Branches with free monthly administration
fee.

Tepat Deposito
Time deposits with profit-sharing-agreement (akad
mudharabah mutlaqah) between the Bank (mudharib) and
the customers who owns the fund (shahibul maal) that
offers various maturies ranging from 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,
10, 11, 12, 18, and 24 months in Rupiah currency.
Tepat Tabungan Rencana
Saving plan account, so that one’s dreams can be realized
with ease offering options of monthly and term deposits
(akad wadiah yad dhamanah).
Tepat Giro
A current account with akad wadiah yad dhamanah giving
the flexibility for the customers to do transactions using
Cheque/Bilyet Giro.
Tepat Tabungan Syariah Agen
Saving product operated with cellular phone (USSD)
or non-cellular phone (QR code). The customers can do
transaction on their own or through the agents of BTPN
Syariah. This product is to support financial inclusion
that provides ease for the customers to process financial
transactions such as bills payment, airtime purchase,
fund transfer, and cash deposit and cash withdrawal
transactions through the Agents of BTPN Syariah.
Rekening Tabungan Jamaah Haji
Saving product for customers who plan to do Hajj
Pilgrimage in the Holy Land. Using wadiah yad dhamanah
akad, this secured and guaranteed product is equipped
with online connection with SISKOHAD in the Ministry of
Religious Affairs of the Republic of Indonesia.
Tepat Tabungan Syariah
Saving product with akad wadiah yad dhamanah provided
specifically for Tepat Pembiayaan Syariah financing
customers.

Excellent
Performance in
Sustainability

Unique Value Proposition (UVP)
Funding customers are given plenty opportunities
to contribute in the empowerment of millions of
productive underprivileged customers in Indonesia in
order to create a more meaningful life. #Deminiatbaik
(for good intention)in order to realize this good
intention faster, the Bank provides various funding
products with competitive returns with services that
are oriented to customers satisfaction. This is proven
by the performance of competent #bankirpemberdaya
(bankers who empower), the good reputation of the
bank, healthy financial performance and the Bank
transparency in managing the funds.
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financing
Tepat Pembiayaan Syariah Group
Financing program dedicated for productive
underprivileged women with buying-selling agreement
(akad wakalah wal murabahah). Tepat Pembiayaan
Syariah (previously PMD) focuses on nurturing the key
character and behaviours of Courage to Do Business,
Discipline, Hard Work and Solidarity.
Tepat Pembiayaan for Financing Companies
Working capital financing aimed at Sharia Financing
Companies, through profit sharing agreements
(akad musyarakah), to increase the Bank’s assets and
potential strategic partnerships to meet financing
customers’ needs that currently cannot be met by
BTPN Syariah (for example: for financing of twowheeled or four-wheeled vehicles), then in collaboration
with the Parent Bank, provides financing for financing
companies, for product diversification.
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Tepat Tabungan Platinum
Saving account with profit-sharing-agreement (akad
mudharabah mutlaqah) with unlimited cash withdrawal
facility and free monthly administration fee (terms and
conditions applies) for optimum return.

Optimum
Returns

operational areas [GRI 102-6]
Up until late 2019, supported by 23 Branch Offices, 2 sub branch offices, and
41 Operational Function Offices, BTPN Syariah was able to serve in 23 provinces and
more than 2,600 subdistricts in numerous regions of Indonesia.

Banda Aceh

Kalimantan
Medan

Pekanbaru
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Samarinda

Padang
Pontianak
Jambi

a
er
at

m

Su

Palangkaraya

Lampung
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Banjarmasin

Palembang

Jakarta

Semarang
Surabaya

Bandung
Yogyakarta

Java

Denpasar

Mataram

Nusa Tenggara

Kupang
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Sulawesi

Kendari

Makasar

economies of scale [GRI 102-7]
The business scale of BTPN Syariah as of 31th December 2019 as follows:
Period

Description

2019

Total Employees

2018

2017

11,495

11,512

12,773

3,933,765

3,079,594

2,559,653

- Third Party Fund (Rp million)

9,446,549

7,612,114

6,545,879

- Debt (including Bonds) (Rp million)

9,989,718

8,042,343

6,901,876

- Equity (Rp million)

5,393,320

3,996,932

2,254,646

15,383,038

12,039,275

9,156,522

69

69

151

Total Funding Products

8

8

8

Total Financing Products

2

1

1

Total Operation Income - Net (Rp million)
Total Capitalization (Rp million):

- Total Assets (Rp million)
Total Office Network
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supply chain and partners [GRI 102-9]
In running the business, with consideration to

BTPN Syariah submits special requirements

the role of the bank as intermediary institution,

in starting partnerships with relevant parties

BTPN Syariah requires a tight partnership with

that are in compliance with the principles of

special suppliers of services which is suitable to

sustainability. Every requirement and decision

the Bank’s condition and necessities.

for the continuity of the supply chain is set by the
Headquarters.
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BTPN Syariah understands that the provision
of service will have impact on the company’s

Meanwhile, in order to support its operational

reputation, subsequently, to mitigate, BTPN

needs, BTPN Syariah forges partnership with

Syariah established special requirements such

suppliers of goods and other services that are

as, educational standard, competence and

periodically selected and evaluated. The selection

compliance towards the labor law, including the

process applies direct procurement. It is common

providers’ consent to be directly assessed on

that the suppliers of goods and other services

occasions. The providers previously mentioned

are local partners. BTPN Syariah constantly

refer to security service provider, customer

stays in line—and is guided by—the applicable

service, and several other operations with

laws and regulations in evaluating or realizing

outsourcing mechanism, becoming a part of

partnerships with the suppliers.

company supply chain. Considering that the
presence of service providers is very crucial, and

In 2019, BTPN Syariah partnered the said 376

keeping the reputation.

suppliers of goods and services which entirely
passed the selection method and fulfilled strict
and fair requirements.

procurement value of BTPN Syariah suppliers (Rp million)
Area

2019

2018

2017

North Sumatra

268

3,571

197

West Sumatra

1,292

170

21

531

4,063

1,402

18,708

9,245

10,413

406,417

430,629

400,134

52,820

27,412

27,510

Central Java

4,924

8,248

5,094

East Java

8,575

8,049

1,097

8

152

157

358

114

92

East Kalimantan

25

446

32

South Sulawesi

31

42

161

2

613

15

6,097

903

898

500,056

493,657

447,222

South Sumatra
Banten
DKI Jakarta
West Java

West Kalimantan
South Kalimantan

Southeast Sulawesi
Bali and Nusa Tenggara
Total
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total vendors
2019

2018

2017

North Sumatra

14

97

3

West Sumatra

5

4

2

South Sumatra

17

65

6

Banten

17

92

8

DKI Jakarta

216

638

256

West Java

40

130

28

Central Java

21

102

15

East Java

22

197

9

West Kalimantan

1

9

1

South Kalimantan

4

6

1

East Kalimantan

5

18

1

South Sulawesi

1

6

3

Southeast Sulawesi
Bali and Nusa Tenggara
Total

1

18

2

12

10

7

376

1,392

342
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Area
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Mts. Teti Suhendro
Finance Customer
Syariah Branch Office - Semarang
I believe that #bankirpemberdaya program in BTPN Syariah is made
for their customers’ benefit. I place my fund here not only for the
optimal returns but also their perfect personal banking service.
Moreover, I had a chance to be present at empowerment activities
for underprivileged women and witnessed how their business thriving
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after coaching and additional funding. I am grateful to be a part of
BTPN Syariah customers who are concerned about underprivileged
families in Indonesia. If sharing about this can help more micro
business owners and underprivileged families to grow and thrive, I
will keep on doing it.
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05
sustainable corporate governance
“For BTPN Syariah, the change in its status into a public
company as having share ownership, means a great deal, with
the increasing demands on the roles and responsibilities at all

69

levels of management BTPN Syariah to maintain stakeholder
trust, this applies not only as an intermediary institution but also
as a development agent that seeks to empower marginalized
communities towards creating a more meaningful life and to make
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the dreams of millions of Indonesians come true.”

Good corporate governance is an absolute

The implementation of the GCG in BTPN

requirement that has to be implemented by

Syariah is based on 6 principles: Transparency,

BTPN Syariah in order to grow rapidly and

Accountability, Responsibility, Professionalism,

appropriately.

Fairness and Compliance with Sharia Law.
Further, the implementation of GCG principles

BTPN Syariah is committed to completing,

for a Public Company, including 5 (five) areas, 8

perfecting and prioritizing the best practices

(eight) proper GCG principles and 25 (twenty-

of Good Corporate Governance (“GCG”) in all

five) implemention corner-stones.

organizational lines and operational aspects.
The GCG Implementing areas for BPTN Syariah

commitment to basic principles and
gcg guidelines in btpn syariah
BTPN Syariah firmly upholds the rights of its
stakeholders by consistently managing the Bank
in an accountable and transparent manner in
order to build and maintain the trust of the
shareholders and investors through openly
implementing the GCG principles, by always
considering sectoral and industrial developments
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as well as the Bank’s size and complexity.
BTPN Syariah is determined to implement
the respectable good corporate governance
that aims at developing a healthy and resilient
sharia banking industry to protect stakeholder
interests, improve compliance with applicable
regulations, and uphold common ethical values
within sharia banking industry.
By prioritizing the principles of GCG and
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sharia principles, BTPN Syariah at the same
time supports governmental programs to
grow national economy and commits to
the synchronization of economic, social and
environmental aspects to be able to maintain
economic stability, carry out inclusive operational
activities, and practice integrated and
sustainable good governance.
BTPN Syariah believes that the efforts to
continuously develop a green financing system
in accordance with Law No. 32 of 2009 on
Environmental Protection and Management is a
mandate that has to be well-fulfilled.

as a Public Company refer to:
1. Relationship between the public company and
its shareholders in guaranteeing shareholders’
rights;
2. Function and roles of the Board of
Commissioners and the Sharia Supervisory
Board;
3. Function and roles of the Board of Directors;
4. Stakeholders engagement;
5. Disclosure of Information.
The principles of implementing GCG Guidelines
for BTPN Syariah as a public companies are:
1. Improving the values of the General Meeting
of Shareholders;
2. Improving the quality of communication
as the Public Listed Company with the
Shareholders or Investors;
3. Strengthening the membership and
composition of the Board of Commissioners;
4. Improving the quality of the implementation
of duties and responsibilities of the Board of
Commissioners;
5. Strengthening the membership and
composition of the Board of Directors;
6. Improving the quality of the implementation
of duties and responsibilities of the Board of
Directors;
7. Improving the good corporate governance
aspects through stakeholders engagement;
8. Improving the implementation of information
disclosure.

integrated GCG in BTPN Syariah

GCG structure of BTPN Syariah [GRI 102-18]

In order to create a sector of financial services

As a banking industry player and in line with Law

strong competency, good GCG implementation
in the financial services in the sector of financial
services remains a priority in BTPN Syariah.
The implementation of Integrated GCG is a real
manifestation of a sustainable and integrated
commitment of BTPN Syariah on the compliance
and Financial Service Authority Regulations No.
17/POJK.03/2014 dated 18 November 2014
regarding Integrated Risk Management for
Financial Conglomeration and Financial Service
Authority Regulations No. 18/POJK.03/2014
dated 18 November 2014 on Integrated
Management Implementation for Financial
Conglomeration to ensure that there has been
a control across financial services sector with
the escalating complexity of transactions and

No. 40 of 2007 on Limited Company, the GCG
structure of BTPN Syariah consists of the main
Organs and Supporting Organs.
Main Organs
•

General Meeting of Shareholders (GMS)

•

Board of Commissioners

•

Sharia Supervisory Board

•

Board of Directors

Supporting Organs
1. The Board of Commissioners’ Committees
a. Audit Committee
b. Risk Monitoring Committee
c. Nomination and Remuneration Committee
d. Integrated GCG Committee
2. The Board of Directors’ Committees

interaction among financial services institutions.

a. Asset Liability and Committee (ALCO)

As part of a Financial Conglomeration, BTPN

b. Business Committee

Syariah has become a member of the Integrated
Good Corporate Governance Committee
together with the Main Entity Bank which
conducts evaluation through the adequacy
of internal control and implementation of
integrated compliance.
The fulfillment of the implementation of
the Integrated GCG by the Integrated GCG
Committee has been carried out according to the
provisions, including the availability of policies,
guidelines and work rules, schedule of meetings,
self-assessment as well as the preparation of
reports to be submitted to the Financial Services

Committee;
c. Human Capital Committee
d. Information Technology Steering
Committee
e. Risk Management Committee
f. Financing Policies Committee
Currently BTPN Syariah has been preparing
the establishment of the Committee
for Sustainabilty as part of the Bank’s
commitment to support the contribution into
balanced implementation of the economic,
social and environmental development.
3. Several Working Units have been established

Authority periodically.

with the purpose to support business

Further elaboration on the Integrated GCG

implementation and internal control. Such

Committee in the BTPN Syariah Annual Report
2019.
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development, operations, risk management
internal working units of the Bank are
Internal Audit, Risk Management Work Unit,
Compliance Work Unit which consist of
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that grows in sustainability and stability with a

Business Team, Operations Teams, Information

To ensure the detailed process is well-managed

Technology Teams, Human Capital, Legal,

from the beginning through to the end, BTPN

Corporate Communication and DAYA.

Syariah has product program procedures,
prepared and written in a structured and

Refinement of the GCG structure is always made

systematic manner to explain required stages in

by BTPN Syariah from time to time as necessary

each activity that include who, how, where, when

to adjust to the changes of the situation and the

such activity is conducted and the monitoring

needs of the Bank.

mechanism, by firmly implementing the four
eyes principles, running a proper internal control

The BTPN Syariah’s steering committee’s

system, and referring to the applicable policy.

performance is measured based on their
achievements, both qualitatively and

As a Sharia Bank, BTPN Syariah has a product

quantitatively, including the organizational

program to regulate a product in a structured

management aspect, HR, business development,

and systematic manner explaining the type

economic, social and environmental performance,

of products, product characteristics, benefits

translated into the Key Performance Indicators

and costs incurred by the Bank, product’s

(KPI) that are set annually.

inherent risks for the Bank, and analysis of predetermined target.
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GCG policies and other provisions in BTPN
Syariah

In the event it is necessary to have a technical

BTPN Syariah’s Good Corporate Governance

guideline, such guideline can be prepared as

Policy, is the Bank’s commitment to implement

part of the steps of carrying out a process that

GCG principles at all levels of the organization.

has been regulated in the standard operating

This main policy regulates Bank management,

procedures of BTPN Syariah.

GCG principles implemented in the Bank,
strategy, organs, Corporate Secretary, internal

BTPN Syariah has the Provisional Hierarchy

control system and assurance, human resources

for each of the organizational line in order to

management, information transparency and

appropriately organize the provisional structure

accountability, as well as information security

within the BTPN Syariah’s internal setting

and management as the main guiding provision

and to ensure that there is consistency in the

of the Bank.

enforcement of the provisions. Therefore, the
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hierarchy is set by referring to GCG-related
As a Company, BTPN Syariah has its corporate

Provisions for Sharia General Banks and their

policy and regulation, where the policy is

Articles of Association.

referred to as the guideline that regulates every
activity or process of the Bank to reflect general

The organizational policy in BTPN Syariah

management of the Bank’s risk appetite for

refers to the Articles of Association provisions,

such activities, together with their processes

meanwhile at the implementer level, the BTPN

and supervision, while the corporate regulation

Syariah will issue Decision Letters.

is referred to as the provisions issued by the
Bank in order to realize legal certainty, clarity

All of these provisions of BTPN Syariah are

of rights and obligations of the employees and

reviewed regularly, or ad hoc if there is a basis to

the employer in the context of their conduct and

do so within an existing regulatory provision.

relations at work.

BTPN Syariah main organs

refers to the Bank’s Articles of Association

General Meeting of Shareholders (GMS)

and applicable laws and regulations

General Meeting of Shareholders (GMS), as a
forum for the shareholders, is the main organ
entitled to a several authorities that are not
endowed to the Board of Commissioners nor to
the Board of Directors. The GMS’ main task is
to determine the direction of strategic business
development and evaluate performance of the
corporate management, that is, the Boards of
Commissioners and Directors.

In 2019, BTPN Syariah held 2 (two) GMS: the
Annual GMS held on February 14th, 2019 and an
Extraordinary GMS on September 2nd, 2019.
Both 2019 GMS took place in BTPN Tower, 27th
Floor, CBD Mega Kuningan Jalan Dr. Ide Anak
Agung Gde Agung Kav.5.5-5.6 South Jakarta.

The Board of Commissioners

Decisions made in the GMS are based on

The Board of Commissioners based on BTPN

the Company’s interests voted through a

Syariah Corporate Governance Policy is a

deliberation to reach consensus. The GMS

corporate organ that is independently tasked

cannot intervene in the duties, functions and

with carrying out the supervisory function in

authority of the Board of Commissioners and

general and/or specifically in accordance with

the Board of Directors as determined by the

the Articles of Association and providing advice

authority of the GMS to exercise their rights in

to the Board of Directors in managing the Bank

accordance as set in the Articles of Association

in accordance with the principles of corporate

and applicable laws and regulations.

governance. The Board of Commissioners also
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has the authority to ensure that the Board of
To carry out their duties, the shareholders hold a

Directors has followed up on audit findings and

General Meeting of Shareholders (GMS) at least

recommendations from the BTPN Syariah’s

once a year, in the form of an Annual GMS, or if

internal audit work unit, external auditors,

necessary, hold an Extraordinary General Meeting

OJK supervision results and/or results of other

of Shareholders according to the needs of the Bank.

supervisory bodies. The Board of Commissioners

GMS as a meeting forum of the Shareholders

members of the Sharia Supervisory Board

is held once a year at the minimum or upon

(DPS) to the Board of Directors by taking into

request of the shareholders or the Board of

account the recommendations of the Nomination

Commissioners. The GMS is held to determine

and Remuneration Committee, for which

the Bank’s strategic decisions while evaluating

recommendations from the Indonesian Ulemas

performance of the Boards of Commissioners

Council and approval of the OJK are then sought.

the Sharia Supervisory Board and the Board of
Directors in carrying out their duties.

The Board of Commissioners is appointed
and validated in a GMS by considering the

In accordance with the provisions of the Bank’s

recommendations of the Nomination and

Articles of Association and regulation, there are

Remuneration Committee, and must fulfill the

2 (two) types of GMS, namely:

requirements of passing the Fit and Proper Test

1. Annual GMS, must be held once a year and

from OJK.

must be held no later than 6 (six) months
after the fiscal year ends.
2. Extraordinary GMS, can be held at any time

All members of BTPN Syariah’s Board of
Commissioners have met the number,

based on the needs for the benefit of the

composition, criteria and independence in

Company. The implementation of the GMS

accordance with the applicable regulations.
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is also required to propose candidates for

The total members of The Board of Commissioners BTPN Syariah consists of 4 (four) person, of which
2 (two) members are female and 2 (two) other members are male. Two members of the Board of
Commissioners are Independent Commissioner.
The composition of the Board of Commissioners as of December 31st, 2019 is listed below: [GRI 102-22]
Name

Position

OJK Approval

President
Commissioner/
Independent
Commissioner

February 24th, 2014
(KEP-8/D-03/2014)

May 22nd, 2014

Male

Dewie Pelitawati

Independent
Commissioner

February 24th, 2014
(KEP-9/D-03/2014)

May 22nd, 2014

Female

Mahdi Syahbuddin

Commissioner

Dec 23rd, 2014
January 13th, 2015
(KEP-128/D-03/2014)

Male

Yenny Lim

Commissioner

July 17th, 2019
(KEP-122/D-03/2019)

Female

5.

September 2nd, 2019

Decisions made by the Board of Commissioners

the Board of Commissioners refers to the Board of

shall not abdicate the responsibility of the

Commissioners Charter.

Board of Directors in the management of the
Bank;

The Duties and Responsibilities of the Board of

6.

Commissioners [GRI 102-23]
1.

2.

3.

The Board of Commissioners shall allocate
sufficient time for optimal conduct of their

The Board of Commissioners shall ensure the
implementation of Good Corporate Governance
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Gender

Kemal Azis
Stamboel

The execution of the duties and responsibilities of
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Effective Date in Current
Position

duties and responsibilities;
7.

The Board of Commissioners shall ensure that

(“GCG”) in every business activity of the Bank at

the Board of Directors follows up through

all layers of the organization;

the audit findings and recommendations of

The Board of Commissioners shall perform

internal audit of the bank, external auditors,

supervision the fulfillment of Duties and

the examination of Financial Service Authority

responsibilities of the Board of Directors

supervision and/ or the examinations of other

and to provide the Board of Directors;

authorities;

In performing the supervision, the Board

8.

The Board of Commissioners shall report to

of Commissioners must direct, monitor

the Financial Service Authority at later than 7

and evaluate the implementation of the

(seven) business days since the finding of:

Bank strategic policy, for which the Board

a.

of Commissioners may require data and

concerning financial service and banking

information from the Board of Directors;
4.

In performing the supervision, the Board of
Commissioners is not allowed to take part in
the decision making of the Bank operational
activities, except:
a.

b.

Violations of the Laws and regulations
and;

b.

Situation or prediction of situations that
might jeopardize the sustainability of the
business of the Bank.

9. The Board of Commissioners shall propose the

Provision of funds to certain party, as

Sharia Supervisory Board candidates, taking

stipulated in the regulations of Bank

into consideration the recommendation of the

Indonesia or the Financial Services Authority

Nomination and Remuneration Committee, for

concerning Legal Lending Limit or in amounts

further endorsement from the Indonesia Ulama

exceeding the intermittently determined limit

Council and approval from Financial Services

by the Board of Commissioners; and

Authority. The GMS may grant the authority

Other matters according to the Bank

to the Board of Commissioners to appoint the

Articles of Association or prevailing laws and

member of Sharia Supervisory Board.

regulations.

of Commissioners is responsible to:
a.

Ensure that the Board of Directors sets
and maintains an adequate, effective and
efficient internal control system (SKAI);

b.

Evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency
of the internal control system based on the
information retrieved from SKAI, at least
once a year, and;

c.

Appoint an external independent Quality
Assurance to conduct a review into SKAI’s
performance by taking into account the
Audit Committee’s recommendations.

11. The Board of Commissioners shall from
communicate with the Internal Audit function
from the parent company to ensure that
Internal Audit function of parent company set
so that the latter would set an audit scope
and perform internal audit activities within the
scope of the Bank.
During 2019, The Board of Commissioners,
supported by The Committees of the Board of
Commissioners in BTPN Syariah, supervised the
management and operations of the Bank, provided
recommendations to the Board of Directors, and
ensured the implementation of the principles of
GCG and compliance with sharia principles.
At the end of each period, the Board of
Commissioners shall submit an accountability report
on the monitoring of the management of the Bank
including the achievement of performance targets in
accordance with the Key Performance Indicators (KPI)
conducted jointly by the Board of Directors in a GMS.
The Performance Evaluation of the Board of
Commissioners is based on the guidelines set out
in the Nomination and Remuneration Committee’s
Charter by taking into consideration the Articles of
Association and internal policies. The Performance
Evaluation is carried out on a self-assessment
basis annually to assess the performance of the
Board of Commissioners collegiality. Criteria for
the implementation of the performance evaluation
of the Board of Commissioners through a selfassessment mechanism at least contains the
implementation of GCG and supervision of the
duties and responsibilities of the Board of Directors.
[GRI 102-28]

The Board of Commissioners’ Committee
In carrying out its supervisory duties, the Board of
Commissioners in BTPN Syariah is supported by
The Committees of the Board of Commissioners’s,
namely the Audit Committee, the Risk Monitoring
Committee, the Nomination and Remuneration
Committee in the collaboration with Governance
with Parent Bank.
The three Committees of the Board of
Commissioners, in accordance with the
specifications in their fields, are tasked with
formulating and providing recommendations
and consideration on various strategic issues or
business and operational policies to the Board of
Commissioners. The recommendations referred to
include the determination of strategic objectives
in the economic, operational, risk management,
information technology, communication, internal
control, social and initiation sectors as well as the
Bank’s relevant role in environmental conservation
efforts contained in the Key Strategic Initiatives.
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The Committees of the Board of Commissioners
submit recommendations for corrective measures
as a form of monitoring the operational activities
and performance evaluations of other specific
fields to the Board of Commissioners, including
making recommendations on the amounts of
the remuneration package for the Board of
Commissioners, the Sharia Supervisory Board
and the Board of Directors. While the Integrated
Governance Committee is in charge to ensure the
implementation of management in the scope of
financial conglomeration.
The Sharia Supervisory Board
As a bank that runs a banking business based on
the Sharia Principles, BTPN Syariah has the Sharia
Supervisory Board (DPS).
The Sharia Supervisory Board is a Bank organ
that is independently tasked to give advice and
recommendation to the Board of Directors as well
as to supervise Bank’s activities to be in accordance
with the Sharia Principles. The Sharia Supervisory
Board is an independent body recommended by
the National Sharia Board (DSN) of the Indonesian
Ulema Council (MUI), tasked to supervise all DSN’s
fatwa are well implemented within sharia financial
institutions.
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10. In performing Internal Audit function, the Board

The Sharia Supervisory Board is appointed and
officiated through a GMS by taking into consideration
the recommendations given by the Nomination
and Remuneration Committee, and shall meet the
requirement of passing the Fit and Proper Test

7. Requesting data and information regarding
sharia aspects through the Compliance Unit to
execute its duties;
8. In carrying out its duties and responsibilities,
the Sharia Supervisory Board is assisted by the
Compliance Unit;

conducted by OJK.

9. The Sharia Supervisory Board must submit
The Sharia Supervisory Board status equals to the

reports of the Sharia Supervisory Board

Board of Commissioners and is tasked to give advice

Supervision Results every semester to OJK

and recommendation as well as to supervise Bank’s

no later than 2 (two) months after the said

activities to be in accordance with sharia principles.

semester period ends;
10. In carrying out its duties and responsibilities, the

All members of the Sharia Supervisory Board of

Sharia Supervisory Board also coordinates with

BTPN Syariah have fulfilled the number, composition,

the Board of Commissioners and the Board of

criteria and independency requirements based on

Directors;
11. Duties and authorities of the Sharia Supervisory

applicable provisions.

Board that are related to financing, at least,
The composition of the Sharia Supervisory Board of

consist of:

BTPN Syariah as of December 31st, 2019 is as follows:

a. Ensuring the fulfillment of sharia principles in
Bank Financing Policy (KPB).
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Name
H. Ikhwan
Abidin, MA

H. Muhamad
Faiz, MA

Position
Chairman

Effective
Date
June 13, 2017

of Sharia

b. Requesting clarification and/or accountability
of the Board of Directors in the event of
diverging implementation of the Bank Financing
Policy (KPB) related to sharia principles.

Supervisory Board

The Sharia Supervisory Board of BTPN Syariah

Member of Sharia May 2, 2017

conducted supervisory tasks during the year of

Supervisory Board

reporting that include:
1. The Sharia Supervisory Board supervised

Based on the Charter of the Sharia Supervisory
Board of BTPN Syariah, the duties and responsibilities
of the the Sharia Supervisory Board are as follows:
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1. Carrying out tasks and responsibilities based on
the Principles of Good Corporate Governance;
2. Giving advice and recommendation to the Board
of Directors as well as supervising Bank’s activities
to be in accordance with sharia principles;
3. Assessing and ensuring fulfillment of sharia
principles of guidelines for operations and
products/services issued by the Bank;
4. Supervising new product development processes
to be in accordance with National Sharia Board
(“DSN”) – Indonesian Ulema Council (“MUI”);
5. Requesting fatwa from DSN – MUI for new
products whose fatwa has not been issued;
6. Conducting a periodic review of fulfillment of
sharia principles against the mechanism of fund
raising and financing as well as the Bank services;

on activities to be in accordance with sharia
principles through the issuance of the Sharia
Supervisory Board Opinion and Approval
Document;
2. The Sharia Supervisory Board is once a month,
to discuss relevant sharia product/activities and
services proposed by the Bank;
3. The Sharia Supervisory Board along with the
Compliance Unit, periodically inspections to the
Bank’s branches to ensure the activities of fund
raising, fund distribution and Bank services in the
branches are well-managed in accordance with
sharia principles;
4. The Sharia Supervisory Board reviewed and
sharia opinions and approval of policies/products
proposed by the Bank;
5. The Sharia Supervisory Board delivered of the
Sharia Supervisory Board Supervision Results
per semester to OJK, carbon copied to the Board
of Directors and the Board of Commissioners of
BTPN Syariah in a timely manner.

The performance evaluation of the Sharia Supervisory Board is based on the references set out in the Charter
of the Nomination and Remuneration Committee, taking into account the Articles of Association and the
Bank’s internal policies. Performance Evaluation is annually carried out on a self-assessment basis to assess
the performance of the Sharia Supervisory Board collegially.

The Board of Directors
The Board of Directors is a company organ fully responsible for management of the Bank and in the interest
of BTPN Syariah, in accordance with the intention of the Bank’s establishment, and represents the Bank in
and outside the court based on the Articles of Association.
The Board of Directors is appointed and validated through the process of GMS by taking into account
recommendation from the Nomination and Remuneration Committee, and must pass the Fit and Proper Test
administered by OJK.
All members of the Board of Directors of BTPN Syariah have met the number, composition, criteria and
independency based on applicable provisions.
The Board of Directors of BTPN Syariah as of December 31, 2019 consist of 5 (five) members, where there are
1 (one) female Director and 4 (four) male Directors. One of the member directors is an Independent Director.
The Composition of the Board of Directors per December 31st, 2019 is as follows:

Ratih Rachmawaty

Position
President Director/
Independent

Date of Approval from BI/OJK

Effective Date

March 7th, 2017 –
(KEP-38/D.03/2017)
As an President Director

March 7th, 2017

February 24th, 2014
(KEP-13/D.03/2014)
As Deputy President Director

July 14th, 2014

Gender
Female

Mulia Salim

Deputy President
Director

June 14th, 2017
(KEP-101/D.03/2017)

July 1st, 2017

Male

Taras Wibawa
Siregar

Director

September 9th, 2015
(KEP-57/D.03/2015)

September 9th, 2015

Male

M. Gatot Adhi
Prasetyo

Director

February 24th, 2014
(KEP-16/D.03/2014

February 24th, 2014

Male

Arief Ismail

Compliance Director
and in Charge of
Corporate Secretary

August 22nd, 2017
(KEP-69/D.03/2017)

August 22nd, 2017

Male

duties and responsibilities of the Board of
Directors [GRI 102-23]
Based on the Board of Directors Charter, the
duties and responsibilities of the Board of
Directors are, among others, the following:
1. The Board of Directors are fully responsible
for performing Bank management functions;
2. The Board of Directors shall manage the
Bank in accordance with the authority and
responsibilities as stipulated in the Articles
of Association and the prevailing laws and
regulations;
3. The Board of Directors shall implement Good
Corporate Governance in every activity of

Bank’s business at all organization levels;
4. The Board of Directors shall follow up every
audit finding and recommendation by the
Internal Audit Unit (“SKAI”), the Sharia
Supervisory Board (“DPS”), External Auditors,
supervision results of the OJK/BI and/or
other supervision results;
5. In carrying out the Good Corporate
Governance principles, the Board of Directors
shall at least form the following:
a. Internal Audit Unit;
b. Risk Management Unit;
c. Risk Management Committee;
d. Compliance Unit.
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Name of Director
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6. The Board of Directors shall hold the annual
AGM and other GSMs as stipulated in the laws
and regulations and the Articles of Association;
7. The Board of Directors shall be responsible
for the fulfillment of their obligations to the
shareholders through AGMs;
8. The Board of Directors shall disclose the
Bank’s policies on employee related matters
to the employees;
9. The Board of Directors are prohibited to have
an individual advisor and/ or professional
services as a consultant unless the following
conditions are met:
a. Projects with special characteristics;
b. Based on a clear contract that should
at least set out the scope of work,
responsibilities and work period and fees
involved;
c. The consultant is an independent party
having the qualification to carry out the
project with special characteristics as
referred above.
10. In carrying out and ensuring effectiveness of
those duties and responsibilities, the Board of
Directors may set up committees;
11. In execution of Internal Audit functions, the
the Board of Directors shall be responsible to:
a. Develop the internal control framework to
identify, measure, monitor, and control all
risks encountered by the Bank;
b. Ensure that the SKAI obtains all
information about the on-going
developments, project initiatives, products,
and operational changes as well as
known risks that have been identified and
anticipated;
c. Ensure that all appropriate remedies have
been carried out.
Further detailed provisions regarding the duties
and responsibilities of the Bank’s Board of
Directors are set out in the Board of Directors
Charter. In carrying out their duties and
responsibilities, the Board of Directors shall
always refer to the Articles of Association and
the prevailing laws and regulations.
Evaluation of the Board of Directors’
performance shall be done in reference to the
provisions in the Board of Directors Charter of

the Nomination and Remuneration Committee
by taking into consideration the Articles of
Association and internal policies. Performance
Evaluation shall be based on annual selfassessment to assess the Board of Directors
collegial performance. This self-assessment
of the Board of Director’s performance shall
at least cover implementation of business
strategies and the Bank’s planning as a
whole, the Bank’s risks, execution of corporate
governance and implementation of sharia
banking principles at the Bank. [GRI 102-28]
In supporting Sustainable Corporate
Governance, the Board of Directors shall have
the responsibility of drawing up policies on
competence enhancement at all levels related to
sustainable financial actions, including therein to
formulate policies to manage the environment
and conservation of the environment and be
responsible to ensure execution of an action plan
for financial sustainability.
In fulfilling the principles of sharia banking, the
Board of Directors shall ensure very selective
policies in providing funding by not providing
funding to customers dealing in businesses that
are not in compliance with sharia principles
and those that cause adverse impacts to the
environment.
During 2019, the Board of Directors of
BTPN Syariah carried out their duties and
responsibilities in accordance with the authority
set out in the Articles of Association and Charter,
including but not limited to:
1. The Board of Directors monitoring the Bank’s
performance and evaluating the Bank’s
business performance achievements on
established targets as well as proposing new
business initiatives;
2. The Board of Directors formulating and
approving the Bank’s New Business Plans
(RBB) of 2020-2022, Sustainable Financial
Action Plans (RAKB) of 2020-2024, and
Sustainability Report to support the policies
of the Financial Services Authority (OJK) by
keeping in mind the economic, financial, social
and environmental aspects;

10. The Board of Directors holds a periodic
internal meeting to evaluate the
achievement of operational targets,
ensure that the achievement of corporate
performance targets and make correction
to any performance outcomes that have
not met the targets;
11. The Board of Directors reviews the entire
performance of all lines, with a focus on the
performance assessment of the division heads;
12. The Board of Directors decides the mitigation
measures that should be implemented to
follow up to assessment and review results on
the various potential risks the Company faces
during its operational year;
13. The Board of Directors widens the scope of
collaborations and relations with external
parties to open the access to business scale
expansion and to tie a positive relation with
the stakeholders.
14. The Board of Directors broadens cooperation
and relations with various external parties
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All performance of the duties and responsibilities
of the Board of Directors together with the
Board of Commissioners and the Sharia
Supervisory Board as supervisory duties shall
be accounted for to the GSM, in compliance
with the Bank’s Business Plan, the Articles of
Association and prevailing provisions.
The Board of Directors’ Committee
In efforts to support the complexity of shariabased banking operational activities, the Board
of Directors established Committees at the
level of the Board of Directors of BTPN Syariah,
namely the Asset and Liabilities Committee,
Strategic Information Technology Steering
Committee, Human Capital Committee, Risk
Management Committee, Business Committee
and Financing Policy Committee.
These Committees have the duties to provide
input, advice and recommendations to the Board
of Directors for the process of deliberation
and strategic decision making in the various
business sectors covering, among others, the
financial, business, economic, human resources,
operational, information technology, risk
management and compliance aspects.
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3. The Board of Directors executing the activity
processes of the Bank in accordance with
the Company’s corporate governance, which
includes to propose holding the Annual
General Shareholders Meeting of 2019 and
the Extraordinary Shareholders Meeting
of 2019 and receiving approval from the
Board of Commissioners and following
up the results of the General Meetings
of Shareholders in accordance with the
prevailing provisions;
4. The Board of Directors reviewing the overall
infrastructure of the Bank in the form of
updates and refinements of the Bank’s
policies and internal procedures in accordance
with the prevailing provisions;
5. The Board of Directors is monitoring
implementation of risk management,
compliance culture and internal controls
as well as implementation of anti-money
laundering and prevention of terrorism
funding through (APU/PPT), anti-fraud
through JAGA, as their function in internal
monitoring and supervision;
6. The Board of Directors following up audit
findings and recommendations from the
Bank’s Internal Audit work unit, external
auditors, supervision results of the Financial
Services Authority and/or supervision results
of other authority bodies;
7. The Board of Directors reviews the fulfillment
of Human Resources needs, including by
setting policies related to HR management,
competency requirements, competency
improvement programs, performance reviews
and remuneration packages;
8. The Board of Directors decides the
appointment of a Consultant as BTPN
partner in conducting specific research
and performing specific work programs
that require specific expertise; and obtains
independent second opinion in a specific
scope of work;
9. The Board of Directors sets the strategic
targets that must be achieved either at
corporate level or by every operational
division, referring to the stipulation of the
Directorate KPI’s which has been collectively
agreed with the Board of Commissioners
and the shareholders have been notified;

In accordance with the Board of Directors
Charter, the committees shall hold periodic
meetings as needed, with topics of discussions
that are in line with their respective
specifications, and provide recommendations
and specific opinions to be used by the Board of
Directors in making the best decisions for the
Bank.

risk management system
In carrying out its intermediary function, BTPN
Syariah continuously emphasizes the importance
of implementing prudent risk management
measures, through a process of identification,
measurement, monitoring and controlling risks
and through the Risk Management Information
system.
BTPN Syariah implements Risk Management
that is based on guidelines in OJK Regulation No.
65/ POJK.03/2016 dated 28 December 2016 on

Implementation of Risk Management for Public
Sharia Banks and Sharia Business Units, covering
four pillars which are:
1. Active supervision by the Board of
Commissioners, Board of Directors and
Sharia Supervisory Board;
2. Adequacy of policies and procedures of risk
management and setting risk limits;
3. Adequacy of the processes of Risk
identification, measurement, monitoring,
and control, as well as adequacy of a Risk
Management Information system; and
4. Adequacy of a comprehensive internal control
system.
Implementation of BTPN Syariah’s Risk
Management shall be guided by documents from
the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision.
The organization structure of the BTPN Syariah
Risk Management system is as follows:
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organizational structure of BTPN Syariah risk management
(as of 31 December 2019)

Integrated
Governance
Committee
Risk Monitoring
Committee

General Meeting of Shareholders
Asset Liability
and Committee
(ALCO)

Nomination and
Remuneration
Committee
Sharia Supervisory Board

Board of Commissioners
Audit Committee
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Risk Management
Committee

Information
Technology Steering
Committee

Internal Audit
Work Unit (SKAI)

President Director

Human Capital
Committee

Vice President Director*

Business
Committee

Financing Policies
Committee

Compliance
and Risk
Management
Director

Director

Director**

* Vice President Director
is directly responsible
for the functions of
Information Technology
and Operational
**Director under
co-ordination of Vice
President Director

Within the current scope of business, BTPN
Syariah has not been exposed to investment
risks.
In order to monitor the adverse impact of
macro economics to the quality of the portfolio,
profitability, liquidity, and resilience of its capital,
BTPN Syariah conducts an integrated stress
test. As part of managing the risk at the best
practice, the Bank has established provisions
related to Process, Risk & Control and Risk
Grading Matrix with the aim to identify and
measure potential operational risks in every
activity in the work unit.
BTPN Syariah is committed to ensure the
sustainability of its operational activities and the
Bank’s business during contingency situations
and has a Business Continuity Management and
Contingency Funding Plan.

prevention approach or principles
[GRI 102-11]

BTPN Syariah is committed to implement a
prevention approach, or prevention principle,
by emphasizing prevention measures on every
identified risk. As a consequence, BTPN Syariah
implements governance and analyzes all risk
and loss events that have taken place, using an
Operational Risk Management System (ORMS),
as lessons learned to avoid the reoccurrence of
such incidents.
Such risk management is conducted thoroughly,
including all aspects of risk management as

required by the OJK and Bank Indonesia in
banking sector including but not limited to
operating risk aspect.
In terms of management and prevention of risks
in this operational sector, BTPN Syariah always
mitigates risks—including from environmental
sustainability aspect—in every process of
planning and launching of new products.
In the meantime, to mitigate the risk of business
focus on serving low-income customers by
capital, by financing without requirement of
physical collateral, BTPN Syariah is underlining
a risk prevention measure of problematic
financing, through other approaches. This
approach is called “knowing your customer”
which is implemented in the best way possible,
by, among others, having routine meetings as a
form of “assistance”.
By way of such approach, BTPN Syariah, through
its “community officer” on the field can really
get to know their customers so that the quality
of the credit is well managed. Furthermore,
knowing how customers live helps to bring about
changes inlife, for instance customers change
into where they become more aware of health
also environment friendly issues.
BTPN Syariah periodically assesses
improvements of its customers by using PPI
(Poverty Probability Index) on its debtor and
generates a conjecture on welfare improvement.
In line with such progress, more and more
debtors replace their energy source from wood
to other eco-friendlier energy sources. There are
many more customers who become aware of the
importance of sanitation in their surroundings,
by building more adequate sanitation facilities.
All these positive changes are in line with the
goals in the SDGs, such as prevention of the
degradation of the environment, improvement of
sanitation and improving the quality of health.
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Through the risk management system, BTPN
Syariah identifies, measures, monitors, and
controls all the 10 types of risks, namely: credit
risk, market risk, liquidity risk, operational
risk, strategic risk, reputation risk, legal risk,
compliance risk, investment risk and Rate of
Return Risk.

Risk Monitoring & Audit Commitees

Board of Director
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1st Line of Defense

2nd Line of Defense

3rd Line of Defense

Line Management Control
(PUK)

Risk Management

Internal Audit (SKAI)

Quality Assurance (QA)

Compliance

internal control system

and procedures, setting of risk limits and
coordinate or facilitate the overall risk

BTPN Syariah implements an internal control

management. The SKK ensures that all

framework through a layered approach (Three

activities of BTPN Syariah are in compliance

Lines of Defense), where each line works

with external and internal provisions,

independently:
1.

(QA) Function, carrying out its duties in
accordance with the prevailing regulations to
apply a daily operational risk management
practice in the best way possible.
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sharia banking.

First Line of Defense, an executive work unit
assisted by the related Quality Assurance

2.

including compliance with the principles of

Second Line of Defense, the Risk
Management Working Unit (SKMR)
together with the Compliance Working
Unit (SKK) formulate the definition and risk
management methodology maintenance,
ensure adequacy of risk mitigation, policies

3.

Third Line of Defense, Internal Audit
independently ensures that all inherent risks
have been managed; hence residual risks
are in line with risk tolerance that has been
set and with the risk appetite determined
by the Bank. Results of this supervision shall
be reported to the Board of Directors and
the Board of Commissioners and follow up
measures on audit findings are monitored
as efforts to improve performance and
healthiness rating of BTPN Syariah.

fraud prevention and enforcement
[GRI 205-2]

Management of the Whistle Blowing System
[GRI 205-3]

BTPN Syariah is fully committed to prevent

As part of implementing a firm prevention and

any event of the crime of fraud which could

enforcement policy on fraud cases, BTPN Syariah

potentially harm the reputation of the Bank by

provides a Whistle Blowing System reporting

way of implementing a fraud control system that

media, called “JAGA” (which is an abbreviation

is effective and continuous. This control system

for Jalankan, Awasi & Amati, Gali, Ajukan

guides BTPN Syariah in deciding prevention,

Laporan; or Process, Monitor and Observe,

detection, investigation, report and sanctions

Investigate, Report). The aim of providing

measures as well as monitoring, evaluation and

this process is to encourage participation of

follow up steps of fraud incidents.

employees and other parties to report, prevent
or deal with violations related to fraud in an

As part of measures to prevent fraud, BTPN

effective and efficient manner.

Syariah has conducted anti-fraud training for
all employees (induction training, refreshment

BTPN Syariah provides easy access through

training, training for trainer). By the end of 2019,

several reporting media processes of suspicions

all BTPN Syariah employees have attended

of fraud while maintaining confidentiality and

anti-fraud training. In the meantime, training

guaranteeing protection of those making those

and communications in policy and anti-fraud

reports.

strategies have been carried out for all members
of the governance board, which includes the

There are several reporting media which are

Division Heads, the Board of Directors and Board

though: hotline, email, letter and direct report

of Commissioners. Meanwhile anti-fraud policy

(walk in). Such media can be easily accessed

communication is disseminated to business

by all Employees/Complainant. All reports

partners, in order to run business relationship

supported with valid initial evidence regarding

without fraud case.

said violation shall be immediately responded
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to through intensive investigations. Such a
BTPN Syariah also undertakes various approaches

process will involve the Internal Audit Unit, which

and control over its human resources by

will then be followed by heavy sanctions, from

recognizing and monitoring the characters and

dismissal from employment to legal proceedings.

including applying rotations, reassignments,

Through such prevention and strict enforcement

mandatory leaves and conducting regular

measures in 2019, there were 624 violations

coaching and counseling. The Bank also carries

and all those violations have been followed

out periodic surprise audits, and provides a

up. The case only concerned violation by the

whistleblowing media process called “JAGA” for

company employees, and has been entirely

reporting all things such as suspicion of corruption

resolved internally, where several employees

nor suspicion of fraud. [GRI 205-2]

found to have committed fraud violations were
sanctioned according to regulation. No third

BTPN Syariah applies firm policies for a deterrent

party charges have been filed with regard to the

effect and has zero tolerance for such acts. Every

fraud case. There is also no incident of violations

proven act, no matter how small, shall be imposed

associated with business partners; thus no

with severe and firm sanctions, which includes

business relationship was disrupted due to fraud

dismissal of a Bank employee to making a report

with business partners. [GRI 205-3]

to the authorities for further legal process.
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behaviors of employees (know your employee)

code of ethics [GRI 102-17]
The Code of Ethics of BTPN Syariah acts as guidelines and guidance on attitudes and behaviors
for the Board of Commissioners, the Sharia Supervisory Board, the Board of Directors, the
Independent Parties and all employees in carrying out their duties, authority, obligations and
responsibilities, and functions as a guideline for decision making in a consistent manner in
accordance with Corporate Values, the Bank’s Vision and Mission, and the prevailing laws and
regulations.
The Code of Ethics is a standard for reasonable, civilized, and reliable behavior for all BTPN Syariah
personnel in carrying out the Bank’s business, including when interacting with stakeholders.
The guidelines and guidance on behavior set out in the Code of Ethics include:

1.
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The vision, mission,

5.

Relationships with

corporate values,

customers and

objectives of the Code of

stakeholders (covering

Ethics and scope of the

relationships with

Code of Ethics;

customers, relationships
with contractors,

2.

Compliance and risk

relationships with

management;

regulators, bribery and
corruption, giving and

3.

Conflict of interest;

receiving gifts, anti
money laundering);

4.

Creating a working
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environment that is

6.	Enforcement of the Code

conducive (covering

of Ethics (covering roles

fair treatment to

and responsibilities,

all employees. anti-

violation of the Code of

discrimination and

Ethics).

harassment, safety at
work, use of Company
facilities, activities
outside the Company,
use of social media);

Efforts to Introduce and Enforcement of the

Syariah implements productive–underprivileged

Code of Ethics [GRI 102-17]

financing which includes based on the initiative

enforcing the Code of Ethics as a form of
implementing good corporate governance
principles, and at the same time ensuring
employee behaviors are in accordance with good
ethical standards.
Implementation of the Code of Ethics will
be carried out in a continuous manner
through attitude, actions and commitment
and availability of provisions to support the
establishment of a corporate culture. The
measures undertaken include dissemination
of the Code of Ethics though email blast to all
employees, where the employees have to respond
by accepting and carrying out the Code of Ethics
in the best way possible.
The Code of Ethics were also disseminated by
distributing the Code of Ethics manual book to
all employees which will be given at the induction
program of the Code of Ethics for executive
employees and new employees. A continuous and
periodic dissemination of the Code of Ethics will
be given to all employees by online.
The Code of Ethics will be routinely update. All
employees are obligated to know, understand
and carry out the Code of Ethics. BTPN Syariah
shall impose serious sanctions on all deviations,
abuse and violation of the Code of Ethics.
During 2019, there were no cases of violation of
the code of ethics. In the event of any violation,
the violators would be imposed with sanctions

of the Nobel Peace prize winner in 2006,
Muhammad Yunus, the Bangladeshi citizen
who successfully implemented this model in his
country.
The implementation of this external initiative
has successfully reduced the poverty rate in
marginalized or undeveloped areas, and has been
successful in boosting the increased IPM of the
areas in question.
In addition to implementing productive
underprivileged frame work, BTPN Syariah
also runs a risk management framework in
compliance with the provisions set out in OJK
Regulation No. 8/POJK.03/2014 concerning Risk
Based Rating for Sharia Commercial Banks &
Sharia Business Unit, OJK Regulation No. 65/
POJK.03/2016 concerning implementation of risk
management for Sharia Commercial Bank and
Sharia Business Units and Circular Letter No.
10/SEOJK.03/2014 concerning Risk Based Bank
Rating for Sharia Commercial Banks and Sharia
Business Units, and having a risk management
and internal control standards according to the
three lines of defense principles.
In managing productive underprivileged segment
portfolio, BTPN Syariah applies a Poverty
Probability Index (PPI) analysis approach as
a way to monitor the development of welfare
improvement and business performance of the
productive underprivileged customers.

according to the level of the violation.

membership in similar assocations
and external initiative commitment

external initiatives

[GRI 102-13]

[GRI 102-12]

BTPN Syariah actively adopts a number of

BTPN Syariah is a bank that is targeting the
productive underprivileged segment, where all
the financing portfolios are aimed at productive
underprivileged financing segment. BTPN
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external initiatives as a response to latest
developments, and actively supports the
achievement of sustainable development goals
on a global scale as laid out in the Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs).
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BTPN Syariah is committed to continuously

In view of those goals, the Bank actively participates in cooperation with several institutions as well as
global associations both as a member or as a cooperation partner, among others, as is shown in the
table below:
Name of Association /
Initiative
PT Kustodian Sentral Efek
Indonesia (KSEI)

Asosiasi Emiten Indonesia
(AEI)
Indonesia Corporate
Secretary Association (ICSA)
Asosiasi Bank Syariah
Indonesia (ASBISINDO)
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Forum Komunikasi Direktur
Kepatuhan Perbankan
(FKDKP)
Dewan Syariah Nasional
(DSN)
Indonesian Ulemas Council
(MUI)

Goal

Mandatory
To help distributing the rights of
the equity-like securities holder in
the form of cash and/or security
and assist the implementation of
corporate action by providing List
of Equity Security Holders and
Written Confirmation for GMS
Is an Organization Forum for BTPN
Syariah
Is an Organization Forum for BTPN
Syariah Corporate Secretary
Mandatory membership
Is an Association Forum for BTPN
Syariah as a Sharia Bank in
Indonesia
Is a Consultation and
Communication Forum among
Indonesian Banking Compliance
Directors
Is a Forum in fulfilling the aspiration
of Muslims regarding a Shariabased economy

Working Group
/ Committee
Participation
Member

Funding Contribution in
2019
Rp10,000,000

Member

Rp36,000,000

Member

Rp4,000,000

Member

Rp150,000,000

Member

Rp5,000,000

Member

Rp6,000,000

stakeholder management
Long term business continuity depends on the success of fostering harmonious relationship with
all stakeholders. In view of such a conviction, BTPN Syariah carefully identifies stakeholders with
significant influence on the business continuity of the Bank and endeavors to fulfill all expectations
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using the available resources.
Those stakeholders are: shareholders and investors, employees, customers who are creditors, customers
who are debtors/surrounding communities, working partners/suppliers, the government/regulators,
community figures/local officials.
Based on mapping of impacts, influence, and identification of stakeholder groups conducted by BTPN
Syariah, the following is a table summarizing relations with those stakeholders.

Summary of Stakeholder Management
Basis of Status/
Identification
[GRI 102-42]

Shareholders •
and Investors •
•

Independence
Influence
Responsibility

•
•
•

Customers
who are
Creditors

Customers
who are
Debtors
and/or
Communities

Employees

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Dependence
Responsibility
Influence
Geographic
Proximity

•
•
•

Dependence
Responsibility
Difference of
Opinion
Influence
Geographic
Proximity

•

Dependence
Responsibility
Attention
Influence

•

•

•

•
•
•

Topic/Problems
Arising
[GRI 102-44]

Method of Involvement and
Frequency [GRI 102-43]

Function of Highest
Governance
Management

The Board of
Directors
Corporate
Governance
Economic
performance
achievement

• Provide information
of BTPN Syariah
achievements through
GSMs, Quarterly Reports,
Annual Reports and
Sustainability Report
• Public Expose or Analyst
Meeting.
• As needed

• Corporate
Secretary
• Division Head
of Corporate
Secretary & Legal
• Head of Finance
Division
• Head of DAYA and
Communication
Division

Customer
Protection
Sustainability
of Relation

• Provision of product and
services in accordance
with prevailing regulations.
• Timely, adequate, clear
and accurate provision of
information of products
and services.
• Development of prime
quality services for
customer satisfaction.
• Advertisement and
promotional media
• As needed

• Corporate
Secretary
• Head of Operational
Division
• Head of
Communication
Division
• Head of Financing
Division
• Head of Business
Line Division

Education and
Culture
Technology
and Access to
Infrastructure
Welfare and
Income

• Intensification of
involvement in
community activities with
programs on education,
empowerment, culture
and religion, humanity and
environment.
• Empowerment
• Mandatory meetings
• Meetings as needed

• Corporate
Secretary
• Head of Business
Line Division
• Head of Human
Capital Division
• Head of Information
Technology Division
• Head of DAYA and
Communication
Division

Employee
Relation
Protection and
work conditions
Competence
development
Career
Development
and selfactualization

• Objective, transparent, fair Head of Human
and equal management
Capital Division
• Develop a conducive
environment to optimize
productivity.
• Career development
through a talent
management system, and
an assessment center.
• Meetings as needed
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List of
Stakeholders
[GRI 102-40]

List of
Stakeholders
[GRI 102-40]
Work
Partners/
Suppliers

Basis of Status/
Identification
[GRI 102-42]
•
•
•
•

Government

•
•
•
•
•

Topic/Problems
Arising
[GRI 102-44]

Dependence
Responsibility
Difference
Interests
Influence

•

Dependence
Responsibility
Difference of
Opinion
Influence
Geographic
Proximity

•

•
•

•

•
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Community
Figures/
Local
Officials

•
•
•
•

Dependence
Responsibility
Difference of
Opinion
Influence

•
•
•
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•

Sustainable
Relationship
Economy
Fairness

Method of Involvement and
Frequency [GRI 102-43]

Function of Highest
Governance
Management

• Clear cooperation
requirements
• Transparent performance
assessment
• Routine assessments.
• Meetings as needed.

• Head of Operational
Division

Compliance
• Lack of and Improvement
to laws and
of Governance
regulations
• Implementation of GCG
Commitment
principles across all work
towards
units
banking
• Periodic meetings to
regulations
discuss Bank’s Soundness
Clear, accurate,
comprehensive
and timely
communication
and reporting

• Head of Compliance
Division
• Head of Corporate
Secretary Division
Corporate Secretary
& Legal
• Head of Risk
Management
Division
• Head of DAYA and
communication
Division

Business
development
Welfare
improvement
Job
opportunities
Advancement
of local areas

• Corporate
Secretary
• Head of Business
Line Division
including Branch
Managers who are
still functioning
as Corporate
Governance
• Customer Service

• Direct Visits
• Official Meetings
• Periodic meetings as
needed

Mila Anita
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Qa Funding & Operations Head
My main responsibilities are to monitor, control and
ensure the whole operational process and activities run in
accordance with the regulation, and still give attention to
operational risk controlling sufficiency.
This responsibility refine me and my team to increase Risk
Awareness of operational activity in Branch Office (KC, KCP
and KFO) or in KP operational units, to such an extent that
daily operational activities run as regulated with a purpose to
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for customers.
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minimize risks and to provide a maximum service
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06
responsible products and services
“BTPN Syariah shows its commitment to boost service quality
and satisfy customer expectations of simple, fast, yet easily
accessible through and accurate banking products and services. The
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digitization program for all business processes, delivering an upbeat
performance via mobile and banking applications.
Moreover, BTPN Syariah is upgrading the proficiency of its
community officers through on-going training and showing
commitment to protect customer privacy and solving all complaints
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fast, meticulously, and thoroughly.”

commitment and policy [GRI 103-1, 103-2, 103-3]
commitment
BTPN Syariah realizes how strategic and important the position of the customer in securing
sustainability and business growth, BTPN Syariah is fully committed to customers. More than that,
BTPN Syariah is fully committed to cultivate customers’ contentment to the fullest while strengthening
their connection with the Bank. BTPN Syariah follows several approaches to ensure that customers
remain very satisfied by:

1.

Providing excellent

2.

3.

Providing financial

Protecting customers’

banking products and

access that is easy and

safety and settling all

services that meet

available as needed.

complaints filed by
customers.

customers’ needs and
expectations.
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policy
BTPN Syariah has prepared operational policy.

1. Special Policy for the Implementation of

On a special case, Board Resolution is made

Environmental and Social Aspects in Banking

referring to scope of duties, background, legal

Activities. (FS1)

framework and underlying necessities.
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In providing financing, BTPN Syariah also
In running its business financing (Credit) Policy

consider environmental aspect of customers

was issued by BTPN Syariah, which requires

business in order to make sure that our

periodic updates and approval from Board of

customers business is not destructive to

Directors and Board of Commissioners. Every

the environment. Considering BTPN Syariah

policy passed an assessment according to

only focus in one segment only, that is the

prevailing regulations, which includes opinions

productive underprivileged, the Bank requires

of Sharia Supervisory Board to ensure its

that social risk mitigation is applied on the

compliance with sharia principles.

customer to be or as impacting the local
general area. General terms pertaining to

Other related policies have also been periodically

social risk mitigation include:

updated and reviewed. There policies are

•

accessible for internal use in BTPN Syariah.

The commitment on running a business
that comply with sharia principle and does
not violate the law.

• Silaturahmi (literally: maintaining the ties

• The Operational Division is responsible to

of kinship) with local prominent community

provide adequate accomodation and proper

and government figures to share

equipment for the activities of on-duty

information on the willingness of BTPN

community officers.

Syariah to help women in the areas where
BTPN Syriah centers are.
• Recommendations from members of the

• The Operational Division and Information
Technology Division are responsible to
develop simple and secure operating

centers towards financing customers

systems and supporting apps to support

candidate prior joining in a existing center

community officers and agents in serving

or in a new center.

customers.

• All members of the centers are committed

• In the process of managing financing

to follow the phases of basic training and

performance, the Bank and customers

regular meeting schedules in which relevant

are committed to arrange schedules and

knowledge on the topics of basic financial

routine meeting spots where customers

management, business development, family

are required to be present. From the

health basic, and waste management

activities, community officers have to

awareness is shared.

perform banking transactions such as loan

• Shared commitment among members of
a center to support and help each other in
doing/developing business.
• The Bank provides free loan life insurance
for debtor and the spouse, thus Bank
financing will not be a burden for the
deceased’s family.

disbursements, installment payments, and
cash deposits or cash withdrawals.
• Daya & Communication division is
responsible to provide health empowerment
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or other programs.
• Community Officer conduct empowerment
sharing tips
• Community Officer tasks is not only
periodically monitoring the customers

Division, Information Technology Division,

business conditions, but also conducting

and Operational Division [GRI 413-1, FS2]

the social impact survey as an input for the

• Community officers have a key role in
growing and maintaining the quality of

periodic PPI survey
• Should there be matters incongruent with

financing to productive underpriveleged

provisions of the provided sharia financing,

customers. Therefore, relevant divisions

consideration will be given during the

together with Human Capital Division that

financing extension process in the following

responsibility to prepare, educate, and

cycle.

develop the community officers, (the Melati
Putih Bangsa), so they can internalize the

3. Fair and Safe Product Policy (FS15)

main principles of sharia financing and

The Bank pays attention to a number of

capable of guiding and directing customers

aspects in providing banking products and

in each assisted center.

services to customers:
• Compatibility of products and services with
customers’ needs and capacity, as well as
the Vision and Mission of BTPN Syariah.
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2. Policy and Role of Sales and Distribution

• For every product and service that the

o The product or service has been

Bank offers to customers, the Bank has an

supported by procedures which

obligation to provide transparent product

regulate the product or service, and

information. The Bank has communication

such procedures are in compliance

the product and service information offered

with pertinent provisions; and the

and agreed upon, as during the agreement

infrastructure—procedure, system, or

signing. The specification of the summary
of products and services must refer to OJK
provisions on applicable sharia principles.
• Disbursements to the productive

human resources—is ready.
• The Bank periodically reviews the product or
service being provided and has upgraded it
to adapt with the most updated IT system

underprivileged customers is carried

so that it is easier to be applied and used by

out in a scheduled regular meeting and

customers and community officers.

is observed by all members of a center.
Customers candidate are subjected to an
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4. Policy to Control Quality of Service

hour mandatory membership training—

The Bank designates a Service Level

guided by a community officer for five days,

Arrangement (SLA) to serve customers for

in order to understand about the sharia

all employees. The SLA provides specific

financing products. Those who are discipline

details for each function and office depending

(attend the full mandatory training) and

on duties and responsibilities. However,

pass the training will be processed as

all executing officers are bound for all

customers.

targets set in the SLA. Achieving the SLA-

• The productive underprivileged customers
will be provided with installment and

based target is one of the key performance
indicators for every rank.

savings cards that will be updated as per
transaction. Accordingly, customers are

The Bank’s policy requires that every new or

informed of the total liablity and balance.

existing products and services delivered, to
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• A product or service may be offered to a

comply with the prevailing law and regulation.

customer should the following conditions

So during the reporting year the Bank never

occur:

recorded an incident of breach against

o The product or service has been approved

regulation and legislation, either those

as per sharia principles and other

related to product development or to social

relevant authority,

and environmental aspects. [GRI 419-1]

quality products and services
BTPN Syariah periodically reviews the available

As a demonstration of the commitment and

products and services so as to stay relevant with

policy to always strive for the best in providing

customer needs, mobile banking developments,

quality services, the Bank appraises SLA

and current IT applications. The retrospect

achievements of all ranks, especially those

deals with relevant miscellaneous aspects which

working as frontliners, including community

involve all related Departments/Directorates.

officers as #bankirpemberdaya who interact
directly with productive underprivileged

The Bank translates its responsibity to the

customers in the field.

productive underprivileged customers who are
with the target-market of business development
BTPN Syariah by periodically providing training
to community officers a LakuPandai agents
in the field. Besides, the Bank also uses digital
applications for both banking services and
training, from basic skills to fostering centers.
Should there are changes to provisions of
available financing products are made,
community officers will be the first agents
in the field to get the required training and
development.
BTPN Syariah always introduces guidelines for
product launching so as to protect the interests
of customers and the Bank’s long term agenda

reach out to and nurture
productive underprivileged
people [GRI 413-1]
Taking into account expansion of business
segments, growth in business scale, and updates
in information technology, BTPN Syariah is
bringing about product and service launches as
well as developments in access which caters to
customers’ needs. Considering the progress in
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information technology and internal efforts to
make its operations efficient, BTPN Syariah sets
out periodic assessments of the offered banking
products and services.

that includes:
BTPN Syariah’s operational
activities, both in source of
Release of updated information concerning features
as well as applied terms and conditions of a product or
service to customers via relationship community
officers and Laku Pandai agents.

funding and in particular
extending financing entirely
(100%), involve intensive
interaction with the local
community. BTPN Syariah, in

2•

Present summary of product information in

turn, has regularly assessed

uncluttered brochures with appropriate, concise,

the impact of its activities on

and practical Bahasa Indonesia.

the welfare of its productive
underprivileged customers,

3•

Notify customers of the changes in terms and

the development of the local

conditions or features of a product.

communities, in planning its
development programs. These
programs are outlined in the
Daya Program section.
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1•

In order to support the implementation of social community development and business growth of its
customers, BTPN Syariah periodically reviews the adequacy of network access and range of service
products to meet the needs of customers as described below.

• Access Development

• Development of Exclusive Products and

BTPN Syariah sets up access to banking

Services [FS13, FS14]

services by considering the needs and

The Bank promotes exclusive products

characters of the target customer segments.

and services to support the productive

Various facilities are made available including

underprivileged families situated throughout

1 head office, 23 branch offices, 2 sub-branch

Indonesia. The exclusive products and services

offices, 41 functional operational offices, 3

are within an application called BTPN Wow!

functional and non-operational offices, 26

Syariah.

Sharia Bank Services, and 9 ATMs.
The application offers relevant banking
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BTPN Syariah still provide physical offices

products for productive underprivileged

such as, branch offices, and sub-branch

customers, dedicated to sustain branchless

offices to help and support financing personal

banking activities. In practice, it is applied by

customers. The Bank also provide ATM

agents of BTPN Wow! Syariah.

Network for individual customer.
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The application extends the Bank’s services
BTPN Syariah believes that the available

to underprivileged customers, marginalized

access promotes business scale development,

people in underdeveloped regions, and the

meets customers’ needs and supports the

remotest places in Indonesia that remain

operations of BTPN Syariah effectively and

economically viable for banking services to

efficiently.

reach.

Since its inception in March 2015, Wow!
Syariah has transformed into the main
option for digital banking among underprivileged families in Indonesia.
Wow! Syariah is an branchless banking
solution from BTPN Syariah for the
unbankables which features account
opening, fund transfer, bill payment, and
other facilities that are accessible through
basic mobile phones. Customers may also
visit the nearest Wow! Syariah agent to
carry out cash transactions.
Through this service, BTPN Syariah
provides access to banking services
for the unbankables. Agents in nearby
productive underprivileged centers in more
than 250 cities and 23 provinces in Java,
Sumatra, Bangka-Belitung, Nusa Tenggara,
Kalimantan, Sulawesi, or Maluku have been
recruited up until the end of 2019 to help
users of Wow! Syariah in doing financial
transactions.

• Financial Literacy [FS16]

Given its strong merits, Wow! Syariah
facilitates both customers who own mobile
phones and those who do not, opening
access to more people demanding a
variety of banking transactions such as
face biometric authentication application.
Moreover, Wow! Syariah also contributes
to the improvement of well-being and
eradication of poverty while defending
sustainability practices in economic
activities.
Thus, Wow! Syariah meets all aspects of
sustainable financial goals, namely: enabling
financial access to remote areas and
marginalized people, helping with the social
problems related to restricted business
opportunity, and facilitating the creation of
financial inclusion in Indonesia.
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will be shared information regarding the

As a demonstration of commitment in

management for their business financial

supporting the development of productive

activities, like simple cash flow so that

underprivileged business segment, in this

they can start saving through the central

case productive underprivileged families,

routine meeting (PRS). In PRS, an advanced

BTPN Syariah has provided various programs

financial literacy program is also conducted

of financial literacy. Community officers

by community officer or by inviting a qualified

communicates financial literacy even before

resource person; this is aimed so that, in

prospective customers is registered as a

general, our customers understand the

customer of BTPN Syariah. Our customers

intermediary function of customers from

from productive underprivileged families

banks and, in particular, the role of BTPN
Syariah’s.
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Wow! Syariah reaches out to the entire
Nation [FS16]

consumer protection and handling
of consumer complaints
BTPN Syariah commited to protect consumer

total consumer complaints

and their privacy as well as optimize consumer

[GRI 417-2, GRI 417-3, GRI 418-1]

satisfaction. BTPN Syariah has a complaint

In 2019, BTPN Syariah received 9,468 incoming

channel to offer immediate solutions to

calls, 86.1% of which was listed as requests and

customers as part of its corporate responsibility.

13.9% were considered complaints. There is no
complaint, incident regarding inconsistency

In order to protecting consumer the interest

between contents and information displayed

of and expediting treatment of consumer

on the product description, disagreement

complaints, BTPN Syariah has established the

in marketing communications, and privacy

Consumer Complaint Resolution Unit (UPPK),

violations and loss of customer data.

a work unit in Finance, Technology Information
and operations. The Unit is set up to handle

Our consumers mostly complain about

and resolve customer complaints and is geared

transaction errors, which are common due to

up with Policy and Procedures on the handling,

system interruption or not inputting the correct

resolving, and filing of consumer complaints.

transaction codes.

mechanism of consumer complaint
service
BTPN Syariah has developed a service customer
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complaints through contact channels in Branch
Offices, Sub-Branch Offices, and Functional and
Operational Offices all over Indonesia as well as
the BTPN Syariah Call Center (1-500-300). The
service is free of charge.
a. Each complaint is logged by the PIC of
contact channel prior to being forwarded
to the Consumer Complaint Resolution Unit

complaints and the resolution statisics in 2019.

Number of Consumer Complaint
a. In 2019 BTPN Syariah has received 9.468 inbound
contacts which comprises 86.1% of requests and
13.9% complaints.
b. Consumer Complaints Resolution Statistics of
2019 is as follows:
Product and
Services

Resolved
Amount

%
26.35%

1,218

74 100.00%

-

-

74

ATM

7 100.00%

-

-

8

Mobile
Banking

8 100.00%

-

-

7

Service System of the Financial Services

Others

4 100.00%

-

-

4

Authority—is resolved.

Total

321

24.49%

1,311

Syariah Policy and Procedures.
b. The unit proceeds with monitoring to make
sure the complaint—whether filed through
PIC of a contact channel or a traceable
application in the Integrated Customer

c. UPPK will regularly deliver a consolidated
report of customer complaints to the

Tepat
Sharia
Funding

897

Amount

Total
Complaint

321

complaint resolutions according to the BTPN

BTPN Wow!
Syariah

%

In Process

73.65%

(UPPK). Afterwards, UPPK follows up the
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Here is the recapitulation of incoming
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75.51%

* All Consumer Complaints can be processed within less than
20 business days.

regulator.
BTPN Syariah continues to overhaul the
handling of consumer complaints by constantly
upgrading its infrastructure and improving
the process of complaint handling as part
of its commitment to increase the customer
satisfaction.

“The True Impact of Empowering”
Mrs. Marni, Serang, Banten, West Java.
In 1998, Mrs. Marni was laid off by the factory where she had worked. With her severance
pay and skill in making soybean milk, Mrs. Marni produced her own soybean milk and sold it
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doors to doors. Her first obstacle was under performing cash flow due to capital deficit in
the middle of the month while at the same time she still had to purchase the materials to
make soybean milk. She had several loan offers, but she hesitated. “I did not possess any
assets as collateral, and loan sharks had bad reputations. I did not have the courage,” she
said.
In 2011, she heard about BTPN Syariah. When she found out that no collateral was required
and all it took was commitment to have twice a week meeting, she was excited. It’s been a
while since she and her husband were trying to find a way to get a fund. In that particular
year, BTPN Syariah granted her Rp1 million funding. At the moment, Mrs. Marni has become
more confident, been able to afford Rp13 million installment loan, and hired four employees

also Laku Pandai agent. This helps her to pay her bills and also to provide phone credit and
electricity token top up service for her neighbors so that they will not have to line up at the
Village Meeting Hall, from which she can gain additional benefits. “Indeed it took a lot of
hard work to start a business. I began with a maximum of 3 kilograms of milk. Now, I can
sell 5 kilograms. I also have more confidence in running my business.” When asked about her
dream and what she is fighting for, Mrs. Marni just smiled and said, “I want to have a car so
I can go home for Eid Mubarak and take my employees wirh me. I also want to take them on
vacation, to make them happy.”
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to ensure the quality of her soybean milk products. Also, she has bought the house which
she used to rent. Her products have been distributed to Ciruas and Cilegon. Mrs. Marni is
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07
managing and developing btpn Syariah’s
people
“As its most important asset and a strategic stakeholder to achieve
its business goals, BTPN Syariah is fully committed to manage
its human resources by building their competence and providing
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growth opportunities. BTPN Syariah is also fully committed to
carry out transparent performance reviews and provide fair
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remuneration for its employees.”

commitment and general policies
[GRI 103-1, 103-2, 103-3]

BTPN Syariah believes that human resources are

“Together, we create
opportunities for growth and
more meaningful life”

its most important asset because of their role in
enabling business development, operations, and
partners to achieve Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs). They are the powerhouse that

Indonesia’s workforce market and will only be

allows millions of the Bank’s customers to

conducted as a skills transfer exercise. Foreigners

achieve their dreams. The Bank sees its human

may also be a shareholder’s representative,

resources as a stakeholder who is responsible

tasked to oversee the Bank’s operations. Foreign

for its business sustainability and whose

workers are hired in accordance with prevailing

expectations it must meet.

regulations.

BTPN Syariah focuses on its human resources

Equal Opportunities

management, to recognize and mitigate business
risks as well as ensure the Bank’s growth and
business development. The Bank provides
training and competence building programs
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from an employee’s first day at work, on top of a
performance-matched remuneration package.
The majority of BTPN Syariah’s employees are
millennials. Working using digital platforms, they
are ready to serve customers and agents across
the country to achieve the Bank’s mission.
BTPN Syariah assesses employee performance
using Key Performance Indicators (KPI) for
teams and individuals. KPI achievements
then serve as basis for an employee’s career
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development and remuneration package.

Maximizing Local Workforce
BTPN Syariah promotes the use of the local
workforce, whose has better understanding of
local customs enables seamless interaction with
future and current customers.
The bank Principle will only hire foreigners if
the necessary expertise cannot be found within

BTPN Syariah is fully committed to provide equal
opportunities for every employee to develop
their potential, regardless of ethnicity, race, age,
background, religion, and gender. The consistent
application of the equality principle is established
in this year’s report, zero claims of discrimination
on grounds of ethnicity, race, religion, and gender
at every level. [GRI 406-1]
All commitments, policies, and success
parameters in human resources management
are in accordance with the 8th Sustainable
Development Goal: Decent Work and Economic
Growth : promoting sustained, inclusive and
sustainable economic growth, full and productive
employment and decent work for all.
The majority (94%) of BTPN Syariah’s employees
are female since its business activity is
characterized by providing financing products to
aspiring and motivated women. The table below
shows BTPN Syariah’s employee diversity.
[GRI 102-8]

Employees by Gender [GRI 405-1]
2019

Gender

2018

Amount

Male
Female
Total

Amount

Percentage

Percentage

650

6%

671

6%

10,845

94%

10,841

94%

11,495

100%

11,512

100%

Employees by Title [GRI 405-1]
2019
Title

2018

Women

Percentage

Board of
Commissioners

2

50%

2

50%

Sharia
Supervisory
Board

-

0%

2

Independent
Committees

2

100%

Directors

Men

Percentage

Sub
Total

Women

Percentage

Men

Percentage

Sub
Total

4

1

20%

4

80%

5

100%

2

2

50%

2

50%

4

-

-

2

2

100%

-

0%

2

1

20%

4

80%

5

1

20%

4

80%

5

Senior
Employees,
including
Executive
Officers

47

32%

102

68%

149

33

29%

79

71%

112

Supervisors

1,064

79%

286

21%

1,350

562

67%

274

33%

836

Staff

9,729

97%

254

3%

9,983

10,243

97%

308

3%

10,551

Total

10,845

94%

650

6%

11,495

10,843

94%

669

6%

11,512
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Employees by Age [GRI 405-1]
2019
Female

%

Male

2018
%

Sub Total

Female

%

Male

%

Sub Total

< 25 Years old

5,744

99%

42

1%

5,786

5,986

99%

53

1%

6,039

25 - 29 Years old

3,684

97%

107

3%

3,791

3,717

96%

146

4%

3,863

30 - 34 Years old

1,128

86%

184

14

1,312

904

83%

185

17%

1,089

35 - 39 Years old

171

54%

148

46%

319

129

48%

141

52%

270

40 - 44 Years old

52

38%

84

62%

136

48

38%

78

62%

126

45 - 49 Years old

46

45%

56

55%

102

39

48%

42

52%

81

50 - 54 Years old

16

41%

23

59%

39

16

42%

22

58%

38

55 - 59 Years old

3

38%

5

63%

8

2

40%

3

60%

5

> 59 Years old

1

50%

1

50%

2

-

0%

1

100%

1

10,845

94%

650

6%

11,495

10,841

94%

671

6%

11,512

Total
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Age

Employees by Region [GRI 405-1]
Region

2019
Female

Jabodetabek
Java
Outside Java
Total

%

Male

2018
%

Sub Total

Female

%

Male

%

Sub Total

579

64%

328

36%

907

546

64%

304

36%

850

6,650

96%

256

4%

6,906

6,696

96%

298

4%

6,994

3,616

98%

66

2%

3,682

3,599

98%

69

2%

3,668

10,845

94%

650

6%

11,495

10,841

94%

671

6%

11,512

Employees by Employment Status [GRI 405-1]
Status

Female

%

Male

2018
%

Sub Total

Female

%

Male

%

Sub Total

Permanent

4,529

89%

580

11%

5,109

4,597

89%

583

11%

5,180

Non - Permanent

6,316

99%

70

1%

6,386

6,244

99%

88

1%

6,332

10,845

94%

650

6%

11,495

10,841

94%

671

6%

11,512

Total
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2019

good industrial relations quality

The followings are conducted initiatives to create

[GRI 102-41]

quality industrial relations.

BTPN Syariah is fully committed to create

1. Strengthening Human Resources

a positive, favorable, and fair workplace by

Infrastructure & Organizational Development

observing quality industrial relations. To that

BTPN Syariah has deployed a fully automated

end, BTPN Syariah ensures that employees’

hiring platform. The automated platform

rights are met, and whose interests have been

allows jobseekers to enter their data in

adopted into Corporate Policy recognized by

to the hiring platform, in turn building a

the Ministry of Labor.

jobseeker database for all work areas. The
system simplifies job fulfilment and reduces

By the end of the reporting period, the BTPN

recruiting costs.
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Syariah’s employees had not been unionized.
Nonetheless, the Bank ensures that employees’

In 2019, to support infrastructure

rights and freedom of opinion are protected

enhancement, the Bank deployed

by the Corporate Policy. The Corporate

automated systems for other functions,

Policy applies to 100% of the BTPN Syariah’s

such as: performance assessment, talent

employees. BTPN Syariah also maintains

management, and Employee Self Service

channels to report employment issues and
other similar reporting channels. [GRI 407-1]

(ESS) functions for time-off, overtime,

talents undergo stringent screening and

data maintenance, and termination. The

are then provided with specialized training.

automated process improves the efficiency,

Afterwards, they are assigned rotations to

speed, and accuracy of human resources

expand their knowledge and improve their

management.

leadership skills.

BTPN Syariah also completed the
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3.	Employment Dispute Resolution

simplification of its organizational layers

BTPN Syariah maintains a channel to report

from 8 to 6 for a more effective span of

employment disputes, managed by the

control and better team development.

Industrial Relations Unit under the Human
Capital Division. Employees’ reports on
working conditions are investigated and

BTPN Syariah has initiated the creation

closed according to prevailing procedures.

of a talent pool of high-achieving and

The reporting employee’s manager is required

skilled employees who will be groomed

to take part in the dispute resolution process.

as organization leaders in the future. The
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2. Creation of a Talent Pool

4. Work-Life Balance

BTPN Syariah also provides well-equipped

mental and physical health, BTPN Syariah

prayer rooms for employees to conduct their

implements various programs, as follows:

prayers.

a. Sports and Health Activities
Through BTPN Syariah Club, that called
is Prisma Club, BTPN Syariah facilitates
a healthy lifestyle in its employees by
organizing sports events. BTPN Syariah
provides logistical support, rent, and coaches
for its employees’ preferred sports.
BTPN Syariah provides employees with the
opportunity to consult with health experts
through, among others, the “Health Corner”
event organized by the Human Capital
Division.
b. Employee Assistance Program (EAP)
BTPN Syariah works with a reputable
psychological Institution to organize the
Employee Assistance Program (EAP). The
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the Ustad), and other religious activities.

To achieve work-life balance and support

EAP provides a space for employees to
discuss their personal, family, or workplace
issues free of charge. All subjects discussed
by employees are kept strictly confidential.
The program’s goal is to help employees
manage their issues, while improving their
work focus.
c. Religious Activities
Prisma Club helps meet employees’ spiritual
needs by organizing religious activities, such
as the regular Jumat Baroqah (Blessed
Friday), 1 Jam Bersama Ustadz (1 Hour with

d. Customer Art Exhibition
BTPN Syariah encourages its employees to
get to know customers better from their
artwork. Each year, the Bank holds the
“Bunga Rampai” art exhibition for employees
to engage with customers. Employees can
participate further by buying the artwork on
display.
e. Communal Space for Employees
The BTPN Syariah’s Head Office features the
Beranda, a communal space for employees
to engage in light activities during their
break. Featuring a modern interior design,
the space is equipped with tabletop games
such as fussball and billiards, plus a music
studio and karaoke lounge after hours. It also
features a flat screen TV and state-of-theart sound system to watch movies together.
5.	Employee Engagement
BTPN Syariah uses multiple communication
channels to improve employee engagement,
such as e-newsletter, interactive dialogs,
and briefings. Information shared on the
channels include the Bank’s activities, and
social and health updates. To interact with
senior officers, BTPN Syariah conducts Senior
Officers Quarterly Briefings called dialog
#bankirpemberdaya, interactive Dialog Session
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with Directors and others.

human resources management and development
Employee Hires [GRI 401-1]
The majority of BTPN Syariah’s employees are local hires. The hiring process is now carried out through
an online hiring platform to improve speed and efficiency.
To keep up with its growth, in 2019, BTPN Syariah hired a total of 4,463 employees in 2019, of whom 74
were male and 4,389 were female.
New Employee Hires by Age and Gender [GRI 401-1]
2019

Gender

Female

< 25 Years old

%

3.817

86,97

Male
16

2018
%

Sub Total

Female

%

Male

%

Sub Total

21,62

3.833

2.994

89,27

19

33,33

3.013

25 - 29 Years old

531

12,10

17

22,97

548

342

10,20

14

24,56

356

30 - 34 Years old

18

0,41

17

22,97

35

7

0,21

8

14,04

15

35 - 39 Years old

11

0,25

12

16,22

23

6

0,18

10

17,54

16

40 - 44 Years old

2

0,05

7

9,46

9

2

0,06

2

3,51

4

45 - 49 Years old

6

0,14

3

4,05

9

2

0,06

3

5,26

5

50 - 54 Years old

3

0,07

0

0

3

0

0

0

0

0

55 - 59 Years old

1

0,02

2

2,70

3

1

0,03

1

1,75

2

4.389

100

74

100

4.463

3.354

100

57

100

3.411

Total
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New Employee Hires by Region [GRI 401-1]
2019

2018

East Indonesia

503

11%

332

10%

Jabodetabek

158

4%

94

3%

2,776

62%

1,999

59%

Kalimantan

150

3%

125

4%

Sumatera

876

20%

861

25%

4,463

100%

3,411

100%

Java

Total

New hires must complete the Bank’s orientation program before assuming their new roles and
responsibilities.

Employee Turnover
On the other hand, in 2019, BTPN Syariah recorded a turnover of 4,437 employees for various reasons.
The turnover figure was 38.5% of the Bank’s total employee count and was similar to that of the
previous year. The turnover figure is within the acceptable operating risk for BTPN Syariah’s business.
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Region

Employee Turnover by Age and Gender [GRI 401-1]
2019

Age

Female

%

Male

2018
%

Sub Total

Female

%

Male

%

Sub Total

< 25 Years old

2,821

65%

11

11%

2,832

3,048

68%

41

21%

3,089

25 - 29 Years old

1,317

30%

39

41%

1,356

1,266

28%

63

32%

1,329

30 - 34 Years old

169

4%

22

23%

191

130

3%

49

25%

179

35 - 39 Years old

21

0%

13

14%

34

12

0%

26

13%

38

40 - 44 Years old

8

0%

5

5%

13

6

0%

6

3%

12

45 - 49 Years old

2

0%

3

3%

5

2

0%

7

4%

9

50 - 54 Years old

1

0%

2

2%

3

1

0%

3

2%

4

55 - 59 Years old

2

0%

1

1%

3

2

0%

3

2%

5

4,341

100%

96

100%

4,437

4,467

100%

198

100%

4,665

Total

Employee Turnover by Region [GRI 401-1]
Region
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2019
Amount

2018
Percentage

Amount

Percentage

East Indonesia *)

425

10%

348

7%

Jabodetabek **)

192

4%

276

6%

2,750

62%

2,886

62%

Kalimantan

160

4%

125

3%

Sumatera

910

20%

1,030

22%

4,437

100%

4,665

100%

Java

Total
*) Eastern Indonesia including Bali, Nusa Tenggara & Sulawesi
**) Jabodetabek including Bogor, Bekasi, Tangerang, & Depok
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Turnover Reasons [GRI 401-1]
Reason

2019
Amount

2018
%

Amount

%

Voluntary Request

65

2.606

41

3.048

Diciplinary Penalty and Termination of
Employment due to Absence

17

1.596

66

1.267

Regular Pension

3

2

32

18

Work Contract End

8

125

7

2

Others *)

3

12

52

132

96

4.341

198

4.467

Total
*) Others include Fail Probationary Periods

Training and Development
BTPN Syariah provides training and development programs for every employee. It encourages all
employees, without exception, to further improve their competence and advance their careers. The Bank
provides open and equal opportunities for everyone to take part in the training programs. The programs
consist of not only in-house and external trainings, but also secondments to allow each employee to
unlock even greater potential.
The Human Capital Division is responsible for preparing the policies, procedures, and workflow of
employee training programs in compliance with regulatory requirements.
BTPN Syariah has developed e-learning and gamification modules, an approach it finds effective
for millennial employees. In view of current developments in environmental protection and social
development, BTPN Syariah also prepares training materials on social and environmental risk
mitigation when raising funds and financing projects. The materials make reference to regulations and
sustainable development goals in social and environmental matters. [FS4]
To keep up with its business growth, in 2019, BTPN Syariah held 524 training sessions involving 10,443
participants for a total of 127,968 training hours with an average of 12.27 training hours per participant.
In 2018 BTPN Syariah held 508 training sessions involving 17,152 participants for a total of 279,712
training hours with an average of 16.31 training hours per participant.
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In 2019, total investment for training and development programs was Rp52 billions.
Trainings by Employee Category, Gender, and Average Training Hours in 2019 [GRI 404-1]

Commissioners

Participant by Gender
Male

Training Hours by Gender

Female

Male

Female

Average Training Hours by Gender
Male

Female

2

4

12

28

6.00

7.00

Directors

10

6

96

116

9.60

19.33

Executive Officers

84

84

1,054

1,166

12.55

13.88

Senior Employees

391

154

3,952

1,496

10.11

9.71

1,142

2,417

10.270

29,728

8.99

12.30

Staff

269

573

2,554

7,382

9.49

12.88

Level

54

5,076

704

67,888

13.04

13.37

Vendors

87

80

880

642

10.11

8.03

2,039

8,394

19,522

108,446

0

-

Supervisors

Sub Total
Total

10,433

127,968

-
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Title

Performance Assessment Career
BTPN Syariah regularly performs employee performance reviews at every level against a set of Key
Performance Indicators (KPI) for teams and individuals at the start of every year. The performance
reviews are used to strategically determine an employee’s career advancement and manage the
Bank’s performance. Each year, 100% of employees receive their performance review against their KPI
criteria. [GRI 404-3]
Title and grade promotions for employees who have shown distinguished and above average
performance. Based on their performance reviews, 261 employees received grade promotions and 505
employees received title promotions.
For employees who received title promotions, BTPN Syariah provides a pre-service training program.
BTPN Syariah also provides other competence building programs to improve employee performance.
The following is a summary of BTPN Syariah’s competence building programs:
1.	Leadership & Management Skills Training

employees become more effective individuals
and leaders. In addition, employees
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CCL Center for Creative Leadership

gain experience, and exhibit evergreen

Leadership Development Program (LDP) &

principles for improved productivity, better

Leadership at the Peak (LAP)

communication, stronger relationships,

This training focuses on 6 important factors

greater influence, and focus on higher priority

for success: influence, communication,

objectives.

systematic thoughts and actions, selfawareness, resilience, and learning

Six Thinking Hats

adaptability.

This program aims to equip employees with
individual and collective thinking skills.
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Impactful Presentation, Communication, &
Negotiation Skills

After the training, employees are expected to

This training is aimed at improving skills

be able to think according to the matter at

in presentation, effective communication,

hand, be more open to new ideas regardless

and negotiation. The training is provided

of source, overcome common barriers in

for 100% of the Bank’s employees. It uses

individual and collective thought process,

various methods, such as Adult Learning

improve thought effectiveness and efficiency,

Method, Experiential Learning Process, Self-

and generate ideas in teams.

Assessment, Practical Skill Drilling, Case
Studies and Simulations, Interactive Lecture,

Business Manager Leadership Excellence

and Brainstorming.

This program aims to improve Business
Managers’ capacity and skills in developing

7 Habits and 7 Habits Signature

their teams, their collaboration to empower

This training introduces employees to Seven

stakeholders, and disciplined operations to

habits of highly effective people.

ensure business sustainability.

The expected training outcome is to achieve
Sustainable Superior performance, where

2. Community Officer (CO) Trainings
Cool Class

with children and spouses. A well-managed
emotion is key to marital happiness for the
husband, wife, and their children.

This is a face-to-face technical learning
program to use speeches, simulations, and

Boosting your productivity in 4.0 world

role play for new COs upon finishing the Cool

Participants are introduced to techniques to

application module. The program is led by a

improve their productivity in the 4.0 World,

Facilitator or Business Manager.

where they are given examples and tips to
boost productivity. The seminar’s keynote

Cooleberation

items are: Truth about Time & Productivity,

Cooleberation is a graduation ceremony for

Choosing Your Priority Wisely, The 5

employees who have finished the Cool Class

Permissions, How to be More Productive in

training. The CO’s parents/guardians are

a 4.0 World, and Keeping the Productivity

invited to learn more about BTPN Syariah

Effort Consistent.

from their Business Coach.
Developing and Handling Talent in a 4.0 World
3. Counselling and Seminars
Employee Assistance Program (EAP)

Participants are introduced to matters
in managing and developing employees,
millennials, and talents in the digital era. They

The EAP is a professional assistance program

are given insights and tips from leaders of a

aimed at helping the Bank and employees to

renowned e-commerce company on how to

solve personal and work-related issues, which

manage millennials and talents in the digital

may cause performance and interpersonal

era. The seminar’s keynote items are What

problems at home and at work.

the Future of Work Will Mean for Jobs and
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Skills, Challenges in Talent Management in
Bersih-bersih Rasa during Ramadhan

The Digital Age, Onboarding Talent to Get

The seminar is a staple during Ramadhan.

Their Engagement, and Talent Development

In the seminar, participants are invited to

in The Digital World.

beautiful garment. Hence, Ramadhan will

How to be a Successful Leader in the Digital

be gloriously and gracefully embraced. It

Era

will remind us the merits we will not be able

Participants are introduced to the role and

to earn during months or days other than

differences in leadership in the digital era, in

Ramadhan.

addition to tips and practical examples. The
seminar’s keynote items are: The World Has

Parenting Seminar: Managing emotions for

Changed!, What Makes Digital Leadership

parents

Different?, What Stays The Same?, Key Digital

The seminar is aimed at helping parents in

Era Leadership Capabilities, Are Your Leaders

their day-to-day lives and family dynamics

Ready for Digitalization?, Where to Start?

as well as managing emotions when dealing
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cleanse the heart, the purest and most

Happy at home, happy at work

In keeping and providing a good and

Happiness at work starts from how we

adequate quality of security for all employees,

perceive work and those working with us.

BTPN Syariah requires the outsourcing

By the same token, happiness at home is a

company working with the bank to provide

reflection of ourselves. Whatever happens at

certified security guards trained on human

home affects our mood and, in turn, affects

rights aspects, who are also supervised and

productivity at work. The seminar also

guided by the Police.

discusses work-life balance.
4.	Human Rights Communication and Training
for Employees and Security Personnel

remuneration package
BTPN Syariah adopts a remuneration policy
based on a salary grade level (SGL) to ensure
parity across individual positions, duties, and

BTPN Syariah is responsible for ensuring

responsibilities. In addition to special benefits,

that all Employees understand and respect

the package includes allowances such as

each others’ rights and uphold rightful and

Religious Allowance (THR), health insurance,

decent conducts in accordance with the

pension contribution, healthcare insurance,

Corporate Values.

and paid time-off as required by law. BTPN
Syariah is committed to provide a higher
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Every employee is trained to always

base salary for entry-level positions than the

understand the risks including the risk of

local regional wage (UMR). Basic salaries are

human rights violations.

reviewed and adjusted from time to time.

Ratio of Entry-level Salary Compared to Local Minimum Wage [GRI 202-1]
Ratio of Entry-level Salary Compared to Local Minimum Wage (Rp)
Area

2019
Basic Salary

Min. Wage

2018
Ratio

Basic Salary

Min. Wage

Ratio

Jakarta

4,138,500

4,138,500

1:1

3,830,500

3,830,500

1:1

Bandung

3,340,000

3,340,000

1:1

3,091,500

3,091,500

1:1

Semarang

2,800,000

2,499,000

1.12 : 1

2,800,000

2,310,500

1.21 : 1

Surabaya

4,065,000

4,065,000

1:1

3,583,500

3,583,500

1:1

Medan

2,970,000

2,970,000

1:1

2,908,500

2,908,500

1:1

2,941,500

2,941,500

1:1

2,723,000

2,723,000

1:1

Kupang

1,850,000

1,850,000

1:1

2,455,000

1,660,000

1.48 : 1

Banjarmasin

3,228,500

3,228,500

1:1

3,228,500

3,228,500

1:1

Pontianak

2,945,000

2,318,000

1.27 : 1

2,700,000

2,145,000

1.26 : 1

Samarinda

2,890,000

2,868,500

1.01 : 1

2,655,000

2,655,000

1:1

Makassar

The remuneration package for each employee is based solely on grade, competence, and performance
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review. Remuneration for male and female employees is identical across all positions.
BTPN Syariah provides a total of 90 days’ maternity leave for mothers and a guarantee to return to
work after the leave period is over. During such leave, BTPN Syariah continues to pay the employee’s
remuneration and other benefits. BTPN Syariah also provides paid leave for employees pursuing further
education overseas or secondment to government duties.
In 2019, 768 employees took maternity leave. At the end of the reporting period, 584 of these
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employees returned to work in their previous positions.
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08
help share equal development
for the country
BTPN Syariah shows its commitment to support the equal distribution
of development by extending access for productive under privileged
customers, elevating the quality of services, running empowerment
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programs, and launching on-target financial literacy programs.
Strong empowerment approaches will help customers develop their
business scale and help make their dreams come true, improving
their family’s well-being. All this is in line with the United Nations
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Sustainable Development Goals.

national economic review
The world in 2019 was marked by general
uncertainty. The global economy dealt with
a confluence of risks and challenges: the UK
stopped being a member of the European
Union, democratic process and protests in Hong
Kong against the extradition bill resulted in
clashes and economic downturn in the country,
the trade dispute between the US and China,
economic crisis in Argentina following defeat of
the incumbent president, Mauricio Macri, in the
elections which lead to depreciation of Brazilian
real, escalation of conflicts in the Middle East
following drone attacks on Saudi oil installations,
and death of a high-profile Iranian General by
late 2019 in a drone attack by the US.
The myriad of events affected the capital
markets, trade balances, foreign exchange rates,
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and prices of main global commodities, leading
to deep fluctuations.
In 2019, Indonesia was in uncertainty following
the simultaneous presidential and parliamentary
elections.
The global economy slowed to 2.9% in 2019
compared to 3% in 2018. Amid the global
economic downturn, Indonesia’s economy grew
5.02%, lower than the targeted growth of 5.2%.
The result is adequate, considering the previously
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mentioned unfavorable global economic
condition.
The US economy grew quite well compared to
other rich countries with the help of the Federal
Reserve, which lowered its benchmark interest
rates. As a result, the US dollar rate against
other currencies seemingly slightly depreciated.
The situation benefited several emerging
countries as their currencies were quite stable,
with the Indonesian Rupiah appreciating.

The positive indicator of Indonesia’s economy
in 2019 was the sound macroeconomic
fundamentals due to consistent implementation
of macroprudential policy by the Central Bank
and Ministry of Finance. The inflation rate in
2019 was 2.72% (BPS), better than 3.13% the
year earlier. In addition, the government also
had ample foreign exchange reserves, which
amounted to US$129.2 billion in late 2019.
The biggest challenge for Indonesia’s economy
in 2019 was the management of the current
account deficit, especially concerning services.
The implemented macroprudential policy
had somewhat downplayed the issue. Bank
Indonesia’s 7-day repo rate was slashed from
6.00% to 5.00%, pushing downward the credit
interest rate in national banking industry. The
situation helped the Rupiah to appreciate
referring to to the Jakarta Interbank Spot Dollar
Rate (JISDOR), such that the Rupiah exchange
rate gained 4% from Rp14,481 against US dollar
in late 2018 to Rp13,901 against US dollar at year
end 2019.
Fiscal-wise, the realized state revenue reached
Rp1,957.2 trillion or 90.4% of the 2019 State
Budget, an increase of 0.7% compared to 2018.
Moreover, the realized State Budget reached
Rp2,310.2 trillion or 93.9% of the targeted 2019
State Budget, or an increase of 4.4% compared
to 2018. The State Budget deficit up until
December 2019 stood at 2.2% of the GDP, still
under 3% of GDP as regulated by Law Number 17
year 2003 on State Finance.
The stable macroeconomy resulted in the
Indonesia Composite Index finishing higher at
6,299 compared to 6,194 in late 2018. Given the
effective state debt management in 2019, the
international rating agency Standard & Poor’s
(S&P) rated Indonesia’s sovereign credit rating
BBB (investment grade).

Other international rating agencies like Fitch

Rupiah exchange rate is projected to be averaged

Ratings, Moody’s, and Japan Credit Ratings

at Rp14,400 against US dollar.

Agency upgraded Indonesia to investment grade
as well.

Nonetheless, with the highly uncertain global
economy due to ongoing trade dispute between

The global economy in 2020 is projected to grow

the US and China and intensifying pandemic

by 3%. Meanwhile, the Indonesian government

of Covid-19, the Indonesian government cannot

has targeted the economy to grow by 5.3%

depend on exports to boost the economy in 2020.

in 2020 compared to 5.02% in 2018. Inflate is

Domestic consumption will keep backing the

estimated to remain at 3.1% in line with Bank

economy to remain above 5% as it was in 2019.

Indonesia’s target corridor of 3% (±1%). The

Graphic of Indonesia’s Macro Economy
USD/IDR vs Inflation vs BI 7D RR Rate
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Indonesia GDP dan 7D RR Rate

review of national banking and
sharia banking

market. As per late November of 2019, the

Based on the aforementioned macroeconomic

sharia banking market share to total assets of

assumptions, bank credit and other financing in

banks is more than 6%.

Financial Services Authority recorded that the

2020 are estimated to grow almost on par with
this year at around 8-9%. For now, the sharia

The sharia banking industry holds a strategic

banking will likely grow between 7%-8%.

position to support business financing of the
unbankables. In consequence, sharia financing

The Sharia banking industry in Indonesia

may have a greater role to eradicate poverty and

presents big potential. In addition, the Sharia

scale down social inequality in the country. In

banking delivers positive contribution to support

addition, by optimizing technology, the expansion

financial inclusion, especially to the society that

and development of sharia banking industry to

was once not reachable by the formal financial

all segments of society, within the context of

services, or often called the “unbankable”.

financial inclusion growth, can be achieved.

The financing of Sharia Commercial Banks
third parties grew 8.96% (November 2019

performance of btpn syariah in
2019

– December 2018) to Rp348.9 trillion in the

Pursuant to the continuing growth of both

period of November 2019. While for third party

commercial and sharia banking industry,

funds, the growth for BUS and UUS was 9.83%

BTPN Syariah in 2019 booked an encouraging

to Rp408.4 trillion in the period of November

performance. In general, various performance

2019. In addition, the financing to deposit ratio

targets set in the 2019 bank business plan have

of BUS and UUS by end of November 2019

been surpassed.

and Sharia Business Units to the non-bank
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reached 85.43%, which reflected a liquid financial
situation.

Up until December 2019, total financing of BTPN
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Syariah rose 23.7% to Rp9.00 trillion from Rp7.28
In terms of financing quality, non-performing

trillion in 2018. The growth was supported by the

financing stood at 3.18% in November 2019 an

increase in equity of 34.9% and deposits from

increase compared to 2.85% in December 2018.

customers by 24.1%. The assets of BTPN Syariah

In terms of cost, the operational cost efficiency

in 2019 soared 27.7% to Rp15.37 trillion from

– Cost to Income Ratio – hit 83.14% in November

Rp12.04 trillion in 2018.

2019 which was better than 85.5% in December
2018. Thus, the capital adequacy ratio rose to

Net sharia profit sharing in the reporting year

20.5% in November 2019 compared to 20.4% in

reached Rp3.96 trillion, an increase of 28.6%

December 2018.

compared to Rp3.08 trillion in 2018. This shows
increase in the sharia profit sharing spread in

In late November of 2019, total Sharia

2019.

Commercial Bank reached 14 banks, Sharia
Business Unit amounted to 20 banks, and sharia

BTPN Syariah intensified various initiatives for

rural banks decreased from 167 to 164 banks in

efficiency and managed to control the increase

31 December 2018. With total customers of 32

in operating expenses, so the increase is only at

million in Indonesia, the sharia banking industry

15.5% to Rp1.76 trillion from Rp1.51 trillion in the

still harbors great potential for expanding its

year earlier.

Overall, the Net Profit After Tax (NPAT) of BTPN Syariah in the reporting year rose 45.0% to
Rp1,399.6 billion from Rp965.3 billion in 2018. The more detailed description of the Company’s financial
performance may be perused in Discussion and Management Analysis Chapter of the Annual Report of
BTPN Syariah.
As for the summary of change in balance sheet and income statement positions of BTPN Syariah
illustrating the BTPN Syariah’s 2019 performance is as follows:

Summary of BTPN Syariah Economic Performance in 2019
2019

2018

Change
Value

%

Summary of Balance Sheet (Rp Million)				
Total Assets

15,383,038

12,039,275

3,343,763

27.8%

Earning Assets

13,759,194

10,867,317

2,891,877

26.6%

Loans

8,999,574

7,277,163

1,722,411

23.7%

Third-party funds

9,446,549

7,612,114

1,834,435

24.1%

Total Liabilities and Contemporary Syirkah
Funds

9,989,718

8,042,343

1,947,375

24.2%

Total Equity

5,393,320

3,996,932

1,396,388

34.9%

3,933,765

3,079,594

854,171

27.7%

17,742

13,149

4,593

34.9%

Operating Expense

(1,761,041)

(1,514,292)

(246,749)

16.3%

Cost of Allowance for Impairment Losses

(309,402)

(275,902)

(33,500)

12.1%

Operating Income - Net

1,881,064

1,302,549

578,515

44.4%

Net Profit for the Year

1,399,634

965,311

434,326

45.0%
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Net Margin Income
Other Operating Income
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Summary of Income statement (Rp Million)				

development of BTPN Syariah
financing [GRI 103-1, GRI 103-2,

Up until today, the business of BTPN Syariah
focuses on financing the above-mentioned

GRI 103-3, FS6, FS16]

families. Financing portfolios of BTPN Syariah are

BTPN Syariah since its early establishment has

centralized to the segment which is heavy on social

emphasized especially the productive under-

approach. It is expected that the approach may

privileged customers, who previously had not

help customers improve their welfare, leading them

financial access to banking services including

to a better social life.

financing either conventional or sharia banking and
So far, financing business for underprivileged

financial service.

families shows positive results. The financing
For this segment, BTPN Syariah is not only fulfilling

development rate is above the average of similar

its customers’ need for financial access, but also

sharia banks, or national banks. The outstanding

for other non-financial support, among others,

financing position according to the main geographic

empowerment to help customers increase their

areas in 2019 is as follows: Java amounting to

entrepreneurial capacity and skills.

Rp6,143.2 billion (70.1%); Sumatra,Rp2,005.6 billion
(22.9%); Kalimantan & Sulawesi, Rp334.3 billion

To develop businesses, the first program that

(3.8%) and Bali & Nusa Tenggara totaling Rp284.3

BTPN Syariah launched was Tunas Usaha Rakyat,

billion (3.2%). The description of the development

a community banking business specially designed

of the BTPN Syariah’s financial portfolio in the last

to serve the segment. The program also aimed

few years is illustrated in the graphic below.

at aiding the government to cultivate inclusive
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financial services which could reach all segments

In principle, there are four facilities of products of

of society, including those living in the hinterland.

BTPN Syariah: Financial package, Daya Program,

Through the program, BTPN Syariah shares simple

Membership system, and Empowerment which is

financial literacy and provides banking access all at

also called Tepat Pembiayaan Syariah (previously

once to productive under-privileged communities or

PMD). These four principle pillars are interconnected

marginalized people in general.

in building 4 key characters of customers, namely:
Courage to Do Business, Discipline, Hard Work and
Solidarity.
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financing development of BTPN Syariah 2014-2019 [FS6]

9,000
7,227

Funding (Rp Million)

6,053
4,997

3,678
2,499

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

pembiayaan

Financial Package for Business
Bundled Financial Solution:
• Working Capital
• Free Life Insurance
• Saving (free monthly
administration fee)

Daya Sustainability Program
Capacity building trainings/
workshops in the topics of
health, entrepreneurial skills and
environment.
5-Year Financing
Program

Future Benefits:
• Entitlement for working
capital increase in each cycle
• After the third year, entitled
for house renovation and
education financing

4 Key Behavior:
Courage to Do,
Business,Discipline,
Hard work, Solidarity
Community Officer

Membership System:
•
•
•
•

Group, selected by customers
Routine meeting
Mandatory saving
Shared liabilities

Membership
System

Community
Officer

Well-trained
#bankirpemberdaya, who role
model the behaviors of
• Honesty
• Courtesy
• Discipline
• Facilitator of Daya Program
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are :

(UVP) Pembiayaan

c. Membership System
Customers are grouped in one center
whose members are selected by customers

a.	Financial Package

themselves.

Sejak
resmi
menjadicapital
Bank Umum
Syariah dan
kemudian menjadi
perusahaan publik pada 2018, BTPN Syariah
The
working
financing
is provided
for
merupakan satu-satunya bank yang menggalang dana dari keluarga sejahtera dan menyalurkannya kepada
the customers to address the needs to start
d.	Empowerment
nasabah prasejahtera produktif terutama perempuan melalui ribuan #bankirpemberdaya.

and expand productive business. The financing

Our Community Officers are trained to

is tomenerapkan
be repaidprinsip-prinsip
through bi-weekly
instalment.
serve and
empower
the customers through
Dengan
syariah, BTPN
Syariah menyediakan beragam
produk
dan layanan
pembiayaan
serta membuka
pelayanan
keuangan
bagi perempuan meetings
prasejahterain
produktif
untuk centers.
The customers
also akses
get other
benefits
such
customers
mendapatkan
modal usaha,
memberikan
dan pendampingan #deminiatbaik agar terwujud
as life insurance
forsekaligus
the customer
andpelatihan
the
lebih cepat.

husband, saving, and free instalment during Ied

The four main pillars of the Tepat Pembiayaan

Mubarak
festivities.
Upon
well-completion
Syariah
areinklusif
consistently
implemented with
Hal ini
sejalan dengan
visi Bank
untukthe
menjadi
bank syariah terbaik untuk
keuangan
dan mengubah
ofberjuta
three rakyat
cycles,
the customers
will
be visi
entitled
tight monitoring.
The
officers of the
hidup
Indonesia.
Berpedoman
pada
ini pula Bank mengembangkan
produk
dancommunity
layanan
pembiayaannya
yangfor
paling
sesuai
dengan kebutuhan
segmen tersebut.
for financing
house
renovation
and children
program—the “Melati Putih Bangsa” are required
education.

to complete a form, which will be data input in
a tablet for BTPN Syariah will regard as data

b. Daya Program

to manage portfolio risks from all centers. In a

The customers will able to improve the

later stage, Business Coach assisted by Quality

knowledge and capacity through a sustainable

Assurance has to evaluate the compliance of all

program in the areas of health, entrepreneurial

ranks in adopting the four pillars. And then, the

skills and environment.

internal auditor will randomly perform regular
checking on such compliance.

Laporan Tahunan 2019

Unique Value Proposition

Four main pillars of Tepat Pembiayaan Syariah

(UVP) Financing

PT Bank BTPN
Syariah
Tbk
Sustainability
2019
PT Bank
Tabungan
Pensiunan
NasionalReport
Syariah Tbk

Unique Value Proposition

Therefore, the implementation of the four pillars
can work as introductory procedures as well as
social risk mitigation that may affect financing
quality. (FS2, FS9)
In addition, financing for developing customers’
business apply a wakalah wal murabahah
agreement, which enables customers with zero
business experience to have access to financing
that may be used to buy capital goods (for new
business) or supporting goods (for start-ups).
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quality decrease.

making installments within the agreed terms.

As a form of PPI® report, Poverty Outreach
Report (POR) has the objective to analyze how
far BTPN Syariah outreaches and serves underprivileged communities. The reference that is
used to classify underprivileged communities is
as follows:
• National Poverty Line (NPL), Indonesia’s
standard of poverty.
• Total expenses below USD1.9/day  
• Total expenses below USD3.1/day.

Poverty Outreach Report (FS2, FS9)
As an #bankirpemberdaya, BTPN Syariah does
not only measure business success from financial
performance alone. The bank also ensures that
there is a welfare movement in underprivileged
customers. Therefore, the Bank periodically
measures the success of the social impact of its
business, one of which is by using the Poverty
Probability Index® (PPI®).

In figuring out the POR, BTPN Syariah considers
the following three important aspects:
• Concentration of the ratio of the served
underprivileged customers and all customers
recorded in the financing portfolio of BTPN
Syariah.
• Scale to indicate the distribution of BTPN
Syariah services in a certain area.
• Penetration, which indicates how BTPN
Syariah outreaches and serves under-

Purchase of goods is delegated to customers
using wakalah agreement which describes
in detail the listed goods and prices. Then,
customers have to pay for the financing of the
purchase of goods as well as the set margin by
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Risk Management L.L.C. For BTPN Syariah, the
PPI index measurement becomes a mean for
social risk identification and mitigation in on
going financing program. Social mitigation in
financing productive underprivileged customers
was proven to be effective in mitigating
economic risks from the potential of financing

Poverty Probability Index® (PPI®) issued by
Innovation for Poverty Action, is a welfare
measurement tool that can be used by
organizations and business entities with a
mission to serve poor people. PPI standard helps
to measure easily and statistically accurate.
Using PPI, an organization can easily identify
their high-potential clients, including the lowincome, so that they can integrate objective data
into strategic assessment and decision. Since PPI
was made to be specifically applied to its user’s
country, the PPI version used by Indonesia refers
to National Socio-Economic Survey (SUSENAS)
2010, which later was revised by Mark Schreiner,
a PPI standard developer from Micro Finance

privileged communities in certain areas.
Here is the illustration of Poverty Outreach
Report toward the 2019 portfolio.
35,1%

% Living Below Poverty Line
23,2%

10,1%
4,6%

Under NPL

5,4%
2,2%
Below $1.9/day
BTPN Syariah

Below $3.1/day

Indonesia’s National Poverty
Level

From the graphic, two basic conclusions can be outlined:
• BTPN Syariah has satisfied its mission to serve the poor or middle class as 23.2% of customers in
the financing portfolio of BTPN Syariah has total expense of USD3.1 per day. Taking into account the
national percentage of 35.1%, it is conclusive that BTPN Syariah has been serving poor customers.
• BTPN Syariah is available in areas where there are a high number of poor communities. BTPN
Syariah has reached to 9 out of 10 provinces with the highest percentage of poverty (73.3% of the
total Indonesian population live in the ten provinces); East Java, West Java, Central Java, and the
likes. On the whole, BTPN Syariah has reached and serves 23 provinces in Indonesia.
Poverty Movement Report (PMR) 2018 (FS2, FS9)
Poverty Movement Report (PMR) is an analysis tool to measure the change in the levels of customers’
welfare. It monitors and estimates the dynamics in the concentration of underprivileged people from
one installment to another.
BTPN Syariah provides the Tepat Pembiayaan Syariah as the financing product that is sustainably
granted, in that customers who concluded the first installment may go ahead to another installment.
Here is the illustration of the Poverty Movement Report to the 2019 portfolio:

4,9%

Under NPL

4,1%

24,4%

2,8%

2,3%

1.9%
Below $3.1/day

Below $1.9/day
Cycle 1

22,0%

Cycle 2

Cycle 3

The graphic shows that a decrease in the

The percentage of customers with no latrines

concentration level of underprivileged customers

in their homes decreases from 15.4% in cycle 1

with daily expense below USD3.1/day from 26.7%

to 9.6% in cycle 3. Meanwhile, the number of

during the cycle 1 (first year of installment) to

customers who still makes use of firewood or

22.0% in cycle 3 (third year of installment). In

charcoal to cook also drops from 9.2% in cycle

the mean time, the percentage of customers’s

1 to 4.9% in cycle 3. The improved social life

children (6-18 years old) who do not go to school

is a result of various factors, one of which is

declines from 16.8% during cycle 1 to 10.8% in

financing from BTPN Syariah.

cycle 3.
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5,7%
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26,7%

% Living Below Poverty Line

distribution of economic value [GRI 201-1]
The growth in BTPN Syariah’s business scale in 2019 has helped the Bank record increase in the
distribution of economic value to Rp2.85 trillion, an expansion of 26.5% from Rp2.25 trillion in the year
earlier.
BTPN Syariah distributed operating income to owners of rented properties, vehicle lease companies,
utilized IT system, and other operating expense totaling Rp556.50 billion, an increase of 10.5% from
Rp503.82 billion in 2018.
BTPN Syariah did not pay any dividends in the past 5 or 2 years since this company went public. Every
income is used to strengthen and support business development. The growth income and profit
contributed to the increase of tax payment. In 2019, BTPN Syariah paid Rp562.72 billion of taxes, an
increase of 52.5% from Rp368.99 billion in 2018. So in conclusion, in 2019, BTPN still held Rp1.63 trillions
income value to support business development.
In 2019, BTPN Syariah experienced an increase in the economic value of Rp1.62 trillions, compared to
only Rp1,21 trillions in 2018. As seen in the following table:

distribution of economic value (in Rp Million) [GRI 201-1]
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Description

2019

2018

Change
Value

%

Accrued Direct Economic Value
Revenues from fund management by
BTPN Syariah as mudharib
Other operating income (expense) - net
Total accrued direct economic value

4,204,339

3,303,491

900,848

27.3%

270,755

156,924

113,831

72.5%

4,475,094

3,460,415

1,014,679

29.3%

662,016

615,144

46,872

7.6%

1,099,025

899,148

199,877

22.2%

523,587

367,672

155,915

42.4%

-

-

-

0.0%

562,722

368,990

193,732

52.5%

2,847,350

2,250,954

596,396

26.5%

1,627,744

1,209,461

418,283

34.6%

Distributed Direct Economic Value
General Operating Income
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Salaries and Allowances of Employees
Third parties’ share on return of temporary
syirkah funds
Dividend Payment
Payment to Government (Income Tax and
Value-Added Tax)
Total distributed direct economic value
Total Retained Economic Value

contribution to the state

BTPN Syariah keeps a list of vendors and suppliers

The business of BTPN Syariah makes two

of goods and services having either a satisfying

contributions to the state, namely direct

track record or a mediocre one. This list is a

financial and non-financial. The direct finansial

result of the evaluation process of the aspects of

contribution is through payment of income tax

financial capability, labor, or quality of goods and

or other payments. In 2019, the direct financial

services provided during a certain period.

contribution was valued Rp562.72 billion, an
increase of 52.5% from Rp368.99 billion.

In 2019, 376 companies—entirely local-based—
partnered with BTPN Syariah to supply goods

Meanwhile, indirect financial contribution is

and services. The value of goods and services

through realized intermediary function which

procurement from all suppliers in 2019, as

has helped productive underprivileged business

reflected in the table of economic value

from productive under-privileged communities

distribution, was more than Rp556.50 billion, an

who never had access to banking, now can get

increase of 10.5% from Rp503.82 billion in 2018.

financial support to develop their businesses. The
growth in productive underprivileged businesses

While partnering with suppliers in all operational

in turn will help boost tax payments. In addition to

areas, BTPN Syariah supports the acceleration of

taxes, the upscaled businesses run by independent

regional economic development by launching open

underprivileged communities will reduce the

recruitment. The Bank unceasingly enlists workers,

poverty rate and income inequality.

especially those #bankirpemberdaya called “Melati
putih bangsa”, of high school graduates or with

Meanwhile, the non-financial contribution is
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diplomas or degrees.

reflected through the establishment of basic
infastructure as part of the realization of the

Additionally, given that all customers are

Company’s social responsibility program. BTPN

productive underprivileged business categorized

Syariah has never been financially facilitated by

as underprivileged community, BTPN Syariah

the government in bringing about its operations

believes that it has contributed to the acceleration

whether it be tax exemption, subsidies, research

of regional economic development by opening

and development grant, or other.

financial access to the said communities, leading to

BTPN Syariah believes that the quality of service

their improving economy.
The wealth improvement of the largest
community will boost the economic development
in regions.

granted to customers depends on the quality of
goods and services of its working partners. For
that reason, BTPN Syariah periodically evaluates
all supplying partners or vendors on goods, IT,
or services (e.g., operating system service). For
BTPN Syariah, solid partnership with suppliers in
the regions means commitment to support the
acceleration of regional economic development in
the regions.

BTPN Syariah supports the
acceleration of regional economic
development in various ways including:
• Solid partnerships with suppliers/
vendors in operational areas.
• Absorption of local workers.
• Development and opening of
banking access for productive
underprivileged communities.
• Development of basic facilities
and infrastructure through CSR
activities.
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fostering partners, supporting
acceleration of regional economic
development
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the whole airplane
umrah of BTPN
Syariah’s inspiring
customers
By the goodwill of the Bank,
customers with strong
performance were selected
in the period of 2018-2019.
The singled-out customers
were deemed successful in
implementing the principles
of BDKS (courage to do
business, discipline, hardwork,
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and solidarity). In addition,
they were also assessed by
their activities, conformity,
and business development
performance. They had been
the inspiration for other
customers as well for dreaming
of going on an Umrah: the
hope that most customers had
when they signing up.

It was a special Umrah as
all participants gathered in
one airplane. There were 295
financing customers from all
over Indonesia, 24 funding
customers, 20 agents and
customers of regional field
agents as well as regional
representatives, 393 pilgrims
in total, flown at the same
airplane making this Umroh
very special.
The event started with a gala
dinner as well as a release
for the departure of the
participants on 24 November
2019. BPTN Syariah President
Director Ratih Rachmawaty
gave a speech and opened the
event with famed religious

After having to endure

for the good intensions The

the nine-hour flight, the

customers has made an

participants arrived in Mecca

example that endeavor and

and proceeded to Medina

hardwork helped speed up the

to make Fajr Prayer in Al-

in dreams and good intention

Masjid al-Nabawi. The full-

on boarding the Umrah

spirited participants joyously

pilgrimage with BTPN Syariah.

went through the Umrah
for nine days. They returned
to Indonesia with a very
memorable experience.
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figure of teacher familiar
to customers made the
event joyful and familial. The
following day, November
25th 2019 the participants
practiced manasik of Umroh
as a preparation, and once the
customers had been considered
to be well-briefed, they were
ready to head to the holy land
PT Bank BTPN Syariah Tbk Sustainability Report 2019

of Mecca.

Ibu Dianah
Sentra Picungdatar Pelangi
My name is Dianah, I’m from Sentra Picundatar Pelangi. I have business in provision of
interior and exterior design materials. It’s been seven years that I’ve been a BTPN Syariah
customer. Throughout that time, I have learned a lot from the accompaniment. My business
continues growing. I felt really grateful for being recognized as a business partner to earn a
living to improve prosperity and livelihood of my family.

“Umrah Bersama” Reward
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I felt even on receiving more blessed at the end of 2019 when I was informed by a the bank’s
Business Coach and community officer that I won a reward of “Umrah Bersama”, or going
umrah pilgrimage together with other customers. It was a like a dream. But it was real. I
received the “Umrah Bersama” Prize and was invited in the preparation event in Jakarta,
November 24 - 25, 2019.
We were together aboard on a plane heading to the Holy Land to fulfill umrah pilgrimage.
I was touched, happy, grateful, altogether. It was really an unforgettable memory of my life,
having an opportunity and guidance to perform umrah comfortably with the coordination of
BTPN Syariah and the committee in the field.
We stayed nearby, so during the free time between the worship activities, I got acquainted,
shared my experience and knowledge with women of fellow BTPN Syariah customers. What
is also important to note is that I could know and obtain knowledge from these amazing
women who have successfully developed their business and now become regular depositor.
Thus BTPN Syariah could continue supporting the business other womens and I have; we
who started and developed business to improve the family’s welfare.
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Going to Home Village, Planning for the Future
Once we arrived in our home villages, at the sideline of ‘thanksgiving’ gathering, I told all my
experience to neighbors and friends who were present. I wanted them to know that among
the umrah participants are great women who started their business with hardship, but due
to strong will to grow and BTPN Syariah*s coaching and guidance, have been successful to
improve the welfare of their family, friends and neighbors.
I wanted them to be motivated, like I was, to get up and work hard to make a better life and
improve the family’s livelihood. I’m certain that BTPN Syariah would be ready to help.
I will continue making efforts and praying so that my business can keep growing. If one day
I receive another chance to join “Umrah Bersama”, I would share the story of my struggle in
developing my business, also BTPN Syariah’s support in helping in my success–from starting
the business, developing the business and transforming from a debtor customer to a loyal
depositor. To me, BTPN Syariah is the best. I wish BTPN Syariah success, may Allah SWT
always bless our business.
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09
empowering people with daya
BTPN Syariah with #bankirpemberdaya is the only bank in Indonesia
specializing in serving underprivileged customers,and is fully
committed to helping them realize their dreams of achieving a more
prosperous and healthier social life in accordance with various social
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objectives of the Sustainable Development Goals.

The primary focus of DAYA as the corporate social
responsibility is to support business of the Bank
in strengthening financial literation and financial
inclusion through training and empowerment
activities in health, entrepreneurial skills and
infrastructure development fields.
In the previous years, DAYA activities were mainly
structured into 3 pillars, namely Daya for Health
and Welfare, Daya to Grow Business and Daya
for Community. In 2019, Daya was structured
into Daya Program Reguler and Daya Program
Komunitas. This change was intended for DAYA
activities to be better integrated and suitable for
variety of needs of the areas. [GRI 103-1,

Emergency Funds, Saving with Date Reference,
Managing Waste, and others.

daya program komunitas [GRI 413-1]
Daya Program Komunitas that brought certain
depth and specification of materials according
to the needs for capacity development of the
communities conducted by #bankirpemberdaya
and Sahabat Daya. In 2019, the communities
empowered by the Bank such as the leather
craftsman in Garut and Troso woven craftsman
in Jepara were trained to improve skills based
on the assessment of the needs of such
communities to make the training program more
structured and effective.

GRI 103-2, GRI 103-3]

daya program reguler [GRI 413-1]
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The empowerment activities in the Daya Program
Reguler included training and workshop about
health and entrepreneurship. Bank have always
updated the training modules and materials to
ensure their relevancy with the development of
customers’ situation.
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The general knowledge and skills such as
Healthy Living Habit, Financial Management
Module, Saving Education Module, Saving Habit,
Emergency Funds and BPJS were delivered
through discussion, sharing session and by
providing practical tips in a condensed module
using digital equipment to improve effectiveness.
The tips for the customers were mostly about the
information on financial management, health and
entrepreneurship, among many others are tips of
the Benefits of Walking, How to Maintain Healthy
Body Weight, The Danger of Diabetes, Preparing

The request for such activities can be made by
#bankirpemberdaya who interact on daily basis
with the customers and communities. Several
activities that were conducted including online
marketing, bookkeeping with application, and
research on the communities characteristics
and needs. In 2019, the Bank also partnered with
the Tourism and Creative Economy Institution
to conduct activities on product development
related to design and packaging.

sahabat daya universitas (SDU)
[GRI 413-1]

Sahabat Daya University Program (SDU) is
a program that involves selected universities
and students to assist the productive
underprivileged customers in order to promote
their entrepreneurship. Prior to the starting the
assistance program, the students were provided
with regular mentoring about how to promote
entrepreneurship.
In 2019, the SDU program of Bank collaborated
with Atma Jaya University, Business School of
Bogor Institute of Agriculture and State Islamic
University Imam Bonjol.

Not only for #bankirpemberdaya, funding
customers and universities/students, the Bank
also opened the opportunities for any body who
intended to get involved and participate in Daya
activity as Sahabat Daya.
In 2019, Sahabat Daya helped the victim of
natural disaster in Indonesia using special
techniques such self-healing method to
overcome the trauma after the earth quake
and tsunami. The refugees were also invited to
engage in activities in their spare time to get
additional income by giving them training how to
create accessories or recycle paper.

water, education, house of worship, waste
management, health center, and other public
facilities.
With the activities of Tepat Peduli, Bank
collaborated with the partners and local
agents. The selection of partners with relevant
capabilities that shared empowerment mission
was the key success factor of the program.
The conducted empowerment activity is not only
improving customers’ ability, but also elevating
the quality of #bankirpemberdaya and
Sahabat Daya.

Inspired by customers’ dream to make a better
life through efforts, hard work, discipline and
solidarity, as well by #bankirpemberdaya
experience along with Sahabat Daya who are
spirited in competing for realizing good deeds,
all Daya programs are not only consistent
in supporting the Bank’s business, but also
becoming a mean to accomplish various kinds of
good intentions faster.
Tepat, as the campaign launched in 2019 is
rooted in the belief that there will be a way for
anybody intending to do business and ready to
take the steps to realize good intention faster.

tepat peduli [GRI 413-1]
In 2019, Daya activity comprises the program
of developed infrastructure in 1,000 points of
the Bank operational location all over Indonesia.
This program is in development stage in
collaboration with the selected partners and in
accordance to the needs of the local community
in the respected areas based on request or
the assessment of #bankirpemberdaya in the
field in the forms of public sanitation, clean
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Daya, as part of BTPN Syariah, is integrated in
the business of the company and realizes the
corporate social responsibility. For 2020, there
are several activity plans, including optimizing
the capacity of #bankirpemberdaya in the
field as the extension of the Bank to reach the
customers. In addition will also conduct special
training for the inspirational customers to enable
them to bring more positive impact not only to
the family but also to the communities, so that
the good intention will be realized faster for the
benefit of millions of Indonesian people.
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sahabat daya [GRI 413-1]

social responsibility [GRI 413-1]
In addition to carrying out empowerment
programs, BTPN Syariah also pays attention
to social conditions due to disasters, such as
earthquakes and floods that often affect various
regions of Indonesia. Throughout 2019, BTPN
Syariah, together with Sahabat Daya, helped
ease the burden of the victims. Assistance
was provided in the form of cash and essential
items, up to direct involvement in the disaster
emergency response program which coordinated
with the local Disaster Management Agency.
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2 Social Care activities were carried out in
order to help victims of the disaster, with total
assistance amounting to Rp290,371,336.
The large scale of the losses galvanized many
parties, including BTPN Syariah, to contribute to
the recovery of Lombok to its former state. As a
public bank, based on syariah law that focuses
on empowering millions of underpriviliged
families and women’s empowerment in
Indonesia, BTPN Syariah wanted to ensure that
the welfare of their underpriviliged customers
was improved.

Due to the 7,0 Richter scale magnitude
earthquake, the National Agency for
Disaster Management (BNPB) reported
that 564 people were killed, 959 were
seriously injured, and 6,798 slightly
injured. The total number of displaced
persons totaled 390,529 across 6 districts/
townships in Lombok. The Lombok
earthquake also caused 32,837 houses
to be severely damaged, 20,810 houses
moderately damaged, and 27,375 slightly
damaged. Material loss was estimated to
be higher than Rp17 billion.
Considering that BTPN Syariah has been
operating for long time in the affected
areas, many customers and their families
were affected by the quake, with some of
them being displaced from their homes.
BTPN Syariah recorded that around 5,000
customers of BTPN Syariah had been
affected, sustaining both serious and slight
injuries.

aid for primary school building affected by earthquake
in Lombok [gri 203-1]
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July 30th-November 30th, 2018
BTPN Syariah managed to raise
funds from all its employees
amounting to Rp133,326,566 and
then the company doubled the
donation amount to a total of

Rp266,653,132

July 29th, 2018
Lombok island was hit by an
earthquake measuring 7,0 on
Richter scale affecting almost all of
the facilities on the island

April 12th, 2019
The placement of the first
stone, for the renovation of
building and construction of
a hall at the kindergartenprimary school Aisyiyah

December 10th 2018

November 12th, 2019

Working together to renovate the
building and constructing a school
hall of TK-SD Aisyiyah. BTPN Syariah
and Yayasan Pendidikan Aisyiyah
NTB share the same vision to bring
prosperity for Indonesian women.

The inauguration of the building
and the school hall of TK-SD
Aisyiyah, was accompanied
by social activities and bazaar
activities involving clients, local
residents, and private bankers in
Lombok

let’s realizing good intention faster

renovating and constructing the elementary
school and kindegarden buildings of TK-SD
Aisyiyah, Banjar, Kota Mataram

strengthening togetherness during the
official launch

In line with the Bank’s vision and mission and

reconstruction of SD-TK Aisyiyah was officially

considering the urgency, BTPN Syariah decided to

accomplished. All the rehabilitated and

assist in rehabilitating and reconstructing education

reconstructed facilities have been returned to

facilities in Kota Mataram affected by the

normal usage. The official launch and gratitude

earthquake. The selected target was the building

session (syukuran) for the completion of the

of the elementary school and kindergarden TK-SD

rehabilitation took place in the now uncluttered

Aisyiyah, Kelurahan Banjar, Kecampatan Ampenan,

yard of the building.

On 12 November 2019, the renovation and

Kota Mataram.
The launch and gratitude session was held, by
TK-SD Aisyiyah is under the management of

maintaining the basic principle of BTPN Syariah as

Aisyiyah Foundation (Yayasan Aisyiyah), a non-

#bankirpemberdaya, namely TEPAT – Mewujudkan

profit organization that has a mission and shows

Niat Baik Lebih Cepat (TEPAT- Realizing Good

empathy towards the improvement of education

Intention Faster).

for underpriviliged families in Lombok, not only in
Kota Mataram. The provided support is various,

The official launch event was carried out through

including: pro bono, helps in the form of buildings or

social activities to provide medical checkups for

facilities construction and service in improving the

customers and their families; motivate children

quality of teachers.

from an early age; provide prizes for various
competitions, including Qur’an reciting and many

TK – SD Aisyiyah provided education facilities

others; advice and training for entrepreneurship;

where the underpriviliged families were able to live

and a bazaar to promote BTPN Syariah products.

in their buildings located in the area of Kelurahan

During this event, assistance called “Paket

Banjar, a coastal area where its communities live

Bantuan Peningkatan Sarana dan Peningkatan

as fishermen. The majority of the people who live

Kompetensi (Package for Facilities and Competence

in this area are underpriviliged. They have low

Improvement)” for the teachers in SD Aisyiyah was

awareness in ensuring education for their children.

distributed in the form of cash, totaling

The earthquake has completely destroyed the

Rp135 million.
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learning facilities of TK-SD Aisyiyah.
Several days after the earthquake, BTPN Syariah
in Lombok. From this fund raising initiative,
Rp133,326,566 was collected with additional funds
contributed by the Company, amounting to a total
of Rp266,653,132.
All the funds raised were dedicated to the
renovation and reconstruction of the building of TKSD Aisyiyah. The renovation and the construction
of the school building began on April 12th 2019 and
was completed and officially launched on November
12th 2019. As part the renovation process, BTPN
Syariah also provided learning facilities such as an
open meeting hall, a play ground and better quality
classrooms.
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raised funds from their staffs to assist the people

inauguration of TK-SD Aisyiyah
renovation and construction

The condition of TK SD
Aisyiyah - Ampera Lombok,
before and after the
renovation
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The launch
inscription

The event to provide
motivation and distribution of
prizes for the winners of the
competitions for the pupils of
TK – SD Aisyiyah

Playground for
the pupils
Competence
Improvement Aid
Handover

Head of Aisyiyah Foundation:
“We appreciated the BTPN Syariah’s
help a lot. Now the number of our
primary school students is growing
significantly. We, together with
the school principal and teachers,
are more motivated to improve
the quality of education in the
surrounding environment”.

Bazaar
for
customers

A sharing session with
a Community Officer in
Lombok: “to assist the
affected customers, we
will implement a Recovery
Program, to motivate them,
to support the activities in the
camps for displaced people
and share the alternatives in
business development”.
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To listen to the
earthquake-affected
customers who explain
their needs
Health
Checkups
MARKET ACCESS PROGRAM
This program is designed to improve
access to the market for the customer
products so that they can be widely
promoted to communities through both
online and offline training programs,
including digital marketing training,
product exhibition, and articles about
customer products in printed media.
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Registration of
Health Check for
Customer and Local
Community
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Sri Rahmatiah
Principal of SD Aisyiyah 2
The earthquake in mid 2018 has impacted a lot of school
buildings, including our school SD Aisyiyah 2 that they were
not adequate to use for learning activities.
Two of the school buildings were heavily damaged.
Thank God, we are grateful to receive aid of school renovation
from BTPN Syariah. Now SD Aisyiyah 2 has been recovered
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and functional for learning activities.

PT Bank BTPN Syariah Tbk Sustainability
Laporan Keberlanjutan
Report 2019
2019
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10
participating in environmental conservation
“The Company is ready to stand behind the Government in meeting
the targets of development goals attached in the Sustainable
Development Goals through green operations, green financing, and
active participation in campaigning for environmental
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conservation efforts”.

commitment and policy

Office spaces in BTPN Syariah use LED lamps

[GRI 103-1, GRI 103-2, GRI 103-3]

to save electricity and motion triggered lamp

As a bank operating with sharia principles and

in managing to activate lights. The building

with the specific market segment of productive

optimizes natural light by installing no window

underprivileged communities, BTPN Syariah

blinds as well as minimizing the use of partition

leaves less environmental traces on its business

blocks.

activities when compared with social impacts.
Nonetheless, BTPN Syariah is fully in support

One of the eco-friendly concept applied in

of achieving various sustainable goals in the

the office building to support electricity

environmental area as formulated in the United

management is two-layer glass in cubicle

Nations Sustainable Development Goals.

windows to let the sunlight in, saving more
energy during daytime. Window glass may also

With a specific financing market, an approach

reduce the intensity of lamp use at noon. The

can be applied by BTPN Syariah in supporting the

office space in BTPN Syariah equipped with the

achievement in sustainable goals in environment.

eco-friendly air conditioner system is subject to

is concerned with the implementation of green

time restrictions.

operations.
The Headquarters Tower of BTPN Syariah
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Fostering productive underprivileged customers

applies an open ceiling which boosts oxygen

in pioneering a business that may improve their

volume by 50%. It uses ultraviolet germicidal

lives however has significant impacts on efforts

irradiation technology to disinfect the air from

to restore and conserve the environment.

microorganism and epoxy floor coating to
prevent germs. The building also recycles, rain

The Poverty Movement Report (PMR) of 2019

drops for its operational necessities like watering

shows that, in line with the bettering economy,

the plants and so forth.

the number of customers who lack latrines
decreased from 15.4% in cycle 1 to 9.6% in cycle 3.

In addition BTPN Syariah also focuses on
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technology development to delimitate the
Meanwhile, the number of customers who still

number of offices. All community officers use

use firewood or charcoal to cook also decreased

tablets, so that they can transfer data directly

from 9.2% in cycle 1 to 4.9% in cycle 3. Charcoal

to the Head Office. Since 2018, the functional

and briquette are made of dried wood and

offices of BTPN Syariah have been reduced from

they discharge considerable greenhouse gases

122 to 41. Thus, the carbon footfprint left by

compared to kerosene and gas.

the network of functional branches across the
country has been trimmed by two-thirds.

green operations
green building

BTPN Syariah will also apply green design in its

The non-operational Head Office of BTPN

branch offices by installing live indoor plants to

Syariah at Menara BTPN, Jakarta, is designed
based on green building principles and has been
awarded the Gold Standard Certificate for
Green Building.

maximize the ecological system and help lower
temperatures. The design will be applied in all
branches of BTPN Syariah in Indonesia, which
now comprise of 23 branch offices, 2 sub branch
offices and 41 functional offices.

energy management

As the first year sustainability report, only the energy use in 2019

[GRI 302-1]

that can be calculated in following details:

BTPN Syariah manages energy
by regulating electricity in the

Energy Consumption [GRI 302-1]

buildings it uses, both Head
Office or Branch Offices. The
Bank uses LED lighting that

Energy Type

Quantity

Fuel (Liter)

Gigajoules
18,760

754

saves energy and applies a

Electricity (kWh)

1,849,316

6,658

lighting adjustment system.

Total in G.Joules

-

7,411

Enery management also
includes the monitoring
and management of fuel
consumption of its operational
vehicles.
To track effective usage of
electricity in the buildings,
BTPN Syariah records

Note:
1). Fuel consumption (Pertamax) in liters is calculated from the amount of fuel
purchase (Rp)divided by the price of fuel per liter
2). Electricity kwh usage is calculated by way dividing the amount of electricity (Rp)
intoelectricity rates per kWh
3). Fuel consumption in liters is converted to Gjoules by using The Greenhouse Gas
Protocol Initiative, 2004
4). Electricity consumption in kwh is converted to Gjoules by using The Greenhouse Gas
Protocol Initiative, 2004
5). For this is the first year of sustainability report, BTPN just recorded the energy
usage for 2019.

and calculates its energy

greenhouse gas management [GRI 305-1, GRI 305-2, GRI 305-3]

consumption based on the

BTPN Syariah tries to participate in the management of CO2

areas being occupied. BTPN

emissions, or other greenhouse gases, originating from direct

Syariah estimates the energy

combustion of fossil-based fuel in electricity power plant and

consumption by recording

transportation fuel by implementing the aforementioned method.
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electricity usage in the Head
Office, Branch Offices, and

BTPN Syariah also attempted to maintain GHG emission by

Functional Offices.

monitoring, recording and managing the frequency of business
travels taken for project visits or other businesses.

BTPN Syariah also records the
volume of fuel consumption

Based on data of energy management and consumption, as well as

such that the BTPN Syariah

compiled business travel, the Company makes an estimation of the

can target and formulate

total CO2 emissions from its activities as follows:

and transportation fuel) that is

Greenhouse Gas Emission (GRK) [GRI 305-1, GRI 305-2, GRI 305-3]

more efficient in the future.
The application of green office

Emission Source/Scope
Fuel (Scope 1)

in BTPN Syariah does not only

Electricity (Scope 2)

reduce carbon emission from

Business Travel (Scope 3)

electricity usage but also cut
operating expense in the long
run.

Ton CO2 Eq

Total

49
1,650
234
1,932

Note:
1). Calculation of GHG emissions from fuel use (Pertamax) refers to Technical
guidelines for calculating the energy-based sector GHG emissions baseline,
Bappenas, 2014
2). Calculation of GHG emissions from electrical use in kwh is based on the
provisions from the General Director of Electricity of the Ministry of Energy and
Mineral Resources, 2017
3). Calculation of GHG emissions of business travel refers to the ICAO
(International Civil Aviation Organization) standard.
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energy consumption (electricity

reduce plastic waste and use water drinking
facilities independently

tablets. It helps in supporting the process of

BTPN Syariah provides water purifying units

paper. The Company also urges communication

that comply with the standard set by the

through email. In serving productive under-

Indonesian Ministry of Health for employees, to

privileged customers up to end of 2019,

maximize drinking water availability and support

• The amount of paper used to analyze

environmental conservation efforts.

banking transactions while reducing need for

financing and disbursement lowered from
10 sheets of paper to 2 per disbursement, a

The policy eventually contributes to less
consumption of bottled water and holds in check
waste volume of water bottles.

savings of more than 4 million sheets of paper.
• The amount of paper used during a
transaction decreased from 6 to 1 million
sheet. It means that BTPN Syariah

BTPN Syariah issued a policy in minimized the

successfully suppressing the amount of paper

consumption of mineral bottled water in meeting

used and save approximately 5 million sheets

rooms at Head Office. In addition, employees at

in 2019 thanks to information technology

Head Office are also supplied with tumblers so

support.

as to reduce the consumption of mineral bottled
water.

Today, BTPN Syariah keeps trying and initiating
further automation in several operational lines to
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reduce household waste

save paper.

The Head Office is located in Menara BTPN,
in which the workplace cafeteria applies self-

With regard to sharia principles, BTPN Syariah

service concept with an organized and orderly

is selective in channeling financing to productive

management of food waste. Energy efficient

underprivileged customers: those applications

food warmers are available for employees. The

of businesses that put the environment at risk

cafeteria provides a cutlery supply to reduce

or are not in compliance with sharia principles

plastic utensils and waste. All BTPN Syariah

will not be approved. All operational activities of

working spaces are smoke-free zones so that

the Bank are conducted by taking into account

they circulate cleaner air.

the environmental impact at all times and not
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violating environmental legal regulations. That

less paper

said, within the reported year, BTPN Syariah

BTPN Syariah institutes a strategic step in

never gets fined for violation of environmental

controlling paper use by launching a digital

regulations. [GRI 307-1]

platform mProspera, installed on employees’

statement gri standards
in accordance check

Statement GRI Standards in Accordance Check
The National Center for Sustainability Reporting (NCSR)
has conducted a GRI Standards in Accordance Check on
PT Bank BTPN Syariah Tbk Sustainability Report 2019
(“Report”). The check communicates the extent to which the
GRI Standards has been applied in the Report. The check does
not provide an opinion on the sustainability performance of the
reporter or the quality of the information provided in the report.
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We conclude that this report has been prepared in accordance
with GRI Standards - Core option.

National Center for Sustainability Reporting

Dewi Fitriasari, Ph.D., CSRA, CMA
Director
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Jakarta, 29 July 2020

list of index
gri standard - core
[gri 102-55]

Gri Standard

Disclosure
No Indeks

Title

Page

GENERAL DISCLOSURE
GRI 102:
General Disclosure 2016

146

Organizational Profile
102-1

Name of The Organization

52

102-2

Activities, Brands, Products, and Services

102-3

Location of Headquarters

52

102-4

Location of Operations

52

102-5

Ownership and Legal Form

52, 55

102-6

Markets served

52, 62

102-7

Scale of The Organization

64

102-8

Information on Employees and Other Workers

102

102-9

Supply chain

64

102-10

Significant Changes to The Organization and Its
Supply Chain

44

102-11

Precautionary Principle or Approach

81

102-12

External initiatives

85

102-13

Membership of Associations

52, 56

56, 85

Strategy
102-14

Statement From Senior Decision-Maker

17, 23, 31

Vision and Mission
102-16

Values, Principles, Standards, and Norms of Behavior

102-17

Mechanisms for advice and concerns about ethics

4
84-85
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Governance
102-18

Governance structure

71

102-22

Composition of the highest governance body and its
committees

74

102-23

Chair of the highest governance body

74, 77

102-28

Evaluating the highest governance body’s
performance

75, 78

Stakeholders Engagement
102-40

List of Stakeholder Groups

87-88

102-41

Collective Bargaining Agreements

102-42

Identifying and Selecting Stakeholders

87-88

102-43

Approach to Stakeholder Engagement

87-88

102-44

Key Topics and Concerns Raised

87-88

104

Gri Standard

Disclosure
No Indeks

Title

Page

About the Report
102-45

Entities Included in The Consolidated Financial
Statements

44, 55

102-46

Defining Report Content and Topic Boundaries

45

102-47

List of Material Topics

102-48

Restatements of Information

44

102-49

Changes in Reporting

44

102-50

Reporting Period

44

102-51

Date of Most Recent Report

44

102-52

Reporting Cycle

44

102-53

Contact Point For Questions Regarding The Report

49

102-54

Claims of Reporting In Accordance With The GRI
Standards

44

102-55

GRI Content Index

44, 146

102-56

External Assurance

44

46-48
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SPECIFIC TOPIC DISCLOSURE
Economic Impacts
201 Economic Performance
GRI103: Management
Approach 2016

GRI 201: Economic
Performance 2016

103-1

Explanation of The Material Topic and its Boundary

48

103-2

The Management Approach and its Components

124

103-3

Evaluation of The Management Approach

124

Direct economic value generated and distributed

124

201-1

GRI 103:
Management Approach
2016

GRI 202:
Market Presence 2016

103-1

Explanation of The Material Topic and its Boundary

48

103-2

The Management Approach and its Components

113

103-3

Evaluation of The Management Approach

113

202-1

Ratios of standard entry level wage by gender
compared to local minimum wage

113

203 Indirect Economic Impacts
GRI 103:
Management Approach
2016

103-1

Explanation of The Material Topic and its Boundary

48

103-2

The Management Approach and its Components

134

103-3

Evaluation of The Management Approach

134

GRI 203: Indirect economic
203-1
impacts 2016

Infrastructure investments and services supported

134
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202 Market Presence

Gri Standard

Disclosure
No Indeks

Title

Page

Green Funding / Green Lending
GRI Disclosure Financial
Specific

103-1

Explanation of The Material Topic and its Boundary

103-2

The Management Approach and its Components

39, 92-123

103-3

Evaluation of The Management Approach

39, 92-123

FS1

Policies with specific environmental and social
components applied to business lines.

FS2

Procedures for assessing and screening environmental
and social risks in business lines

FS4

Process(es) for improving staff competency to
implement the environmental and social policies and
procedures as applied to business lines.

FS6

Percentage of the portfolio for business lines by
specific region, size (e.g. micro/SME/ large) and by
secto.

FS9

148

Coverage and frequency of audits to assess
implementation of environmental and social policies
and risk assessment procedures

FS15

Policies for the fair design and sale of financial
products and services.

FS16

Initiatives to enhance financial literacy by type of
beneficiary

48

39, 92
93, 122, 123
39, 109

120

122-123

94
97, 120

Anti-Corruption
GRI 103: Management
Approach 2016
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GRI 205: Anti-Corruption
2016

103-1

Explanation of The Material Topic and its Boundary

48

103-2

The Management Approach and its Components

83

103-3

Evaluation of The Management Approach

83

205-2

Communication and training about anti-corruption
policies and procedures

83

205-3

Confirmed incidents of corruption and actions taken

83

ENVIROMENTAL IMPACTS
Energy
GRI 103 Management
Approach 2016

GRI 302: Energy 2016

103-1

Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary

48

103-2

The management approach and its components

143

103-3

Evaluation of the management approach

143

302-1

Energy consumption

143

Gri Standard

Disclosure
No Indeks

Title

Page

Emissions
GRI 103: Management
Approach 2016

GRI 305: Emissions 2016

103-1

Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary

48

103-2

The management approach and its components

143

103-3

Evaluation of the management approach

143

305-1

Direct (Scope 1) GHG emissions

143

305-2

Indirect (Scope 2) GHG emissions

143

305-3

Other indirect (Scope 3) GHG emissions

143

Environmental Compliance
GRI 103: Management
Approach 2016

GRI 307:
Environmental
Compliance 2016

103-1

Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary

48

103-2

The management approach and its components

144

103-3

Evaluation of the management approach

144

307-1

Non-compliance with environmental laws and
regulations

144

149

SOSIAL IMPACTS
Employment
GRI 103 Management
Approach 2016

GRI 401:
Employment 2016

103-1

Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary

48

103-2

The management approach and its components

107-108

103-3

Evaluation of the management approach

107-108

401-1

New employee hires and employee turnover

107-108

Training and Education

GRI 404:
Training and Education
2016

103-1

Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary

48

103-2

The management approach and its components

109-110

103-3

Evaluation of the management approach

109-110

404-1

Average hours of training per year per employee

109

404-3

Percentage of Employees Receiving Regular
Performance and Career Development Reviews

110
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GRI 103 Management
Approach 2016

Gri Standard

Disclosure
No Indeks

Title

Page

Diversity and Equal Opportunity
GRI 103:
Management Approach
2016

GRI 405:
Diversity and Equal
Opportunity 2016

103-1

Explanation of The Material Topic and its Boundary

48

103-2

The Management Approach and its Components

103-104

103-3

Evaluation of The Management Approach

103-104

405-1

Diversity of governance bodies and employees

103-104

Non-discrimination
GRI 103:
Management Approach
2016

GRI 406:
Non Discrimination 2016

103-1

Explanation of The Material Topic and its Boundary

48

103-2

The Management Approach and its Components

102

103-3

Evaluation of The Management Approach

102

406-1

Incidents of discrimination and corrective actions
taken

102

Freedom of Association and Collective Bargaining

150

GRI 103:
Management Approach
2016

GRI 407:
Freedom of Association
2016

103-1

Explanation of The Material Topic and its Boundary

48

103-2

The Management Approach and its Components

104

103-3

Evaluation of The Management Approach

104

407-1

Operations and suppliers in which the right to
freedom of assosiation and collective bargaining may
be at risk

104

Local Communities
GRI 103:
Management Approach
2016
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GRI 413:
Local Communities 2016
GRI Disclosure
Financial Specific 2016

103-1

Explanation of The Material Topic and its Boundary

48

103-2

The Management Approach and its Components

95-96, 132-134

103-3

Evaluation of The Management Approach

95-96, 132-134

413-1

Operations with Local Community Engagement,
Impact Assessments and Development Programs

93, 95, 132-134

FS13

Access points in low-populated or economically
disadvantaged areas by type

96

FS14

Initiatives to improve access to financial services for
Disadvantaged people

96

Gri Standard

Disclosure
No Indeks

Title

Page

Marketing and Labeling Product
GRI 103:
Management Approach
2016

GRI 417:
Marketing and Labeling
Product 2016

103-1

Explanation of The Material Topic and its Boundary

48

103-2

The Management Approach and its Components

95, 98

103-3

Evaluation of The Management Approach

95, 98

417-2

Incidents of non-compliance concerning product and
service information and labeling

98

417-3

Incidents of non-compliance concerning
marketing communications

98

Customer Privacy

GRI 418:
Customer Privacy 2016

103-1

Explanation of The Material Topic and its Boundary

48

103-2

The Management Approach and its Components

98

103-3

Evaluation of The Management Approach

98

418-1

Substantiated complaints concerning breaches of
customer privacy and losses of customer data

98

Socioeconomic Compliance
GRI 103:
Management Approach
2016

GRI 419:
Sosioeconomic
Compliance 2016

103-1

Explanation of The Material Topic and its Boundary

48

103-2

The Management Approach and its Components

94

103-3

Evaluation of The Management Approach

94

Non-compliance with laws and regulations in the
social and economic area

94

419-1

151
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GRI 103:
Management Approach
2016

linking SDG’s
and GRI standard
SDG’s
1.

NO POVERTY

End poverty in all its
forms everywhere.

2. ZERO HUNGER

Business Theme

Relevant GRI Standard

Page

Availability of products
and services for
underprivileged families

GRI 203: Indirect Economic
Impacts

203-1

134

Economic Development in
areas of high poverty

GRI 203: Indirect Economic
Impacts

203-1

134

Income, salary and
benefits

GRI 401: Employment

401-1

107-108

GRI 202: Market Presence

202-1

124

Economic Development in
areas of high poverty

GRI 203: Indirect Economic
Impacts

203-1

134

Air Quality

GRI 305: Emission

305-1

143

305-2

143

305-3

143

GRI 307: Environment
Compliance

307-1

144

GRI 404: Training and
Education

404-1

109

404-3

110

Scholarship

GRI 203: Indirect Economic
Impacts

203-1

134

Equal Remuneration for
Women and Men

GRI 406: NonDiscrimination

406-1

102

GRI 202: Market Presence

202-1

113

End hunger, achieve
food security and
improved nutrition and
promote sustainable
agriculture.

152

3. GOOD HEALTH AND
WELL BEING

Compliance with
Regulations and Laws
Ensure healthy lives
and promote wellbeing
for all at all ages .
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4. QUALITY EDUCATION

Training and Education

Ensure inclusive and
quality education
for all and promote
lifelong learning.

5. GENDER EQUALITY

Achieve gender
equality and empower
all women and girls.

SDG’s
6. CLEAN WATER AND
SANITATION

Business Theme

Relevant GRI Standard

Page

N.A

N.A

N.A

N.A

Energy Efficiency

GRI 302: Energy

302-1

143

Change the Productivity
of Various Organizations,
Sectors or Entire
Economies

GRI 203: Indirect Economic
Impacts

203-1

134

Diversity and Equal
Opportunity

GRI 406: NonDiscrimination

406-1

102

Income, Salary and
Benefits

GRI 404: Training

404-1

109-110

Economic Performance

GRI 203: Indirect Economic
Impacts

203-1

134

Freedom of Association
and Collective Agreement

GRI 102: General Disclosure 102-41

104

Indirect Impact on Job
Creation

GRI 203: Indirect Economic
Impacts

203-1

134

Work Supported by the
Supply Chain

GRI 102: General Disclosure 102-9
2016 - Supply Chain

64

Employee Relations

GRI 102: General Disclosure 102-41
- Collective Bargaining
Agreements

104

Youth Employment

GRI 102: General Disclosure 102-8
- Information Regarding

102

Ensure access to
water and sanitation
sustainable for all.

7.

AFFORDABLE AND
CLEAN ENERGY

Ensure access to
affordable, reliable,
sustainable and
modern energy for all.

Support sustainable
economic
development,
productive
employment and
decent work for
everyone.

Compliance to Regulations GRI 417: Marketing
Communication
GRI 419: Compliance

417-3

98

419-1

94

153
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8. DECENT WORK AND
ECONOMIC GROWTH

SDG’s
9. INNOVATION AND
INFRASTRUCTURE

Business Theme

Relevant GRI Standard

Page

Infrastructure
Investments

GRI 203: Indirect Economic
Impacts

203-1

134

Economic Development in
Areas of High Poverty

Financial Spesific
Disclosure

FS1

39, 92

FS2

93, 122, 123

FS6

120

FS16

97, 120

Build resilient
infrastructure,
promote sustainable
industrialization and
foster innovation.

10. REDUCED
INEQUALITIES

Reduce inequality
within and among
countries.

154
11. SUSTAINAINABLE
CITIES AND
COMMUNITIES

Infrastructure
Investments

GRI 203: Indirect Economic
Impacts

203-1

134

Information and Labeling
of products and services

GRI 417: Marketing
Communication

417-2

98

417-3

98
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Make cities inclusive,
safe, resilient and
sustainable.

12. RESPONSIBLE
CONSUMPTION AND
PRODUCTION

Ensure sustainable
consumption and
production patterns.

SDG’s
13. CLIMATE ACTION

Business Theme

Relevant GRI Standard

Page

Energy Efficiency

GRI 302: Energy

302-1

143

Emission

GRI 305: Emission

305-1

143

305-3

143

Take urgent action
to combat climate
change and its
impacts.

14. LIFE BELOW WATER

Conserve and
sustainably use the
oceans, seas and
marine resources
for sustainable
development.

N.A

N.A

N.A

155

Protect, restore and
promote sustainable
use of terrestrial
ecosystems,
sustainably manage
forests, combat
desertification, and
halt and reverse land
degradation and halt
biodiversity loss

Green Financing

Compliance with
Regulations and Laws

Financial Spesific
Disclosure

GRI 307: Environment
Compliance

FS1

39, 92

FS2

93, 122, 123

FS4

39, 109

FS9

122-123

307-1

144
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15. Life on Land

SDG’s
16. PEACE AND JUSTICE

Business Theme
Anti - Corruption

Compliance with
Regulations and Laws
Promote peaceful and
inclusive communities
forsustainable
Ethical and Legal
development, provide
Behaviour
access to justice for
all, and build effective,
accountable and
inclusive institutions at Inclusive Decision Making
all levels

17. PARTNERSHIPS FOR
THE GOALS

156
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Strengthen the means
of implementation
and revitalize the
global partnership
for sustainable
development.

External Initiative

Relevant GRI Standard
GRI 205: Anti- Corruption

Page

205-2

83

205-3

83

GRI 102: General Disclosure 102-16
– Values, Pronciples,
Standards, and Norms of
Behaviors

4

GRI 102: General Disclosure 102-16
– Values, Pronciples,
Standards, and Norms of
Behaviors

4

GRI 102: General Disclosure
– Governance Structure,
Approach to Stakeholder
Engagement, Collective
Bargaining Agreement

102-18, 10240, 102-41,
102-42, 10243, 102-44

GRI 102: General Disclosure 102-12
– External Initiative

71, 87-88, 104

85

reference index
ojk regulation 51
BTPN Syariah Sustainability Report Contains Information on:

1.

Sustainability Strategy Description

2.

An overview of the sustainability performance aspect
a.

c.

3.

4.

51

Economic Aspect
1) Quantity of production or services sold

b.

Page

34, 44

2) Income or Sales

6

3) Net Profit or Loss;

6

4) Environmentally friendly product

7

5) Local party engagement concerning Sustainable Finance business process.

6

Environmental Aspect
1) The use of energy (e.g. electricity and water);

108

2) Reduced emissions realized;

109

3) Waste and effluent reduction;

n.a

4) Conservation of biodiversity.

n.a

A description of the positive and negative impacts of Sustainable Finance on
communities and the environment

50-51,
77-79, 84-93
107

157

Brief Profile
a.

Vision, Mission, and Values of Sustainability

4-5

b.

Name, address, telephone number, facsimile number, e-mail address, and website of
financial service institutions, issuers, and public companies, as well as branches and/or
representative offices

34

c.

Business Scale
1) Total Assets or Asset Capitalization, and Total Liabilities

44

2) Number of Employees

44

3) Percentage of ownership of shares

34

4) Operational Areas

34

d.

A brief description of the products, services and business activities performed;

e.

Membership in associations;

f.

Significant changes, including those related to the closing or opening of a branch, and
the structure of ownership.

34, 38-41
35, 60
n.a

Board of Directors’ Report contains:
a.

Policies to respond to challenges in achieving a sustainability strategy, including at
least:
1) Explanation of the value of sustainability for the company;

b.

13-14,18
18

2) A description of the company’s response to the issue of Sustainable Finance;

18-19

3) Description of the commitment made by financial service institution, issuer, and
public company in the Sustainable Finance;

19-20

4) Achievement of performance in a Sustainable Finance;

18

5) Challenges to achieving Sustainable Finance.

25

Sustainable Finance; includes at least:
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No.

No.

BTPN Syariah Sustainability Report Contains Information on:

c.

5.

19-20

2) Explanations of performance and challenges including significant events during
reporting period (For financial service institutions required to make a Sustainable
Finance action plan).

8-10

The target achievement strategy, includes at least:
1) Risk management in Sustainable Finance related to economic, social, and
environmental aspects

22, 59

2) Seizing of business opportunities and prospects;

20-21

3) Explanations of external economy, social, and environment situations that
potentially
influence the sustainability of financial service institution, issuer, and public company.

14-74

a.

Description of the duties of the Board of Directors and the Board of Commissioners,
employees, officers and/or work units responsible for Sustainable Finance.

55, 56

b.

Description of the competency development conducted for the Board of Directors and
the Board of Commissioners, employees, officers and/or work units responsible for
Sustainable Finance.

55, 56

59

c.

Descriptions of the procedures of financial service institution, issuer, and public
company in identifying, measuring, monitoring and controlling the risks for Sustainable
Financial application in economic, social and environmental aspects, including the
role of the Board of Commissioners and the Board of Commissioners in managing,
conducting periodic analysis and reviewing the effectiveness of the risk management
process of the financial service institution, issuer and public company.

d.

Descriptions of stakeholders, including:

e.
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1) Performance achievements in Sustainable Finance (economic, social and
environmental)
compared to targets;

Sustainable Governance contains:

158

6.

Page

1)

Stakeholders engagement based on the results of assessment, general meetings of
shareholders, decision or others;

2)

Approaches adopted by the financial service institution, the issuer and the public
company to involve stakeholders in Sustainable Finance, such as forms of dialog,
surveys and seminars.

Problems faced, their development and impacts on sustainable Finance.

61
61-62

51

Collective Negotiation Agreement
a.

A description on the activity of building a culture of sustainability within the financial
service institution, issuer, and public company.

b.

A description of the economic performance of the past 3 (three) years, including:

c.

65

1)

Comparison of goals and performance of production, portfolio, financing target,
or investment, revenue and profit-loss in the case that Sustainability Report is
separate from Annual Report;

76

2)

Comparison of the target and performance of the portfolio, financing target, or
investments in financial or project instruments that are consistent with Sustainable
Finance.

76

Social performance in the past 3 (three) years:
1) Commitment of financial service institution, issuer or public company to provision of
products and/or equivalent services to its consumers.

92-96

No.

BTPN Syariah Sustainability Report Contains Information on:

Page

2) Labor, containing at least:
a. Statement of equal work opportunities and whether or not there is forced labor
and child labor;
b. Percentage of permanent staff remuneration at lowest level compared to the
minimum regional wages;

102
112-113

c. A decent, safe work environment;

104-106

d. Training and development of employee competencies.

109-112

3) Community, containing at least:
a. Information of activities or operational areas which have positive and negative
impacts on the community including financial literacy and inclusion;
b. Community complaint mechanisms and number of community complaints
received and followed up;
c. Corporate Social and Environmental Responsibility that can be linked to
the support for sustainable development goals, consisting of type and
implementation of community empowerment program.
d.

95-97, 132134
132-134
95-97, 132134

The Environmental Performance of financial service institution, issuer, and public
company, containing at least:
1) Environmental costs incurred;

N.A

2) Description regarding the use of environmentally friendly material, e.g. use of the
recycled material;

144

159

3) Description on energy use, least contains:
143

b. Efforts and achievements of the energy efficiency undertaken including the use
of renewable energy sources;

142

Responsibility of Sustainable Financial Products and/or Services
1) Innovation and development of products and/or services;

92-95

2) Amount and percentage of products and services that have been evaluated for
security for customers;

92-95

3) Positive impact and negative impacts of the Product and/or Services and
distribution process, as well as mitigation made to the negative impacts;

92-99

4) Number of withdrawn products and the reasons;

98-99

5) Customer satisfaction survey.
7.

Written Verification From Independent Parties, If Available

N.A
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e.

a. Amount and intensity of energy used;

feedback sheet
Dear Stakeholders, we would like to ask for your feedback on our Sustainability Report by sending us an email
or this form through fax/mail.
Your Profile
Name		
:
Institution/Company :
Phone/mobile
:

Stakeholder group (check as applicable):
• Government
• Industry
• Educational institution
• General Public
• Media
• NGO
• Company
• Other, please specify…

160

5. This report builds your trust in BTPN Syariah
sustainability:
a. Strongly agree
b. Agree
c. Neutral
d. Disagree
e. Strongly disagree
Please provide your feedback regarding this report:

Please select the best response:
1. This report is useful for you:
a. Strongly agree
b. Agree
c. Neutral
d. Disagree
e. Strongly disagree
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4. This report is interesting:
a. Strongly agree
b. Agree
c. Neutral
d. Disagree
e. Strongly disagree

2. This report already reflects BTPN Syariah
performance in sustainable development:
a. Strongly agree
b. Agree
c. Neutral
d. Disagree
e. Strongly disagree
3. This report is easy to understand:
a. Strongly agree
b. Agree
c. Neutral
d. Disagree
e. Strongly disagree

Thank you for your participation, please send this
sheet to the following address:
Daya & Communication Division
PT Bank BTPN Syariah Tbk
Menara BTPN 12th Floor, CBD Mega Kuningan
Jl. Dr. Ide Anak Agung Gde Agung, Kav 5.5-5.6
Jakarta Selatan – 12950 - Indonesia
Tel.
: (62-21) 292 72 096
Fax.
: (62-21) 292 72 096
Website : www.btpnsyariah.com
Email : corsec@btpnsyariah.com
corporatecommunications@btpnsyariah.com
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Menara BTPN 12th Floor, CBD Mega Kuningan
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